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ABSTRACT 
 
The primary purpose of this thesis was to assess the effect of knee-joint angle on the 
neuromechanics of maximal and explosive contractions, specifically torque and 
neuromuscular activation, as well as the influence of isometric resistance training (RT) on 
these variables and thus joint angle specificity of training adaptations. It was found that 
electrode location had a pronounced effect on surface electromyography (sEMG) amplitude 
during maximum isometric voluntary contractions (MVCs) and moderate relationship 
between subcutaneous tissue thickness and sEMG amplitude (R2=0.31 up to 0.38) was 
reduced but not consistently removed by maximal M-Wave (MMAX) normalization [up to R2= 
0.16 (peak-to-peak) and R2= 0.23 (Area)]. Thus, MMAX peak-to-peak was the better 
normalization parameter that removed the influence of electrode location and substantially 
reduced the influence of subcutaneous tissue thickness. Maximal torque-angle relationship 
presented an inverted ‘U’ shape with both, agonist (measure by two different techniques) and 
antagonist neuromuscular activation both differing with knee-joint angle and thus, both likely 
contributing to the torque-angle relationship. Absolute explosive torque-angle relationship 
exhibited higher torques at mid-range knee joint angles in a similar manner to maximal 
strength, whilst the ability to explosively express the available torque (i.e. relative to maximal 
strength) revealed only subtle differences between joint angles. Agonist neuromuscular 
activation showed increases from extended to flexed positions during both maximum and 
explosive contractions (at all time points; ~6% to ~34%) and evoked contractile properties 
presented opposite patterns with twitch torque increasing (~5% to ~30%) and octet torque 
decreasing (~2% to ~14%) with knee flexion. Finally, after 4 weeks of RT at a 65° knee-joint 
angle evidence of joint angle specificity was provided from both within-group (greater gains 
at 3 angles than others) and between-group evidence (greater gains at 2 angles than others) 
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for maximal strength but not for explosive strength and neuromuscular activation. In 
summary, this thesis demonstrated: (1) higher strength values at middle knee-joint positions 
than more flexed and/or extended positions during maximal and explosive contractions; (2) 
how agonist neuromuscular activation contributes to the beforementioned changes in strength; 
(3) how muscle contractile properties contribute to the explosive strength across knee-joint 
angles; and finally (4) that joint angle specificity has a neural basis. 
 
Keywords: Maximal torque, explosive torque, knee-joint angle, neuromuscular activation, 
muscle contractile properties, resistance training. 
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The capacity to produce torque is important for athletic performance (Paasuke et al. 
2001; Janura et al. 2016), as well as the mobility (Penninx et al. 2001; Hunter et al. 2004) and 
locomotion (Morrison 1970; Engin & Korde 1974) of older individuals. Muscular strength 
can be defined as the highest torque that can be generated in a specific mechanical situation 
including the muscle group(s) involved, joint position/angle, joint angular velocity and the 
time available for contraction. The latter variable of time leads to two different forms of 
strength: maximum strength when time is unlimited; and explosive strength  - the ability to 
increase torque as quickly as possible from a low/resting level in a short period of time 
insufficient to achieve maximum strength (Folland et al. 2014). Explosive strength is partially 
dependent of maximal strength (Andersen & Aagaard 2006; Folland et al. 2014) and so it is 
expected that increases in the latter (maximal strength) will impact in the first (explosive 
strength). Increase explosive strength generate improvements in the response to mechanical 
perturbations such as loss of balance (Izquierdo et al. 1999; Chang et al. 2005; Orr et al. 2008) 
and also postural control (Nagy et al. 2007). Strength is often measured during isometric (T. 
G. Balshaw et al. 2017), isoinertial (Buckthorpe et al. 2014) and isokinetic (Tillin et al. 2012) 
contractions/situations and may vary with muscle group, velocity and joint angle/muscle 
length (Tillin et al. 2012). 
During almost all motor tasks (e.g. sporting actions, tasks of daily life or rehabilitation) 
individuals perform movements causing changes in joint angle and as indicated above, joint 
angle is known to have a fundamental mechanical influence on muscular strength (torque; 
Suter and Herzog 1997; Rassier et al. 1999). The effect of joint angle on maximum strength is 
known as the torque-angle relationship and is widely attributed to sarcomere force generation 
(Lieber et al. 1994; Rassier et al. 1999). There are preliminary indications that neuromuscular 
activation may also vary with joint angle (Newman et al. 2003; Kooistra et al. 2007), but with 
very mixed evidence due to highly contradictory findings in the literature (Suter & Herzog 
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1997; Babault et al. 2003; Newman et al. 2003; de Ruiter et al. 2004). Any differences in 
neuromuscular activation with joint angle theoretically would contribute to the torque-angle 
relationship. Therefore, it seems valuable to rigorously investigate if neuromuscular 
activation does change with joint angle and may contribute to the fundamental torque-angle 
relationship.  
Joint angle may also influence explosive strength, but this has received little scientific 
attention and is certainly less well understood than the classic torque-angle relationship for 
maximum strength. Explosive strength is thought to be determined by neural and muscle 
contractile properties (Aagaard et al. 2002; Folland et al. 2014). A previous report presented 
changes in agonist neuromuscular activation across joint angles during explosive contractions, 
but with contradictory findings (higher activation in more flexed vs. extended position) 
depending on the phase of the explosive contraction (de Ruiter et al. 2004; Rousanoglou et al. 
2010; Tillin et al. 2012). The intrinsic contractile properties of the muscle, specifically the 
evoked torque during twitch and octet contractions, are also influenced by joint angle (de 
Ruiter et al. 2004; Folland et al. 2014). Contrasting findings has been reported in regards of 
the influence of joint angle on the contractile determinants of explosive strength. While the 
contractile ability to rapidly express the available torque (i.e. octet torque relative to MVT) 
has shown to be angle dependent (Tillin et al. 2012) also demonstrated to be angle 
independent (de Ruiter et al. 2004). Therefore, still unclear how explosive strength change 
with joint angle and how neuromuscular activation and muscle intrinsic contractile properties 
contribute to the explosive torque-angle relationship.  
Muscular force production relies upon the electrical activation of skeletal muscle by 
the nervous system in the form of muscle action potentials (Farina et al. 2004). A well-used 
technique to record the electrical activity within the muscle, and thus neuromuscular 
activation, is surface electromyography (sEMG). A sEMG recording is a sum of the muscle 
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action potentials under the recording electrode (Vigotsky et al. 2018). How neuromuscular 
activation changes with joint angle, as well as the influence of numerous other factors on 
neuromuscular activation, clearly relies on valid measurements of activation. However, 
sEMG amplitude measurements are known to be confounded by intrinsic (e.g. subcutaneous 
tissue thickness) and extrinsic (e.g. electrode location) factors (De Luca 1997). For instance, 
greater subcutaneous adipose tissue is known to decrease sEMG amplitude (Petrofsky 2008) 
and electrode location is also known to affect sEMG amplitude (Farina et al. 2002; Rainoldi 
et al. 2004).   
Removing influences of these confounders (adiposity and electrode location) on 
sEMG amplitude measurements by controlling for the signal recording conditions with 
appropriate normalization may provide a more valid index of neuromuscular activation. The 
use of supramaximal compound muscle action potential (MMAX) has become an increasingly 
popular reference for EMG amplitude normalization (Buckthorpe et al. 2014; Papaiordanidou 
et al. 2016). However, it is currently unknown if normalization of voluntary sEMG amplitude 
to MMAX is able to remove the influence of adiposity and electrode location on sEMG 
amplitude (De Luca 1997). Given that a central focus of the thesis was to assess potentially 
quite subtle differences in neuromuscular activation, the first experimental work (Chapter 3) 
details two methodological experiments examining potential improvements to EMG 
amplitude measurements of neuromuscular activation. Therefore, chapter 3 of this thesis 
aimed to: (i) investigate if MMAX normalization removed the confounding influence of MED 
across the surface of the vastus lateralis (VL) and (ii) investigate if MMAX normalization 
removed the confounding influence electrode location on sEMG amplitude during MVCs. 
Although joint angle is well known to affect maximal torque production, any changes 
in neuromuscular activation across knee-joint angles remains unclear and thus any potential 
neural contribution to the torque-angle relationship. For example, quadriceps femoris (Q) 
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neuromuscular activation assessed with sEMG or the interpolated twitch technique (ITT) 
during isometric MVCs at distinct knee-joint angles has been found to be: higher at flexed 
positions (Becker & Awiszus 2001; Kubo et al. 2004; Pincivero et al. 2004); higher at 
extended positions (Hasler et al. 1994; Babault et al. 2003); and similar across all knee-joint 
positions (Zabik & Dawson 1996; Newman et al. 2003; Kooistra et al. 2007). Similarly, 
differences in antagonist activation between knee-joint angles has been reported by one 
(Kubo et al. 2004) but not other (Babault et al. 2003; de Ruiter et al. 2004) studies. These 
conflicting findings might be due to methodological approaches between studies. Hence, a 
study using rigorous sEMG and ITT measures may reveal if neuromuscular activation differs 
according to joint angle and contributes to the maximal torque-angle relationship. Therefore, 
the aim of chapter 4 was to compare neuromuscular activation, using contemporary sEMG 
and ITT procedures, during maximal voluntary isometric contractions of the Q at different 
knee-joint angles. 
The capacity to produce explosive torque from a resting level increases as the time 
progresses during a given task (Maffiuletti et al. 2016) and appears to be determined by 
several factors including neuromuscular activation (Klass et al. 2008; Folland et al. 2014) and 
the intrinsic  contractile properties of the active musculature (Andersen & Aagaard 2006; 
Folland et al. 2014). Although explosive torque (de Ruiter et al. 2004) vary with joint angle, 
the effect of joint angle during all phases of the explosive contraction and the underpinning 
neural and intrinsic contractile determinants (Folland et al., 2014) have not been rigorously 
explored. Therefore, the purpose of chapter 5 was to conduct a thorough comparison of 
explosive torque production at five different knee-joint angles, with assessment of the 
underpinning physiological mechanisms, neural activation and intrinsic contractile properties, 
that might account for any differences between angles at all phases of the explosive 
contraction. 
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Isometric resistance training (RT) performed at a single joint angle has been found to 
lead to strength increases that appear to be greatest at the training angle, and this effect is 
known as joint angle specificity (Weir et al. 1995; Noorkoiv et al. 2014). One of the 
underpinning adaptations that has been widely suggested to account for joint angle specificity 
after short-term RT is an increase in neuromuscular activation at the training angle (Kubo et 
al. 2006; Noorkoiv et al. 2014) although as yet there is no convincing evidence (Gardner 
1963; Weir et al. 1995). Therefore, the aim of chapter 6 was to examine the extent of joint 
angle specificity after short-term RT, and if the any angle specific changes in strength have a 
neural basis [i.e. greater changes in neural drive (EMG) at the training angle compared to the 
other angles]. 
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In order to understand the changes in joint angles during maximal and explosive 
contractions and the acute responses and chronicle adaptations to RT, this literature review 
will examine as follows: measures of strength; measures of neuromuscular activation; 
mechanical factors of strength; physiological determinants of maximum and explosive 
strength and finally joint angle specificity and neural adaptations to RT. 
 
2.1. Measures of Strength 
Strength measurements are performed in order to assess the individual’s capacity 
to produce torque (i.e. maximal and/or explosive), hence, providing crucial information 
about muscle function. Very often, muscle function is assessed under isometric or 
isokinetic conditions given the controlled environment provided by this type of 
contractions (Wilson & Murphy 1996; Baltzopoulos & Brodie 1989). However, tests with 
isoinertial contractions may provide a closer representation to what occur at real life (i.e. 
sports or real-life tasks). The aim of this section is to review the practices used to assess 
different types of strength (maximal and explosive) by using isometric, isoinertial and 
isokinetic contractions. 
 
2.1.1. Isometric Strength measures 
Isometric contractions occur when active tension is developed inside the muscle 
whilst maintaining the same joint angle (Floyd & Thompson 2011). Maximal isometric 
strength is often measured as the instantaneous peak torque during a MVC (Figure 2.1A), 
or as an average torque during a sustained contraction of ≥ 3s (i.e. time constant) 
surrounding instantaneous peak force (Balshaw et al. 2017). Explosive isometric strength, 
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which is often define as the ability to increase contractile torque as quickly as possible 
from a low/resting level (Folland et al. 2014; Balshaw et al. 2016), can be measured as 
torque at a specific time point, impulse and/or rate of torque development (RTD; Figure 
2.1B) over the rising torque-time curve (Neale Anthony Tillin et al. 2013). For instance, 
impulse is calculated by the area under the curve between the times points of interest from 
the torque-time curve whilst the RTD is derived from the torque time curve by dividing 
torque value at a specific time point by the time range of interest (Figure 2.1B) (Aagaard, 
Erik B Simonsen, et al. 2002). 
 
Figure 2.1. (A) Peak torque at maximal isometric voluntary contraction (MVC) and (B) explosive 
isometric contraction at different time points at the rising curve from torque onset. The 
instantaneous torque is the torque at a specific time point (red circle, B); impulse is the area under 
the torque-time curve within a specific period of time (yellow square, B); and rate of torque 
development is given by the slope of the torque time curve over any given time period (black 
dashed line, B). 
 
2.1.2. Isoinertial Strength measures 
Whilst isometric strength is a static measurement, isoinertial contraction involve 
performing an exercise whereby a constant inertia is maintained throughout the movement. 
The prefix ‘iso’ means ‘constant’ and the suffix ‘inertial’ means ‘resistance’, describing 
A B 
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the concept of constant inertia in both the concentric and the eccentric phases of muscle 
contraction. Maximum isoinertial strength can be defined as the maximal weight lifted 
during a given task [i.e. one repetition maximum (1RM)](Logan et al. 2000). However, 
explosive isoinertial strength (similar to explosive isometric strength) is a measured of 
force production at a specific time point (s) over the rising torque-time curve (Neale 
Anthony Tillin et al. 2013). Thus, isoinertial strength provides information about muscle 
function by quantifying concentric and eccentric strength in a situation where the load is 
constant. 
 
2.1.3. Isokinetic Strength measures 
Isokinetic contractions are defined as a dynamic muscular contraction when the 
velocity of movement is maintained constant by a electromechanical device (Baltzopoulos 
& Brodie 1989). As stated above, the prefix ‘iso’ means ‘constant’ but the suffix ‘kinetic’ 
means ‘movement’ in this context, so the constant movement (velocity) in both the 
concentric and the eccentric phases of muscle contraction. The definitions of isokinetic 
maximal and explosive strength are similar to the isoinertial ones but in an environment 
where the velocity is constant. The isokinetic dynamometer (electromechanical device) 
ensures that the velocity is constant throughout the range of motion while the resistance 
depends on the torque applied by the subject (Baltzopoulos & Brodie 1989; Walmsley & 
Pentland 1993). Isokinetic dynamometry is widely used within rehabilitation and sports 
context as it allows athletes to test and/or train under controlled conditions.  
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2.2. Measures of Neuromuscular Activation 
The ability to voluntarily produce torque is dependent on the nervous system’s 
capacity to activate a muscle (or muscle group) (Folland & Williams 2007b). 
Neuromuscular activation can be assessed using different techniques such as positron 
emission tomography scan (PET) together with magnetic resonance image (MRI; 
PET/MRI), muscle functional MRI (fMRI), electromyography (EMG) and ITT although 
the last two techniques have historically been used more often. 
 
2.2.1. PET/MRI/fMRI 
The use of muscleskeletal imaging to quantify neuromuscular activation has been 
arose in the last ~20 years with considerable progress (i.e. better image quality) as a result 
of the improvements in scanning technology (Beyer et al. 2000; Pappas et al. 2001; 
Kinugasa et al. 2011; Haddock et al. 2017). Both, PET and T1 MRI scanning, generate 
detailed 3D images from the muscle of interest providing information of cumulative 
muscle activity (Haddock et al. 2017). However, it is possible to use both technologies at 
the same time to provide information about muscle function such as to identify vascular 
and metabolic processes, both of which are related to muscle activity (Pichler et al. 2008; 
Haddock et al. 2017)  
The aim of the PET scan is to measure muscle physiological function by 
generating images showing blood flow, metabolism, neurotransmitters and radiolabelled 
drugs (Berger 2003). In order to provide the above information a radioactive tracer is 
injected into the participants peripheral vein and the radioactivity can be detected by the 
PET scanner and generates the image (Berger 2003). In a different manner, according to 
Berger (2002), “MRI uses the body’s natural magnetic properties to produce detailed 
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images from any part of the body” without the use of radiation. In simple terms, MRI uses 
strong magnets that create a strong magnetic field forcing the protons in our body to align 
with the field (Berger 2002; Cagnie et al. 2011). When combined, both techniques allow 
the acquisition of information from anatomy (from MRI) and other tissues quantitative 
information (from PET) which is used to quantify muscle activation. 
Muscle functional MRI provides a measure of the metabolic activity within the 
muscle (Kinugasa et al. 2006; Cagnie et al. 2011) while the subject performs a motor task 
and is scanned simultaneously. Specifically, because exercise leads to changes in the 
transverse relaxation time (T2) of tissue water (Kinugasa et al. 2006) causing an increase 
in signal intensity of the muscles used during the task (Cagnie et al. 2011) it is possible to 
indirectly quantify muscle activation. Although different imaging techniques have been 
used to measure muscle activity, sEMG appears to be one of the most used techniques 
given the lower cost and easy use, although caution should be taken during the 
interpretation of the data (Enoka & Duchateau 2015) 
 
2.2.2. Electromyography 
Electromyography (EMG) is a technique used to assess the neuromuscular activity 
from a target muscle (s) and can be divided in two different types: fine-wire EMG (fEMG) 
and surface EMG (sEMG). The fEMG consists of an invasive technique that uses a needle 
electrode to assess information from individual motor units (MU) (Merletti & Parker 
2004). With fEMG it is possible to record precise information from a single muscle fibre 
(e.g. individual action potentials) and this allows for the investigation of a diverse range of 
neural (i.e. descending neural drive) and morphological MU parameters (i.e. number of 
MUs) to be recorded (Merletti & Parker 2004). Although fEMG provides useful 
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information about MU behaviour, sEMG is a convenient and non-invasive way to assess 
neuromuscular activation during both isometric and dynamic tasks compared to fEMG. 
 
Figure 2.2. Acquisition of a surface EMG signal and decomposition in to individual motor units 
action potentials train. Adapted from Raez et al (2006). 
 
The sEMG amplitude measurement represents a summation of the electrical 
activity (tissue-filtered) generated by a number of concurrently active MUs (Figure 2.2) 
and it varies in amplitude duration and frequency (Kaplanis et al. 2009). sEMG 
measurements are acquired by applying an electrode to the skin’s surface overlying the 
muscle of interest allowing for a myoelectric signal to be collected. In order to properly 
position the electrode on the skin it is necessary to verify the electrode position on the 
muscle, distance between electrode and electrode configuration (Merletti & Parker 2004; 
Rainoldi et al. 2004). The EMG electrode is placed on the centre (or most prominent part) 
of the muscle belly whilst avoiding the innervation zone and the tendons (Mesin et al. 
2009). Before electrode placement, it is necessary to prepare the skin with standard 
procedures (hair removal, abrasion, and cleansing) which are often used to minimize the 
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signal to noise ratio and optimise fidelity of the signal recorded prior to analysis (Merletti 
& Parker 2004). 
The amplitude of the sEMG signal is often measured as a root mean square (RMS) 
or the integration of the signal amplitude and it is used to quantify neuromuscular 
activation of the target muscle (Merletti & Parker 2004). But the sEMG signal should be 
interpreted with caution given the various confounding factors inherent to the 
measurement (Enoka & Duchateau 2015). For instance, an intrinsic factor such as 
subcutaneous fat thickness can influence sEMG amplitude during voluntary contractions 
and showed an inverse relationship with sEMG amplitude (Farina & Rainoldi 1999; 
Nordander et al. 2003; Petrofsky 2008). The inverse relationship might be due to the high 
electrical resistance of adipose tissue (Petrofsky 2008). From a 2D image is possible to 
measure the subcutaneous tissue (i.e. body fat; Figure 2.3). It is currently unknown if 
evoked EMG responses vary with electrode location and muscle electrode distance (MED; 
distance between the electrode and the muscle) in a similar way to voluntary sEMG 
amplitude. If this is the case, then normalization of voluntary EMG amplitude to evoked 
responses may remove the influence of electrode location and MED. Yet, this has not been 
investigated. 
2.2.2.1	EMG	Normalization	
Normalization is the ratio between sEMG measured during a specific task and the 
sEMG from a reference task. The reference task can be varied with the type of contraction 
used during the specific task (Balshaw & Hunter 2012) but it is very common to use the 
sEMG amplitude during a isometric MVC as a reference [(EMG amplitude/EMG 
amplitude during MVC) *100]  (Burden 2010). Others also used submaximal contractions 
as a way to normalize neuromuscular activation (Burden 2010; Balshaw & Hunter 2012). 
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For instance, Balshaw & Hunter (2012) showed that during squats exercise the use of 
submaximal normalizations method (EMG at 60% and 70% of MVC) may be more 
sensitive for VL and BF during eccentric and concentric phases. 
Normalization procedure may help to remove or reduce the confounding factors of 
sEMG measures (Burden 2010) and also is required when comparing EMG data between 
(i.e. between exercises or individuals) and within (i.e. same individuals but different 
exercises) situations (Burden 2010; Vigotsky et al. 2018). Normalization involves 
reporting EMG from a given task relative to a reference task (Lehman & McGill 1999). In 
the last 20 years (approximately), the use of compound muscle action potential (M-wave) 
as a reference to normalize voluntary sEMG has increased. When the muscle is electrically 
stimulated (e.g. via peripheral nerve stimulation) it is possible to record m-wave of MUs 
within the electrode’s pick-up area (Vieira et al. 2015). To conduct peripheral nerve 
stimulation an anode is positioned on the opposing side of the body segment from the 
target nerve or motor point and the cathode is sequentially positioned on the nerve. An 
incremental single pulse stimulus is delivered with a constant current and variable voltage 
until peak twitch torque and the peak-to-peak amplitude of the M-wave has plateaued. To 
guarantee full MU recruitment researchers typically increase the current supramaximally 
(i.e. +20-50% of the plateau) and record a series of three supra-maximal M-waves (MMAX) 
(Racinais et al. 2013; Balshaw et al. 2016). MMAX is the evoked maximal activation from 
the target muscle and may provide a more reliable measure than absolute EMG amplitude 
during a submaximal or maximal contraction (Buckthorpe et al. 2012). However, although 
normalization has been advocated to be used in many different situations may not be 
necessary when using a sEMG decomposition system. 
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Figure 2.3. Ultrasound image from biceps brachii muscle at rest. Arrow indicates muscle electrode 
distance (MED). 
 
2.2.2.2	EMG	decomposition	
 The decomposition of the EMG signal (Figure 2.2) has been used to understand 
motor units behaviour during a contraction (Adam & De Luca 2005; Del Vecchio et al. 
2017). EMG decomposition can be performed by using sEMG (Del Vecchio et al. 2017; 
Martinez-Valdes et al. 2018) or fEMG techniques (Adam & De Luca 2005; De Luca et al. 
2006). As previous explain under section 2.2.2 of this thesis, fEMG consists of an invasive 
technique that uses a needle electrode to assess information from individual MU, while 
sEMG decomposition is not invasive and provide information from a higher number of 
motor unit due to cover a larger superficial part of the target muscle (De Luca et al. 2006). 
With a sEMG system [i.e. high density EMG (Del Vecchio et al. 2017)] is possible to 
assess detailed information for each of the MU detected such as conduction velocity, 
recruitment threshold, amplitude of action potentials and electrical mechanical delay. The 
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beforementioned variables provides a more precise information regards MU behaviour 
than tradition sEMG systems whereby is not possible to decompose the signal (Del 
Vecchio et al. 2017). By using a high density EMG, normalization appears to be not 
necessary given the system provides a more reliable representation of signal amplitude 
(Vila-Chã et al. 2010; Valamatos et al. 2018). However, little is known about the ability of 
these techniques to remove the confound effects of EMG. Moreover, there are other 
parameters (besides the ones mentioned on section 2.2.2.1) that also have influence on 
EMG measurement such as temperature, potential of hydrogen (PH), cross talk and 
cancelation. 
2.2.2.3 EMG and Temperature 
The effect of temperature on EMG measurements was raised for the first time ~30 
years ago (Petrofsky & Lind 1980). Authors reported a negative impact on EMG 
amplitude during a MVC when lower temperatures were used (10º) compare to 
thermoneutral environment (~19º C) or to higher temperatures (20º, 30º ad 40º C; 
Petrofsky & Lind 1980), which was confirmed latter (Holewijn & Heus 1992; Rutkove 
2001). However, hyperthermia (higher temperatures) also appears to negatively affect 
EMG amplitude (Nybo & Nielsen 2001; Hunter et al. 2011; Pereira et al. 2011). For 
instance, Hunter et al (2011) demonstrate that MVC and EMG amplitude were 
significantly reduced when the task was performed in hot environment (40º C). Thus, 
lower (10º C) or higher temperatures (40º C) will affect the EMG amplitude compared to a 
task performed at a thermoneutral environment. 
2.2.2.4	EMG	and	PH	
Exercise can induce to changes in lactate which leads to alterations on muscle PH 
(Bouissou et al. 1989). An increase on PH appears to have an negative effect on EMG 
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measurements such as changes in the power spectrum towards lower frequencies 
(Bouissou et al. 1989; Brody et al. 1991), alterations in conduction velocity (Brody et al. 
1991; Hunter 2003) and EMG amplitude (Hunter 2003). Although others did not find 
association between EMG amplitude and PH (Kostka & Cafarelli 1982; Miller et al. 1987). 
Thus, while PH appears to influence EMG power spectrum and conduction velocity it is 
unclear how affect EMG amplitude. 
 
2.2.2.5	EMG	and	Crosstalk	
A possible contamination of the recorded EMG signal from others sources such as 
adjacent muscles (Winter et al. 1994; Raez et al. 2006; De Luca et al. 2012) is called 
crosstalk. Crosstalk can cause a miss interpretation of the recorded signal, hence, should 
be taken in consideration. In order to avoid cross-talk between muscles, previous research 
(Winter et al 1994) reported that at 3 cm of distance between electrodes and adjacent 
muscles would generate a small interference in the signal (4%), while smaller distances (1 
cm) could generate up to 49% interference in the signal. Therefore, when performing 
electrode placement, the distance between electrode and adjacent muscles should be 
calculate carefully to avoid cross-talk between muscles. 
2.2.2.6	EMG	and	Cancelation	
Surface EMG recordings are a summation of MU action potentials recorded under 
the surface electrode (De Luca 1997). During the contraction the pattern of activation 
changes between motor units and when a positive phase of one MU action potential 
coincides with a negative phase of another MU action potential, the signal cancels each 
other. Signal cancelation has a negative effect by reducing EMG amplitude (Day & 
Hulliger 2001; Keenan et al. 2005). Experiment with cat soleus muscle showed a loss of 
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50% of the MU action potential (Day & Hulliger 2001) while a simulation study showed 
amplitude cancelation been up to 85% (Keenan et al. 2005). Thus, interpreting results 
from EMG recorded signal should be performed carefully given all the abovementioned 
limitations. 
In summary, EMG recording allows neuromuscular activation to be measured by 
surface or fine-wire methods. Although surface EMG is a commonly used technique, is 
necessary care to interpret the recordings given the possible limitations of the technique 
(e.g. cancelation, crosstalk, temperature and others). While normalization procedure is 
used to compare the level of activation between/within individuals, overall, little is known 
about the influence of electrode location on MMAX and if MMAX normalization removes or 
reduces the confounding influence of body fat on sEMG amplitude. 
 
2.2.3. Interpolated Twitch Technique 
ITT is a technique used to assess the central drive of the muscle (or muscle group) 
during a submaximal or MVC (Folland & Williams 2007a). This technique consists of 
stimulating the muscle directly (or via nerve stimulation) at rest and during the contraction. 
To calculate the level of activation from ITT it is necessary to perform a comparison 
between the size of the twitch force evoked at rest and the superimposed twitch (the twitch 
evoked during the contraction) (Folland & Williams 2007b; Gandevia 2001). After the 
ratio between resting and superimposed twitches torques, true maximum torque (TMF) 
can be estimated and subsequently the activation level (ACT) can be calculated using the 
follow formula: ACT= MVT/TMT x 100 (Folland & Williams 2007a). 
Limitations and considerations for the use of ITT have previously been discussed 
(Taylor 2009) and include: the type of superimposed stimulus, the relationship between 
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voluntary torque and the evoked twitch and the use of the control stimulus (at rest or after 
contraction). The use of a single pulse up to a train of four stimuli have been tested and 
did not show an influence of number of stimulus in the torque increment during the 
contraction (Allen et al. 1998; Scaglioni & Martin 2009). Although no differences were 
detected with the number of stimuli, the use of less superimposed stimuli might be more 
tolerable for the participant (Delitto et al. 1992). However, single pulse stimulation may 
not be the best option given previous reports (Kooistra et al. 2007). Specifically, Kooistra 
et al. (2007) reported individual data with a clear non-linear relationship (Figure 2.4B) 
with torque continuing to increase, and twitch torque was not being detected even in the 
presence of the stimulus. This result may be due to the single stimulus protocol not being 
sensitive enough and it is possible that the use doublet stimulation may have helped to 
increase the sensibility of the measure (Allen et al. 1998). 
There appears to be an inverse linear relationship between the voluntary torque and 
the magnitude of the interpolated twitch (Gandevia 2001) (Figure 2.4A). The first study to 
show this inverse linear relationship between superimposed torque increment and 
voluntary torque was published in 1954 (Merton 1954). To overcome this limitation the 
calculation of TMT has been suggested [1- (size of superimposed twitch/twitch size 
evoked at rest) x 100] (De Serres & Enoka 1997) and frequently used (Folland & Williams 
2007a). However, non-linearity of the ITT has been demonstrated in some studies (Behm 
et al. 1996; Folland & Williams 2007a; Kooistra et al. 2007) which was exemplified 
during the previous paragraph (See Figure 2.4B). In order to address the limitations of the 
voluntary-twitch torque relationship, in some cases a linear function was found to provide 
a good fit to these relationships and can be used individually to extrapolate up to the TMT 
(i.e. x-axis intercept and the point where the superimposed doublet declines to zero 
because of ‘full activation’; Folland & Williams, 2007b). Moreover, the relationship needs 
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to be considered individually and in some cases a curvilinear relationship would provide 
the best fit. 
 
Figure 2.4. Relationship between the interpolated twitch and the voluntary force. (A) After the 
stimulus, it is possible to visualize the twitch response accordingly to levels of voluntary force, 
adapted from Gandevia (2001); (B) Individual data showing a non-linear triplet-torque relationship, 
adapted from Kooistra et al. (2007). 
 
Amongst other technical considerations, there is the issue related to the evoked 
contraction used when calculating the level of activation with ITT. Which evoked 
contraction should be used: at rest or after the contraction? This question is raised due the 
phenomenon of post-activation potentiation (PAP) which is related to the potentiation 
effect on the evoked contraction after a higher level contraction (Hamada et al. 2000). 
PAP appears to occur due to the increase of sensitivity of the phosphorylation myosin 
regulatory light chains leading to an increase in Ca2+ sensitivity for actin-myosin cross-
bridge formation in a subsequent evoked contraction (Hamada et al. 2000). Thus, PAP 
induces a higher evoked twitch after the MVC compared to the twitch at rest prior to an 
MVC. Folland & Williams (2007) found differences in the TMT and ACT calculation 
after using a twitch at rest (prior potentiation) or after the contraction (potentiated) with 
the former approach presenting lower values of ACT and higher TMF compared to the 
A B 
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later approach. This was expected due to the superimposed twitch being more closely 
related to the resting twitch conducted after the contraction. Therefore, ITT is an 
alternative to assess neuromuscular activation of a muscle/muscle group; however, 
appropriate calculation should be taken in an attempt to accounting for the limitations of 
the technique (Folland & Williams 2007a) should be performed in order to avoid 
misinterpretation of the data. 
 
2.3. Mechanical Factors of Strength 
The ability to produce maximal torque has been used as an important indicator of 
muscle function and for instance has been show to decrease with age (Bemben et al. 1991) 
and/or immobilization (Andrushko et al. 2017). A muscle’s structure enables torque to be 
produced during strength assessment, with the expression of such torques being 
underpinned by mechanical factors such as force-velocity and force-length (torque-angle) 
relationships. 
 
2.3.1. Force-Velocity relationship 
The force or torque-velocity relationship presents the influence of contraction 
velocity on torque production (Huxley 1957). Huxley (1957) suggested from an in vitro 
model that greater force is produced by the slower rate of myosin-actin cross-bridge 
detachment than the rate of attachment during isometric conditions. Thus, with lower 
velocity higher force can be achieved (Figure 2.5A). However, the force-velocity 
relationship differs between in vitro (single cells) to in vivo models (human level). With a 
velocity increase during concentric contractions a greater rate of detachment of the cross-
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bridge occur leading to lower capacity to produce torque (Huxley 1957). Given the 
hyperbolic shape of the torque-velocity relationship (Figure 2.5B), when an individual 
performs a contraction (i.e. knee extension), if the velocity starts to decrease during the 
concentric contractions (i.e. increase in the load) would be possible to identify an increase 
in the torque until the velocity is zero (isometric force). Moreover, during the lengthening 
phase as velocity increases an increase in torque occur in relation to isometric torque (plus 
~10% of the isometric torque) (Dudley et al. 1990; Pain & Forrester 2009). 
Cress et al. (1992) demonstrated the concentric and eccentric torque-velocity 
relationship of the Q muscles during knee extensions performed with an isokinetic 
dynamometer. As can be observed on figure 2.5C, as the velocity decreases during the 
concentric contraction the torque increases. Different to that, figure 2.5D presents the 
torque pattern during eccentric contractions which in general shows a constant torque 
production, although higher values than concentric contractions, even with changes in 
velocity. Therefore, torque-velocity relationship shows that concentric torque decreases in 
a hyperbolic curve with increased shortening velocity (Huxley 1957) being lower than 
isometric and eccentric torque. 
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Figure 2.5. Force-velocity relationship from human fibre extract from vastus lateralis (A; adapted 
from Bottinelli et al. 1996); Schematic of a torque-velocity relationship at human level (B); 
Average concentric (C) and eccentric (D) force from quadriceps femoris muscles during knee 
extension (adapted from Cress et al. 1992). 
 
2.3.2. Force-Length relationship / Torque-angle relationship  
The basic structure within the muscle is the sarcomere, which is a unit of striated 
muscle tissue and it is a repeated unit between two Z lines [Figure 2.6A; (Gordon et al. 
1966)]. Inside the sarcomere there is two important proteins: myosin (thick filament) and 
actin (thin filament; Figure 2.6). Myosin has a long, fibrous tail and a globular head, 
which binds to actin. The myosin head also binds to ATP, which is the source of energy 
for muscle movement. Myosin can only bind to actin when the binding sites on actin are 
exposed by calcium ions (Harridge et al. 1996). The mechanism of muscle contraction is 
based on the actin and myosin that slide past each other and binding (cross bridge 
attachment) to generate movement which was named the ‘sliding filament theory’ 
A B 
C 
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(Gordon et al. 1966). The force-length relationship describes the capacity to produce force 
at different muscle lengths based on the position between the contractile filaments, action 
and myosin (Gordon et al. 1966; Moo et al. 2017). As the sarcomere shortens the extent of 
overlap between the contractile filaments increases which impacts in the force-length 
relationship [decreasing or increasing depending on the overlapping position (Squire 
2016); (Figure 2.6A-F)]. The optimum position (i.e. the position where peak force occurs) 
can be achieved when the overlap of the contractile elements is maximal (Figure 2.6B-C). 
After, and before, the optimum position a decrease in force occur given the overlapping of 
contractile filaments is not optimum anymore (Figure 2.6A and D-F).  
 
Figure 2.6. An illustrative figure of the sarcomere organization (A to F) and the force-length 
relationship (G). Figure adapted from Tillin 2011). 
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The force-length relationship is explained by interactions between two underlying 
mechanisms: the active and passive length-tension relationships. The active force-length 
relationship is a reflection of the degree of overlap between actin and myosin filaments 
within a sarcomere. As explained in the above paragraph, after and before the optimum 
overlap, sub-optimal force is produced. The passive force-length relationship reflects the 
presence of elastic elements within a sarcomere, which stretch and produce force with 
increasing length (Butterfield & Herzog 2005).  
The force-length relationship occurs at a muscle cellular level within the sarcomere 
(overlapping of actin and myosin) and describes the force exerted by individual muscle 
fibers or muscles. However, the force-length relationship does not describe the torque 
generate in a joint across different muscle lengths which is called: torque-angle 
relationship. The influence of angle (muscle length) in the torque production describe in 
the literature (Suter & Herzog 1997; Babault et al. 2001; de Ruiter et al. 2004; Kooistra et 
al. 2007) is probably largely explained by the force-length relationshipand also by the 
moment arm (see section 2.4.1.2) and muscle-tendon unit stiffness (MTU; see section 
2.4.2.5) which explain the changes in torque that occur during maximal and explosive 
contractions across different knee-joint angles.  
The effect of the knee-joint angle on maximal torque is well documented in the 
literature (Suter & Herzog 1997; Newman et al. 2003; de Ruiter et al. 2004; Kubo et al. 
2006; Kooistra et al. 2007; Noorkoiv et al. 2014) whilst little is known about the effect of 
knee-joint angle on the explosive torque (de Ruiter et al. 2004; Tillin et al. 2012). During 
MVCs, the torque-angle relationship presents a clear pattern of higher torque being 
produced at middle knee-joint angles (Figure 2.7; Babault et al. 2003; Newman et al. 2003; 
de Ruiter et al. 2004; Kooistra et al. 2007). Lower torque at knee more extended or flexed 
knee-joint angles have been attributed to changes in sarcomere length as a primary factor 
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(Suter & Herzog 1997). For instance, changes in joint angle are expected to affect cross-
bridge overlap and thus sarcomere force generation (see section 2.2.3) and that would lead 
to the changes in torque across joint angles observed in the literature (Lieber et al. 1994; 
Rassier et al. 1999). In contrast to maximum torque, the explosive torque-angle 
relationship little has been investigated and has produced less consistent results. 
The absolute ET during the early phase of the EC was reported to be angle 
dependent with higher torque values at knee more extended positions (Rousanoglou et al. 
2010) or independent of knee-joint angle (de Ruiter et al. 2004; Tillin et al. 2012). 
Contradictory results have also been reported for the latter phases of the EC with greater 
absolute torque being reported at more extended (Rousanoglou et al. 2010) vs. more 
flexed knee-joint positions (Tillin et al. 2012). However, normalized explosive force may 
provide more valuable information on explosive muscle function due to the fact it 
represents the human capacity to use the available force. Contrasting results were shown 
for the early phase of the EC where no differences across knee-joint angles were detected 
for relative ET (de Ruiter et al. 2004; Tillin et al. 2012) or higher relative ET was found at 
knee more extended positions (Rousanoglou et al. 2010). For the later phase of EC higher 
torque values were demonstrated at a more extended knee-joint position (Tillin et al. 
2012). Thus, little is known about changes in explosive strength across joint angles and 
contrasting findings are presented. Shifts in strength across joint angles, either for 
maximum or explosive torque, might be underpinned by factors such as neuromuscular 
activation and/or muscle contractile properties. 
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Figure 2.7. Knee extensors torque-angle relationship during maximal voluntary isometric 
contractions at different joint angles adapted from Kooistra et al. (2007). 
 
Normalized neuromuscular activation measured by EMG and ITT appears to help 
to explain the variations in strength during MVCs across joint angles, although changes in 
these variables across the range of movement does not perfectly match the torque-angle 
relationship. For instance, studies using ITT presented higher values of activation at more 
knee-flexed positions (Suter & Herzog 1997; de Ruiter et al. 2004; Kubo et al. 2004) 
which partially explain the torque-angle relationship, while others have found the opposite 
that (Newman et al. 2003; Kooistra et al. 2007). In regard to explosive torque, normalized 
neuromuscular activation (measured by sEMG) compared between joint angles during all 
time points of the EC have shown conflicting results between studies. For instance, during 
the early phase of the EC higher activation were reported at more knee flexed positions 
(Tillin et al. 2012) or no differences (de Ruiter et al. 2004). For the later phases higher 
torque values were identified at more knee flexed positions (Tillin et al. 2012). Given that 
neuromuscular activation is not the only determinant of the maximal or explosive strength 
it is natural that other factor such as muscle contractile properties may help to explain the 
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explosive torque-angle relationship. Surprisingly, the effect of the knee-joint angle on 
muscle contractile properties, to date, has received relatively little attention and more 
information is need in order to understand the contribution of neuromuscular activation to 
the torque-angle relationship. 
Evoked twitch and octet isometric contractions, which are determinants of the 
explosive strength (Folland et al. 2014), have been shown to be influenced by different 
joint angles (de Ruiter et al. 2004; Tillin et al. 2012). Normalized octet torque (relative to 
MVT) were shown to be similar across joint angles for the early phase of the EC (de 
Ruiter et al. 2004) but with higher torque during the at later phases of the evoked 
contraction when the knee-joint was in amore extended position (Tillin et al. 2012). Thus, 
little is known about the changes in evoked contractions parameters over different muscle 
lengths and how they contribute to the explosive torque-angle relationship. 
 
2.4. Determinants of Strength 
The ability to produce torque (maximum and/or explosive) is determined by 
factors such as neural activation, muscle contractile properties, muscle-tendon unit 
stiffness and muscle-length (joint-angle) relationship (Folland et al. 2014). Thus, this 
section intends to examine the determinants of maximal and explosive strength. 
 
2.4.1. Determinants of Maximum Strength 
2.4.1.1	Agonist	and	Antagonist	Neural	activation	
In order to assess agonist neuromuscular activation both techniques sEMG and ITT 
are often used (Suter & Herzog 1997; Kubo et al. 2004; Kooistra et al. 2007). Agonist 
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muscles can produce higher level of activation during MVCs (measured by ITT; up to 
97%) although they cannot be usually fully activated (de Ruiter et al. 2004; Kooistra et al. 
2007). While the relationship between ITT and torque has not been investigated, the 
EMG-torque relationship presents a significant positive correlation (Alkner et al. 2000; 
Pincivero et al. 2003; Saito & Akima 2013). Trezise et al (2016) investigated the 
relationship between maximum neuromuscular activation (MMAX normalized sEMG 
amplitude) from the individual superficial muscles of the Q [vastus medialis (VM), rectus 
femoris (RF) and VL] and the average normalized value (Q as a whole) and torque from 
isometric and concentric contractions. Neuromuscular activation was shown to explain 6 
to 22% of the variance during knee extension concentric and maximal isometric torque, 
respectively (Trezise et al. 2016). The net joint torque capacity is given by the activation 
from the agonist muscle (s) minus the activation (or co-activation) of the antagonist 
muscle (s).  
During a knee extension contraction, co-activation of the antagonist muscle (s) is 
expected in order to create joint stability and better load distribution (Baratta et al. 1988). 
Biceps femoris co-activation during concentric and isometric maximal knee extension has 
been shown to explain 4 to 9% of the variance in maximum strength, respectively (Trezise 
et al. 2016). However, more studies are needed in order to clarify how antagonist muscle 
coactivation (s) contribute to the torque production during isometric and concentric 
contractions. Thus, investigate sEMG amplitude co-activation during the torque-angle 
relationship would help to better understand the contribution of the first in this relationship.  
2.4.1.2	Moment	Arm	
Moment arm is defined as the perpendicular distance between the muscle-tendon 
action line and the joint centre of rotation (Tsaopoulos et al. 2007) and so a larger moment 
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arm would lead to higher capacity to produce maximum torque (Blazevich, Coleman, et al. 
2009). A positive significant correlation between moment arm and maximal isometric 
torque has been reported [R2= 0.16, knee extensors (Trezise et al. 2016) to 0.31 plantar 
flexors  (Baxter & Piazza 2014)]. Maximum isokinetic concentric torque has also 
presented significant correlations with moment arm with R2 ranging from 0.18-0.25 for 
the knee extensors (Blazevich et al. 2009; Trezise et al. 2016) to 0.48 for plantar flexors 
(Baxter & Piazza 2014). Hence, although moment arm length has been shown to be an 
important determinant of maximum torque the extent it contributes to maximum strength 
may change with muscle group and type of contraction.  
2.4.1.3	Muscle	Morphology	
The muscle structure such as muscle size and muscle fiber type composition also 
determine maximum strength. Muscle size can be measured by the physiological cross-
sectional area (PCSA), anatomical cross-sectional area (ACSA), and/or muscle volume 
(Blazevich, Coleman, et al. 2009) with the last presenting a better relationship with 
maximal strength during isometric (Bamman et al. 2000; Fukunaga et al. 2001; Blazevich, 
Coleman, et al. 2009) and slow isokinetic contractions (30°/s-1) (Blazevich et al. 2009). 
However, during fast isokinetic contraction (300°/s-1) the best predictor was PCSA 
(Blazevich et al. 2009). The relationship between muscle size (ACSA) and maximal 
strength has shown to be significantly positive [e.g. elbow flexors R2= 0.81 (Akagi et al. 
2009); plantar flexors R2= 0.53 (Bamman et al. 2000) quadriceps R2= 0.49 (Maughan & 
Nimmo 1984)], hence, it is an important determinant of maximal strength.  
While muscle size presents a strong relationship with maximal strength, muscle 
fiber type composition has presented divergent results across studies. A higher torque is 
expected to occur when there is a higher proportion of type II fiber compare to type I fiber 
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(Tesch & Karlsson 1978) thus a positive relationship (maximal torque with fiber 
composition) also would be expected. However, the relationship between fiber type 
composition and maximal isometric strength (Maughan & Nimmo 1984) or maximal 
concentric strength (measured with a isokinetic dynamometer) was not significant in some 
cases (Schantz et al. 1983) but was significant in others [maximal isometric strength 
(Viitasalo & Komi 1978), maximal concentric strength (Aagaard & Andersen 1998; Gur et 
al. 2003). Thus, while muscle size presents a clear relationship with maximal torque, 
muscle fiber composition does not show a consistent significant correlation with maximal 
torque.  
 
2.4.2. Determinants of Explosive Strength  
2.4.2.1	Maximum	Torque	
The capacity to produce explosive torque has been shown to be dependent of the 
maximum torque at all phases of the explosive voluntary contraction (EC) (Andersen & 
Aagaard 2006; Folland et al. 2014). First, Andersen and Aagaard (2006) measured the 
explosive torque (RTD) and showed that the contribution of maximum torque increases 
with time of contraction starting with ~20% (10 ms from onset) up to ~80% (250 ms) 
explained variance. Second, Folland et al (2014) in part corroborated the previous findings 
showing that at 75 ms and at latter times of the EC (i.e.100 and 150 ms) are dependent of 
the maximum torque with ~57%, ~78% and ~90% of the explained variance, respectively. 
Thus, maximal torque is a determinant of the ET during all phases but primarily at the 
later phases of the EC.  
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2.4.2.2	Agonist	Neuromuscular	activation	
Previous studies have reported an association (R2 of up to 76%) between explosive 
strength and agonist neuromuscular activation measure with sEMG (Del Balso & Cafarelli 
2007; Klass et al. 2008; Blazevich et al. 2009; Folland et al. 2014). Thus, agonist 
neuromuscular activation is a crucial physiological determinant of the explosive strength. 
For clarity, the rising phase of the EC can be divided into different phases from the 
torque/EMG onset: early (initial 75 ms) or late (>75 ms) phases. A cross-sectional study 
with forty untrained participants (20 males / 20 females) performing explosive knee 
extension showed that the agonist activation explained ~4% up to ~37% of the variance 
(later phase and early phase respectively) of the absolute explosive torque during 
isometric explosive knee extension (Folland et al. 2014). However, when the absolute 
torque was normalized (as a percentage of maximal torque), neuromuscular activation 
explained ~38% up to ~51 of the variance (early phase and later phase respectively). Thus, 
neuromuscular activation appears to have a large contribution to muscle strength.  
Given the importance of the nervous system to fast contractions researches 
investigated the influence of MU discharge rate during fast contractions. It was previously 
demonstrated that during EC increases in discharge rate of the MU from the onset of 
torque results in improved RTD (Duchateau & Baudry 2014). Thus, the ability to produce 
explosive torque relies partially on the ability of the nervous system to rapidly activate 
MU. The recruitment order of MUs during explosive contractions follows the size 
principle (i.e. small and low threshold MUs are recruited before larger and higher 
threshold MUs) (Duchateau & Enoka 2011). However, during fast contractions,  appears 
to occur a decrease on MU threshold at lower forces (Maffiuletti et al. 2016). For instance, 
almost all MUs of the tibialis anterior muscle were recruited during a ballistic contraction 
(~66% of the maximum; Desmedt & Godaux 1977). Thus, although the size principle 
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remains the same during explosive contractions, MU threshold appears to be influenced by 
contraction type. 
Moreover, when assessing neuromuscular activation during EC it is necessary to 
take in to consideration the delay between the sEMG amplitude and torque onset 
[electromechanical delay (EMD)]. For example, it was suggested that a shorter EMD 
would enhance explosive performance by decreasing the response of the neuromuscular 
activation to a particular stimulus (Tillin et al. 2010). To conclude, neuromuscular 
activation presents great associations with explosive strength and relies on the discharge 
rate of MU and EMD. 
2.4.2.3 Muscle Contractile Properties 
When an electrical stimulus [i.e. single pulse (twitch contraction) or eight pulses at 
a high frequency (octet contraction)] is given to the muscle an involuntary evoked 
contraction occurs. Evoked contractions provide an indication of the involuntary capacity 
to produce torque, especially octet contraction which represents the maximum capacity of 
the muscle contractile properties to produce torque at the early phase of explosive 
contraction (de Haan 1998). Twitch and octet torque have been shown to be determinants 
of the explosive strength where twitch mainly contributes to the early and middle phases 
of explosive torque production and octet to the latter phases of the EC (Folland et al. 
2014). Twitch torque explained up to 40% of the variance in torque during the early phase 
of the EC whilst octet contraction only explained part of the variance in torque (~4%) 
during the later phase of the EC (Folland et al. 2014). Thus, muscle contractile properties 
appear to influence explosive strength specifically at the early phases of the EC. 
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2.4.2.4	Muscle	Composition	
The composition of the muscle appears to have an influence on the capacity to 
produce explosive strength (Harridge et al. 1996). Muscle fibers are often identified by the 
myosin heavy chain (MHC) isoform which allows differentiation between type I or II 
fibers (Harridge et al. 1996). A previous study investigated the relationship between 
muscle composition (MHC-I and MHC-II fibers; at a fibre level) and the functional 
characteristics of the whole muscle. They reported a faster RTD for muscles with a higher 
proportion of MHC-II (triceps brachii or vastus lateralis) than a muscle with MHC-I fibers 
(soleus) also with a strong correlation (R2= 0.99) between muscle fiber composition and 
RTD when all the three muscles were taken in to consideration together (Harridge et al. 
1996). In agreement with the previous study, a correlation between muscle fiber 
composition and RTD (r= 0.48) was detected for vastus lateralis (Viitasalo & Komi 1978) 
reinforcing the importance of muscle composition and the capacity to produce explosive 
strength. 
2.4.2.5	Muscle-tendon	unit	stiffness	
Similar to maximal strength (discussed within section 2.3.1.4), MTU stiffness is 
also an important determinant of explosive strength given that a stiffer MTU will facilitate 
torque transmission to the skeleton during a forceful contraction. Positive relationships 
have been reported between MTU stiffness and RTD (Wilson et al. 1994; Bojsen-Moller 
et al. 2005; Hannah & Folland 2015; Massey et al. 2017). Whilst Wilson et al. (1994) 
indirectly measured MTU stiffness and presented a significant positive correlation 
between MTU stiffness and maximum concentric and isometric RTD (R2= 0.42 and 0.60, 
respectively), Bojsen-Moller et al. (2005) reported a significant positive correlation 
between MTU (direct measure by ultrasound) and maximal squat and countermovement 
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jumps performance (R2= 0.30). Contradictorily, Massey et al (2017) did not find a 
correlation between absolute RTD and MTU stiffness at the same phases of the EC. 
However, when relative RTD (%25-50%MVT) was correlated to MTU stiffness 14% of 
the variance in relative RTD was explained. Therefore, the capacity to transmit torque to 
the bones influences the capacity to produce explosive torque and thus should be 
considered in this context. 
2.5. Resistance Training 
 
2.5.1. Joint angle specificity  
Isometric RT performed at one joint angle may result in highly angle specific 
changes in strength at the same position (or nearby angles) and is commonly referred to as 
joint angle specificity. Although this phenomena has been investigated since the early 
1960s (Rasch et al. 1961), not many studies have been conducted to investigate joint angle 
specificity with regard to which factors underlie the increases in torque at the training 
angle. Different results were reported regarding joint angle specificity with increases in 
torque only at the joint angle used during training (Gardner 1963; Meyers 1967; Thepaut-
Mathieu et al. 1988); at the training and adjacent angle (s) (Weir et al. 1994; Noorkoiv et 
al. 2014); or at several measured joint angles (Kubo et al. 2006; Noorkoiv et al. 2014). 
The disparate in findings may be due to the use of different muscle groups [elbow flexors 
(Rasch et al. 1961; Meyers 1967; Knapik et al. 1983; Thepaut-Mathieu et al. 1988), 
plantar flexors (Kitai & Sale 1989) and knee extensors (Gardner 1963; Weir et al. 1995; 
Kubo et al. 2006; Noorkoiv et al. 2014)]; different level of contractions being performed 
during the training sessions [submaximal (Gardner 1963; Knapik et al. 1983; Thepaut-
Mathieu et al. 1988; Weir et al. 1995; Kubo et al. 2006) or maximal contractions (Rasch et 
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al. 1961; Meyers 1967; Kitai & Sale 1989; Noorkoiv et al. 2014)], also different joint 
angles (flexed and/or middle and/or extended joint angles) or intervention time (5, 6, 10 or 
12 weeks).  
The augmented torque after the short-term training interventions has been 
suggested to be due to increases in neuromuscular activation of the agonist muscles 
(Gabriel et al. 2006; Folland & Williams 2007b) at the same joint angle (s) where torque 
increased. For instance, while previously studies demonstrated neuromuscular activation 
of the agonist muscles to partially explain the increases in torque (Thepaut-Mathieu et al. 
1988; Kubo et al. 2006; Noorkoiv et al. 2014) others did not find neuromuscular activation 
to explain the increases in torque (Weir et al. 1995). Thus, it is still uncertain how the 
transfer of torque occurs across joint angles when the training is performed at one joint 
angle and which mechanism is responsible for the transfer of torque across joint angle 
(when/if it occurs). 
 
2.5.2. Neural adaptations to resistance training  
RT leads to changes in the neurological pathways and can be detected after the 
initial weeks of training (Moritani & deVries 1979; Hakkinen et al. 1985; Narici et al. 
1989; Enoka 1997; Folland & Williams 2007b; Selvanayagam et al. 2011). Folland & 
Williams (2007b) suggested that neural adaptations are related with changes in 
coordination and learning and both will increase activation and recruitment of the muscle 
during exercise. There are indirect and direct evidence to explain the neurological 
adaptations. 
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2.5.2.1.	Indirect	Evidence	
Indirect evidence gives information about the neurological system that has not 
been measured directly. Thus, indirect evidence for neural adaptations following RT 
comes from studies that remove or minimise the influence of potential morphological 
adaptations but still observe considerable increases in strength, such as cross-education 
effect (CE; or cross-over effect) and motor imagery training (MIT). 
2.5.2.1.1. Cross-Education Effect 
CE occur when RT is performed unilaterally, without training the contralateral 
limb, yet strength gains occur in both limbs. The gains of strength in the contralateral limb 
have been reported to be lower compared to the trained limb (Adamson et al. 2008; 
Fimland et al. 2009; Zult et al. 2014) and occur due to increases in neuromuscular 
activation (Andrushko et al. 2017). Additionally, increases in torque for the untrained limb 
appears to be muscle dependent among other factors (Munn et al. 2004). Different muscles 
show different strength changes after isometric training with strength increases from 3.1% 
up to 21.6% for knee extensors and -2.7% up to 4% for elbow flexors (Munn et al. 2004). 
The improvement in muscle function after cross education maybe explained as a learning 
process occurring within the nervous system (NS) (Folland & Williams 2007b). When 
performing a unilateral task, the NS can adapt the pattern of intramuscular coordination 
for both limbs. This learning effect might occur due to our sensory neurons reproducing 
the discharge of action potentials during the execution of a similar task with the 
contralateral limb (untrained) by association with the learned information during/after the 
training performed with the ipsilateral limb (Zult et al. 2014). A recent review by Zult et al. 
(2014) suggested that cross-over learning effects can be maximized by using a mirror, a 
practice referred to as the mirror-neuron system (MNS). In accordance with that, 
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Howatson et al. (2013) also suggested the use of a mirror during cross-education to 
improve muscle function and the clinical prognosis of different pathologies. 
2.5.2.1.2. Motor Imagery Training 
Imagery training consists of the subject consciously simulating a strength training 
task (e.g. simulate in the mind to perform a specific movement or a maximum voluntary 
contraction) without externally expressing the action (e.g. no movement; Rozand et al. 
2014). Increases in muscle function can also be achieved by the completion of MIT (de 
Ruiter et al. 2012; Rozand et al. 2014). For instance, de Ruiter et al. (2012) reported 8% 
increase in knee extensors explosive torque (0-40 ms from onset) after 4 weeks which was 
explained by increases in neuromuscular activation (measured by sEMG). In contrast, one 
study found increases in maximal voluntary torque after 4 weeks of MIT compared to the 
increases in torque observed after low intensity strength training or in comparison to 
control participants but no increases in neuromuscular activation was detected (Zijdewind 
et al. 2003). A literature review with 133 studies analysed the applications of MIT 
(Schuster et al. 2011) and found applications in areas such as music, education, sports, 
psychology and medicine. For instance, in sports and medicine the use of MIT appears to 
have the potential for application in athletic training and neurological rehabilitation. 
2.5.2.2.	Direct	Evidence	
Direct evidence provides information by using laboratory-based techniques to 
measure muscle torque during a specific task and then draw conclusions about the neural 
adaptations. A series of measures can be used as direct evidence such as neuromuscular 
activation, MU behaviour, changes within the motor cortex and supra-spinal and spinal 
changes.  
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2.5.2.2.1 Neuromuscular Activation 
Neuromuscular activation is a determinant of muscle strength. Thus, it is expected 
changes in neuromuscular activation occur after a training intervention specially after a 
short-term period [3-12 weeks (Gabriel et al. 2006; Folland & Williams 2007b)]. A study 
reported increases in sEMG amplitude being significantly higher after 7 days of RT (Del 
Balso & Cafarelli 2007). After 3 weeks of RT intervention it was reported 16% increase in 
biceps braquii neuromuscular activation (normalized sEMG amplitude) at one repetition 
maximum (1RM) (Buckthorpe et al. 2014). After 4 weeks of RT training intervention one 
study reported 60% increase neuromuscular activation (absolute sEMG amplitude) of the 
plantar flexors during MVC but only 3% increase in neuromuscular activation measure by 
ITT (Del Balso & Cafarelli 2007). In contrast, others found only 6% increase in 
neuromuscular activation (normalized sEMG of the biceps braquii during MVC) after RT 
(Barry et al. 2005). Increases in neuromuscular activation also occur after 4 weeks of 
explosive training (5%-15% for later and early phase of the EC, respectively (Tillin & 
Folland 2014). Thus, even within the same time period of RT the level of neuromuscular 
activation (sEMG) appears to vary with between studies given the different muscles, 
techniques and/or type of training used. 
Neuromuscular activation also increase and partially contribute to maximal 
strength after 6 weeks [23% (Weir et al. 1995); up to 26% (Noorkoiv et al. 2014)], 8 
weeks [30% (Seynnes et al. 2007)], 12 weeks [23% (Balshaw et al. 2016)].Therefore, the 
increases in neuromuscular activation plays a major role after a RT and can be mainly 
explained by increases in MU recruitment or increases in firing frequency. 
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2.5.2.2.2 Motor Unit Behaviour 
Increases of agonist muscle activation during and/or after a period of RT could be 
due to two factors: increases in MU recruitment or increases in firing frequency (Merletti 
& Parker 2004). In order to assess MU recruitment and firing frequency the use of EMG is 
necessary (see section 2.2.2) and can provide detail information about MU behaviour. 
Recently, has been possible to track MU behaviour across time by using high density 
EMG technique (see section 2.2.2.2). Tracking changes in MU recruitment (i.e. investigate 
changes in MU recruitment across time) was not possible until 2008 when a research 
group tracked the same group of MUs within the same day in two different sessions 
(Maathuis et al. 2008). After that, only one study (up to this date) was able to track 
changes of MUs (2 weeks a part) showing the possibility to monitor MU behaviour across 
time (Martinez-Valdes et al. 2017). Therefore, given the difficult to assess changes in MU 
recruitment after a RT intervention, little is known about that. 
Although, no studies have shown changes in MU recruitment after a RT 
intervention, changes in firing frequency and/or discharge rate have been demonstrated. 
Increases in maximal torque were accompanied by increases in MU discharge rate after 
only one week of RT (single leg knee extension) and kept increasing after 6 weeks of 
training (Kamen & Knight 2004). Kamen & Knight (2004) demonstrated an increase of 15% 
in discharge rate after 6 weeks of training intervention in young adults and up to 49% 
increases in older adults. Similarly, a two week training intervention of the dorsiflexors 
resulted in an increase of 17.4% and 19.8% in maximal strength followed by an increase 
of 6.8% and 24.3% in MU firing rate in young and older adults, respectively (Christie & 
Kamen 2009). In addition, at the abductor digiti minimi of young adults a maximal 
discharge rate of ~51 Hz was identified during MVC with an 11% increase after 6 weeks 
of RT (Patten et al. 2001). De Luca & Hostage (2010) demonstrated that an increase in 
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firing rate is associated with higher level of force production. Thus, in summary, firing 
frequency appears to be one of the underlining mechanisms behind the changes on MU 
behaviour after a RT intervention and contributing to the increases in neuromuscular 
activation. 
2.5.2.2.3 Motor Cortex 
The premotor cortex (PMC) appears to be the final path to determine the 
movement and then send commands to individuals muscles to produce torque and 
movement (Gerloff et al. 1998). Information about human movement is programmed in 
parts of the PMC and converge to the primary motor cortex (M1) whereby neurons can be 
excited or inhibited (Merletti & Parker 2004). It is well known that the early adaptations to 
strength training are related to increases in neuromuscular activation which could be 
related with PMC and M1 adaptations in order to improve torque production. The level of 
excitability/inhibition of M1 can be measured with the association of two techniques: 
transcranial magnetic stimulation (TMS; technique that allow to stimulate the M1) and 
sEMG (to record the final common drive). The TMS technique consists of stimulating the 
brain and record via sEMG a motor evoked potentials (MEP).  A recent metanalysis 
showed that cortical spinal excitability (measured by MEP) may increase after a short-
term RT (Kidgell et al. 2017). For instance, it was previously demonstrated that 3 weeks 
of elbow flexor RT was enough to promote increases in cortical excitability measured by 
TMS (Pearce et al. 2013). Additionally, Weier et al. (2012) correlated increases in torque 
production, without hypertrophy, to adaptations of M1. They verified an increase in 
corticospinal excitability (via TMS) and a reduction in inhibition confined to M1 and that 
resulted in increases in neuromuscular activation and consequently increases in torque. 
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Therefore, the motor cortex presents an important role on the human torque production 
and show the capability to adapt to RT. 
2.5.2.2.4 Supra spinal and spinal cord 
The CNS is well known to contribute to torque production during the early phases 
of RT and it is commonly assessed by supra spinal and/or spinal cord responses via neural 
parameters such as H-reflex, V-wave, and MEP (see 2.7.2.3). The H-reflex is an 
artificially elicited reflex (stimulus given on the nerve) used to verify the efficacy of the 
afferent signal going through the fibres to the moto neuron pool and then to the efferent 
fibres (Crone & Nielsen 1989). While H-reflex is considered a measure of excitability 
from the spinal cord, V-wave is considered a measurement from supra-spinal level. V-
wave is a response after a stimulus during a MVC and that provides information regarding 
the motor neuron excitability at a central drive level (Sale et al. 1983; Folland & Williams 
2007b). H-reflex and V-wave have been shown to increase after RT which is an indication 
of higher excitability at a supra-spinal and spinal level (respectively) and so contribute to 
improvements in maximal strength. For example, short-term RT interventions (3 weeks) 
have demonstrated increases in H-reflex excitability (Holtermann et al. 2007; Vila-Cha et 
al. 2012) and also in V-wave responses (Vila-Cha et al. 2012). Similarly, longer RT 
intervention (14 weeks,) also identified increases in H-reflex and V-wave after the training 
intervention (Aagaard et al. 2002). Thus, both H-reflex (spinal level) and V-wave (supra-
spinal level) appears to increase after RT and contribute to increases in strength. 
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2.6. Summary and Main Aims 
The capacity to produce torque is functionally important (e.g. sports performance) 
and can be measured isometrically by performing maximal and explosive contractions. 
Neuromuscular activation is one of the determinants of torque production and also appears 
to be of a great importance after a short-term strength training period (i.e. 4 weeks). Thus, 
in summary, the primary purpose of this work was to assess the effect of knee-joint angle 
on the neuromechanics of maximal and explosive contractions, specifically torque and 
neuromuscular activation, as well as the influence of isometric resistance training on these 
variables and thus the joint angle specificity of training adaptations. To address this 
purpose the thesis had the following specific objectives: 
  
(i) In Chapter 3, the first the first aim of the first study was to investigate the 
influence of electrode location on voluntary and evoked sEMG measurements 
and the proportionality of these measures, using multiple recording sites across 
the surface of the vastus lateralis (VL). The second aim of the first study was 
investigate if MMAX normalization removed the confounding influence of body 
fat on sEMG amplitude during MVCs; 
(ii) In Chapter 4, the aim was to compare neuromuscular activation, using 
contemporary sEMG and ITT procedures, during maximal voluntary isometric 
contractions of the Q at different knee-joint angles; 
(iii) In Chapter 5, the aim of the study was to conduct a thorough comparison of 
explosive torque production at five different knee-joint angles, with assessment 
of the underpinning physiological mechanisms, neural activation and intrinsic 
contractile properties, that might account for any differences between angles; 
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(iv) In Chapter 6, the aim of the study was twofold: (a) to examine if the angle 
specific changes in strength have a neural basis [i.e. greater changes in 
neuromuscular activation (sEMG)] at the training angle compared to the other 
angles; (b) to investigate if the addition of ECT to SCT facilitates 
improvements in early phase explosive strength, as well as the expected 
increases in maximum strength. 
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CHAPTER 3 
 
Does normalization of voluntary sEMG amplitude to MMAX account for the 
influence of electrode location and adiposity? 
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3.1. INTRODUCTION 
SEMG is used for a range of important applications within physiology and 
biomechanics, including measurement of neuromuscular activation (De Luca 1997) and 
detection of neuromuscular disorders (Raez et al. 2006). In these different contexts, sEMG 
amplitude is often employed to assess the changes within individuals and/or the differences 
between individuals. However, the influence of a range of both extrinsic (e.g. electrode 
position) and intrinsic (e.g. subcutaneous fat) factors can confound sEMG measurements (De 
Luca 1997) and may compromise both between- and within-individual comparisons.  
Voluntary sEMG amplitude is known to vary with electrode location across the 
surface of a muscle (Farina et al. 2002; Rainoldi et al. 2004; Beck et al. 2008) and thus even 
minor differences in placement (between-days or -researchers) may influence sEMG 
measurements given the difference in recording conditions between different sites. In 
addition, intrinsic factors such as subcutaneous fat thickness can also influence the 
measurement of sEMG amplitude during voluntary contractions. Specifically, MED has been 
found to be inversely related to sEMG amplitude (Farina & Rainoldi 1999; Nordander et al. 
2003; Petrofsky 2008) due to the high electrical resistance of adipose tissue (Petrofsky 2008). 
It is currently unknown if evoked sEMG responses vary with electrode location and MED in 
a similar way to voluntary sEMG amplitude. If this were the case then normalization of 
voluntary sEMG amplitude to evoked responses may remove the influence of electrode 
location and MED, but this has not been investigated. 
The use of an evoked supra-maximal compound muscle action potential (MMAX) has 
emerged as a promising way of normalizing sEMG amplitude during voluntary contractions 
due to the highly controlled and involuntary nature of MMAX. Furthermore, MMAX may be 
particularly useful as an independent reference for normalization of sEMG during maximum 
MVCs; given that the most widely used voluntary reference task (MVCs) are not valid in this 
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case (i.e. a variable normalized to itself) (Buckthorpe et al. 2012; Papaiordanidou et al. 2016). 
Both MMAX amplitude (i.e. peak-to-peak, MMAX P-P) and area (MMAX Area), which is 
dependent on both amplitude and duration of the evoked potentials (Rodriguez-Falces et al. 
2015), have been suggested/used as reference normalization measurements for voluntary 
sEMG (Gandevia 2001; Buckthorpe et al. 2012; Papaiordanidou et al. 2016; Balshaw et al. 
2017). Although MMAX normalization of voluntary sEMG has been demonstrated to reduce 
between-participant variability (Buckthorpe et al. 2012) it is currently unknown if MMAX 
normalization of voluntary EMG recordings: (1) removes the influence of electrode location 
across the surface of the muscle on voluntary sEMG amplitude, and (2) removes the 
influence of MED on voluntary sEMG amplitude between-participants. 
Therefore, the first purpose of this study was to assess the influence of electrode 
positioning on voluntary and evoked sEMG amplitude [RMS during MVC; and MMAX P-P 
and Area], and the proportionality of these measures, using multiple recording sites across the 
surface of the vastus lateralis (VL) (experiment 1). The second purpose was to investigate if 
MMAX normalization removed the confounding influence of body fat, measured as MED (via 
2D ultrasonography), on sEMG amplitude during MVCs (experiment 2). Our first hypothesis 
was that voluntary sEMG and MMAX P-P and Area would change in proportion across the 
surface of the VL, thus, normalized voluntary sEMG amplitude (to MMAX) would remove the 
confounding effect of electrode location. Our second hypothesis was that MMAX 
normalization would remove the inverse relationship between voluntary surface EMG 
amplitude and MED. 
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3.2. METHODS 
3.2.1. Participants 
Healthy, recreationally active, young males with no previous lower-body injuries and 
no systematic strength training participation for >12 months took part in both experiments. 
Experiment one: n=10; age, 22 ± 2 y; height, 1.78 ± 0.07 m; body mass, 73 ± 5 kg; body 
mass index, 24 ± 2 kg/m2. Experiment two: n=41; age, 24 ± 2 y; height, 1.76 ± 0.06 m; body 
mass, 69 ± 6 kg; body mass index, 22 ± 1 kg/m2. The Loughborough University Ethics 
committee approved both experiments and participants provided written informed consent 
prior to their participation. 
3.2.2. Overview 
Participants reported for three laboratory sessions at a consistent time of day for both 
experiment one (sessions 3-6 days apart) and experiment two (sessions 7-10 days apart) and 
were instructed to avoid strenuous exercise in the 48 h prior to each session. In each 
experiment, the first laboratory session was used as familiarisation, followed by two main 
measurement sessions. All sessions involved isometric voluntary and evoked twitch 
contractions of the dominant knee extensors whilst seated in a rigid custom-built adjustable 
testing chair with knee and hip joint angles as follows: experiment 1, knee-joint angle = 80°, 
hip joint angle = 54°; experiment 2, knee-joint angle = 65°, hip joint angle = 54° (where 0° is 
full extension). The main measurement sessions involved a series of brief sub-maximum 
warm-up contractions followed by MVCs and evoked twitch contractions (via transcutaneous 
femoral nerve stimulation). During the main measurement sessions, sEMG recordings were 
made from six recording sites across the surface of the VL (Experiment 1) or from a single 
recording site over each of the superficial quadriceps (VL, VM and RF; Experiment 2). 
Experiment 2 also involved B-mode ultrasound measurements of MED at each of the sEMG 
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recording sites over the individual Q muscles, whilst participants were at rest in the testing 
apparatus. 
 
3.2.3. Recording Procedures 
 
Torque and sEMG recordings 
Participants were securely strapped to the rigid isometric testing chair at the waist and 
across the chest to minimise extraneous bodily movement during all tasks. Force production 
was measured with a calibrated S-beam strain-gauge (linear range from 0-1500N, Force 
Logic, Swallowfield, UK). The strain gauge was attached to the participant using a custom 
reinforced non-extendable webbing strap (35 mm width) fastened ~3 cm superior to the 
lateral malleolus perpendicular to the participant’s lower leg. Force was sampled and 
recorded at 2,000 Hz using an analogue-to-digital (A/D) converter (Micro 1401, CED, 
Cambridge, UK) and PC utilising Spike 2 software (CED, Cambridge, UK). The force signal 
was low-pass filtered at 500 Hz with a fourth-order zero-lag Butterworth, digital filter 
(baseline noise: <0.2 N) and then gravity correction was applied by subtracting baseline force, 
before multiplying by lever length (the distance between the knee-joint centre and the middle 
of the webbed strap) to calculate torque values. 
Following skin preparation (shaving, abrading, and cleansing with 70% ethanol) 
single differential (bipolar) wireless Trigno Standard sEMG sensors (Trigno, Delsys, Inc., 
Boston, MA; 1-cm inter-electrode distance) were placed at set percentages of thigh length 
(distance from knee-joint space to the greater trochanter) parallel to the presumed orientation 
of the underlying fibres. Trigno wireless sensors have a built-in system with reference sensors 
in the same electrode, hence, no ground electrode is necessary. Sensors were secured to the 
skin using adhesive interfaces. For experiment one six sensors, organised in two rows of three 
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sensors [anterior (A) or posterior (P)], were attached over the VL. The two parallel rows of 
sEMG electrodes were aligned along the long axis of the muscle at ~30% (anterior row) and 
~70% (posterior row; Figure 3.1) of the distance between the superficial anterior and 
posterior borders of the VL, respectively. The anterior and posterior borders of the VL 
muscles were assessed by palpation whilst participants contracted their quadriceps muscle. 
Sensors were placed at set percentages of thigh length (lateral knee-joint centre to greater 
trochanter) from the superior border of the patella as follows: A1 (40%), P1 (45%), A2 (50%), 
P2 (55%), A3 (60%) and P3 (65%; Figure 3.1). These sites were chosen to avoid the 
confounding influence of the innervation zone, in the most distal region of the VL (Rainoldi 
et al. 2004; Barbero et al. 2012), on EMG signal amplitude (Farina et al. 2002; Beck et al. 
2007). For experiment two, sEMG sensors were placed in the centre of each constituent 
muscle belly at the following percentages of thigh length above the superior border of the 
patellar as follows: RF (65%); VL (60%); and VM (35%). In both experiments, sEMG 
signals were amplified at source (x300; 20-to 450-Hz bandwidth) before further amplification 
(overall effective gain, x909) and subsequently sampled at 2,000 Hz using the same external 
(A/D) converter and computer software as the force recordings. During offline analysis, the 
sEMG data were time aligned with the force signal (inherent 48-ms delay of sEMG signal). 
Further details about equipment, recording procedures and methodology can be seen at 
Appendix I of the this thesis. 
 
3.2.4. Protocol 
 
Maximal voluntary contractions 
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Following a series of sub-maximum contractions performed at percentages of 
perceived maximum [50% (x3), 75% (x3), and 90% (x1)] participants completed 2 
(experiment 1) or 4 (experiment 2) MVCs. Participants were instructed to extend their knee 
 
Figure 3.1. Electrode placement over the vastus lateralis (VL) for Experiment one (Spatial Location). Anterior 
(A) and posterior (P) rows of electrodes were placed at ~30% and ~70% of the distance between the superficial 
anterior and posterior borders of the VL (respectively) and numbered from distal to proximal. 
by “pushing as hard as possible” for 3-5 s during MVCs with ≥30 s recovery between 
each effort. Biofeedback was provided after the first MVC by displaying a horizontal cursor 
on the torque-time curve, displayed on a computer monitor in front of the participant, to 
indicate the greatest torque produced and encourage participants to produce greater torque 
with subsequent attempts. Additionally, verbal encouragement was given during all MVCs 
trials. Maximum voluntary torque (MVT) was the highest instantaneous torque during the 
MVCs, and RMS sEMG for each sensor was measured during a 500 ms epoch around MVT 
(250 ms either side of MVT; EMGMVT), and absolute values from each individual sensor 
A1 A2 A3 
P1 P2 P3 
p 
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were then normalized to both the MMAX P-P and MMAX Area (see below) from the same 
sensor.   
 
Evoked twitch contractions and MMAX recordings  
Transcutaneous femoral nerve stimulation was conducted, whilst the participant was 
voluntarily passive, by placing an anode (70 x 100 mm carbon rubber electrode; Electro-
Medical Supplies, Greenham, UK) over the greater trochanter and a cathode (10 mm 
diameter, protruding 20 mm from a 35 x 55 mm plastic base; Electro-Medical Supplies, 
Greenham, UK) over the femoral nerve (by palpation) in the femoral triangle region, both 
were coated in conductive gel. Electrical stimulation was delivered with a constant current 
variable voltage stimulator (DS7AH, Digitimer Ltd., Welwyn Garden City, UK). The cathode 
was sequentially repositioned until the optimum cathode position was identified (highest 
twitch response to a constant low current stimuli), before being secured with transpore tape. 
Incremental single pulse stimuli were delivered (every 10 s, 15-20 mA increments) until peak 
twitch force and the peak-to-peak amplitude of the compound motor unit action potential (M-
wave) plateaued for all recorded EMG sites. At least two further increments were delivered to 
ensure the plateau had been reached. Then three supra-maximal stimuli were delivered (10-15 
s between each stimulus) at a current of 150% of the plateau level to measure supramaximal 
twitch force and MMAX P-P and Area. Further details about equipment, recording procedures 
and methodology can be seen at Appendix I of the this thesis. 
Ultrasound Measurements (Experiment two only) 
An ultrasound scanner [Hitachi EUB-8500, Northamptonshire, UK, 5-10 MHz linear 
array transducer (EUP-L53L), scanning width 92 mm] was used to collect B-mode images of 
the thigh with the mid-point of the probe positioned over VL (60% of thigh length), RF (65% 
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of thigh length) and VM (35% of thigh length). Ultrasound images were recorded by a 
computer with ezcap video capture software (via an S-video to USB converter). Images were 
collected whilst participants were at rest in the same isometric testing apparatus used to 
record knee extension torque. MED was measured, using an open source Tracker software 
(version 4.92, physlets.org/tracker), as the distance from the surface of the skin to the muscle 
fascia (Figure 3.2). 
 
Figure 3.2. An example ultrasound image from one participant for the measurement of muscle-electrode 
distance (MED) in Experiment two. Measurement of MED over the vastus lateralis (VL) at 60% of the thigh 
length. 
3.2.5. Statistical Analysis 
For both experiments the data from the main measurement sessions (session 2 and 3, 
excluding familiarisation) were averaged to enhance the reliability of the measurements. 
Normality of data was checked using Shapiro-Wilk tests. Statistical analysis was completed 
using SPSS version 22 (IBM Corporation, Armonk, New York, USA) and significance level 
was set at P < 0.05 and data are reported as mean ± SD. Due to both experiments having 
MUSCLE (VL) 
MED 
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duplicate main sessions a within-participant coefficient of variation between sessions (CVW; 
(SD/mean) x 100) for twitch peak, MVT and EMGMVT data was calculated. CVW was 
quantified for each sEMG site (both experiments) but for experiment one individual CVW 
values from each measurement site were averaged across all six VL sites to provide an 
overall representation of the within-participant reliability of VL sEMG parameters that were 
measured. In addition, paired t-tests were used to confirm that there were no differences 
between the main measurement sessions. For experiment 1, repeated measures general linear 
models (one-way ANOVA) were used to determine the effects of electrode position on 
voluntary, evoked, and normalized sEMG measures. When a main effect of electrode position 
was detected differences between recording sites were assessed using Bonferroni adjusted 
post-hoc tests. The standardized effect size (ES; Cohen`s d) are included and ES of < 0.2 was 
considered “trivial”, ≥ 0.2 to £ 0.49 “small”, ≥ 0.5 to £ 0.79 “moderate” and ≥ 0.8 “large” 
(Cohen 1988).  
For experiment 2, bivariate relationships between MED and the sEMG parameters 
(absolute and normalized) were assessed with Pearson’s product moment correlations. As 
there were significant bivariate relationships between EMGMVT and MED for all three 
muscles, this relationship was fitted with a quadratic function, which provided the best fit for 
the relationship between EMGMVT and MED. This relationship was used to correct individual 
sEMG amplitude to MED measurements at that recording site. This involved summating the 
individual’s residual, in comparison to the cohort relationship with MED (e.g. sEMG 
amplitude vs. MED), with the group mean for sEMG amplitude (Moya-Laraño & Corcobado 
2008). Between-participant coefficient of variation [CVB (SD/Mean*100)] was calculated for 
absolute EMGMVT as well as EMGMVT normalized to MMAX P-P and MMAX Area, and MED 
corrected EMGMVT for each of the 3 muscles.  
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3.3. RESULTS 
 
3.3.1. Reliability 
 
For experiment 1, the mean CVW value of the six VL sensors was 15.1% for absolute 
EMGMVT, 20.7% for MMAX P-P, and 21.2% for MMAX Area respectively, with no differences 
detected between test sessions for any of these measurements (t(9)≥ -1.528, P≥ 0.139). For 
experiment 2, the range of CVW values of the 3 sites over the three superficial quadriceps 
(VM, VL, RF) were 14-17%, 14-16% and 14-19% for absolute EMGMVT, MMAX P-P, and 
MMAX Area, respectively (t(40)≥ -0.873, P≥ 0.383). 
Knee extension MVT torque presented a mean CVW value of 4.8% in experiment one 
and 2.9% in experiment two. Twitch peak torque presented an excellent CVW within 
experiment 1 (0.6%) and experiment 2 (6.3%). No differences were found between days in 
either experiment for MVT or Twitch peak torque (Experiment one t(9)≥ -1.191 P≥ 0.094; 
Experiment two t(40)≥ -0.879, P≥ 0.111). 
3.3.2. Experiment one – Spatial Location 
 
There were differences in absolute EMGMVT between the six recording sites over the 
VL (F2,45= 7.273, P< 0.003) with specific differences as follows: A1 and A2 > P2 and P3 
(Bonferroni P£ 0.036, ES≥ 1.63 “large”); P1> P3 (P£ 0.046, ES≥ 1.49 “large”). The 
recording site with the highest EMGMVT amplitude (A1) was 42% higher than the site with 
the lowest value (P3; Table 3.1). 
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Table 3.1 – surface EMG recorded at the six sites over the vastus lateralis (VL) during isometric knee extension 
maximum voluntary torque (MVT) production (absolute and normalized to MMAX Area and peak-to-peak [P-P]), 
and absolute evoked MMAX responses (MMAX Area and P-P). Data are mean ± SD (n=10). 
 
There were also differences in absolute MMAX P-P between sites (F2,45= 4.069, P= 
0.004) and post-hoc tests revealed that A1 was greater than P2 (Bonferroni P≥ 0.024, ES≥ 
2.41 “large”) and A2 showed a tendency to be greater than P2 (Bonferroni P= 0.070, ES= 
2.33 “large”; Figure 3.3B) with a 51% difference between the highest and the lowest site 
(Table 3.1). Similarly, absolute MMAX Area presented differences between sites (F2,45= 4.529, 
P= 0.020) with A1 and P3 > P2 (Bonferroni P£ 0.041, ES≥ 1.37 “large”; Figure 3.3C), a 
tendency for A3 to be higher than P2 (Bonferroni P£ 0.062, ES≥ 0.86 “large”) and for A1 to 
be higher than P1 (Bonferroni P£ 0.087, ES≥ 1.23 “large”) with an overall 49% difference 
between the sites with the highest and lowest MMAX Area values (Table 3.1). 
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Figure 3.3. Experiment one – Electrode spatial location. Absolute sEMG measurements from 6 recording sites 
over the surface of the vastus lateralis (VL) during maximum voluntary torque production (EMGMVT, A) and 
during MMAX responses [B, peak-to-peak (P-P); and C, area]. Mean values are shown for n=10. Post-hoc 
differences between sites are indicated as: * higher than P2 and P3 (P≤0.036), ≠ higher than P3 (P≤0.046), § 
higher than P2 (P≤0.041). 
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In contrast, EMGMVT normalized to MMAX P-P showed no differences between the 
sites of VL (F2,45= 0.731, P= 0.929; Figure 3.4), and therefore was not confounded by 
electrode location. However, EMGMVT normalized to MMAX Area was different between the 
recording sites (up to 35%; F2,45= 4.083, P= 0.004) and P3 was revealed to be smaller than 
A2 and P2 (Bonferroni P£ 0.014, ES≥ 1.1 “large”). 
3.3.2. Experiment two – Subcutaneous tissue thickness  
As expected, there was an inverse relationship between absolute EMGMVT and MED 
for VM (r = -0.62, n= 41, P< 0.001), RF (r = -0.62, n= 41, P< 0.001) and VL (r = -0.68, n= 41, 
P< 0.001; Figure 3.5A). Thus, MED explained 31% (VL) to 38% (VM & RF) of the 
variability in EMGMVT. Similar correlations with MED were found for MMAX P-P [VM (r = -
0.71, n= 41, P< 0.001), RF (r= -0.45, n= 41, P< 0.001) and VL (r = -0.68, n= 41, P< 0.001)] 
and MMAX area [VM (r = -0.49, n= 41, P< 0.001), RF (r= -0.37, n= 41, P= 0.017) and VL (r = 
-0.43, n= 41, P< 0.001)]. When EMGMVT was normalized to MMAX P-P there remained a 
relationship with MED for two of the three muscles, that was positive for the VM (r= 0.40, 
n= 41, P= 0.022, Figure 3.5C) and negative for the RF (r= -0.34, n= 41, P= 0.010), the 
exception being the VL where EMGMVT normalized to MMAX P-P was unrelated to MED (r= -
0.25, n= 41, P= 0.106). Hence, while normalization of VL EMGMVT to MMAX P-P removed 
the influence of MED, VM and RF MED still accounted for 12-16% of the between-
participant variability in normalized sEMG amplitude. When EMGMVT was normalized to 
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Figure 3.4. Experiment one – Electrode spatial location. EMGMVT (surface EMG at maximum voluntary torque) 
normalized to (A) MMAX peak-to-peak (P-P) or (B) MMAX Area for 6 recording sites over the surface of the 
vastus lateralis. Mean values are shown for n=10. Post-hoc differences between sites are indicated as: # higher 
than P3 (P≤0.014). 
MMAX Area a significant negative relationship remained for RF (r= -0.48, n= 41, P< 0.001) 
and VL (r= -0.44, n= 41, P< 0.010) with MED, but for the VM there was no relationship with 
MED (r= 0.15, n= 41, P= 0.330; Figure 3.5B). Therefore, EMGMVT normalized to MMAX Area 
removed the influence of MED for the VM, but for the RF and VL MED still accounted for 
19-23% of the between-participant variability in sEMG amplitude. 
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Table 3.2 – surface EMG variables recorded over the rectus femoris (RF), vastus medialis (VM) and vastus 
lateralis (VL) during isometric knee extension maximum voluntary torque (MVT) production: absolute EMGMVT; 
EMGMVT corrected for muscle-electrode distance (MED); EMGMVT normalized to both MMAX Area and peak-to 
peak (P-P). Data are mean ± SD (n=41). 
 
Absolute EMGMVT had a mean CVB across the 3 muscles of 52.5% (VM 51.1%; RF 
44.0%; VL 62.1%) but after MED correction (EMGMVT corrected to MED) mean CVB was 
34.4% (VM 34.2%; RF 29.6%; VL 39.5%). Therefore, MED correction reduced the between-
participant variability by 35% (Table 3.2). The mean CVB of EMGMVT normalized by MMAX 
P-P at 38.3% (VM 40.5%; RF 30.8%; VL 38.9%; Table 3.2) and EMGMVT normalized by 
MMAX Area at 41.6% (VM 44.4%; RF 36.2%; VL 44.2%; Table 3.2) were also lower than 
absolute EMGMVT, but greater than EMGMVT corrected to MED. 
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Figure 3.5. Experiment two – Subcutaneous tissue thickness. Relationship between muscle-electrode distance (MED) and three different measures of surface EMG amplitude during maximum 
voluntary torque (MVT; EMGMVT) production: A, absolute EMGMVT; B, EMGMVT normalized to MMAX peak-to-peak (P-P); C, EMGMVT normalized to MMAX Area; for individual muscles 
[rectus femoris (RF); vastus medialis (VM); and vastus lateralis (VL); n=4.                                                            .
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3.4 DISCUSSION 
 
The present study assessed the influence of electrode location and MED on voluntary 
absolute and normalized (to MMAX P-P and Area) sEMG measurements. Absolute voluntary 
sEMG measurements varied by up to 42% with electrode location over the surface of the VL 
muscle; however, when normalized to MMAX P-P, but not MMAX Area, there was no longer an 
effect of electrode location. As expected, voluntary sEMG amplitude for each of the 3 
muscles was moderately correlated with MED (largely subcutaneous fat), which explained 
31-38% of the variance in EMGMVT. Normalization of voluntary sEMG to MMAX parameters 
reduced but did not consistently remove the variance explained by MED (P-P up to 16%, 
Area up to 23%), Thus, MMAX P-P was the better normalization parameter, that removed the 
influence of electrode location and reduced but did not consistently or fully remove the 
influence of adiposity.  
Electrode location 
EMGMVT varied across the surface of the VL, being as much as 42% higher at some 
sites compared to others. Previous investigations using the trapezius muscle have also found 
voluntary sEMG amplitude to vary with location over the surface of the muscle (Jensen et al. 
1993; McLean et al. 2003). MMAX P-P showed a similar pattern to absolute voluntary EMG 
and consequently normalization of EMGMVT to MMAX P-P was independent of electrode 
location as both parameters changed proportionally across the surface of the VL. Hence this 
normalization method removed the effect of electrode location on voluntary sEMG amplitude. 
Furthermore, this finding suggests that any apparent differences in EMG amplitude across the 
surface of the muscle during MVCs are primarily due to differences in volume conduction 
and signal recording conditions, as shown by similar changes in MMAX P-P, rather than any 
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physiological differences in voluntary neuromuscular activation. However, the current study 
did not examine sub-maximum contractions, thus the possibility of regional differences in 
neuromuscular activation during low and moderate level contractions according to the 
specific task remains a distinct possibility (Staudenmann et al. 2010; Watanabe et al. 2012).  
In contrast, MMAX Area showed a different pattern to absolute voluntary sEMG, such 
that when EMGMVT was normalized to MMAX Area there remained a pronounced effect of 
electrode location with differences between sites of up to 57%. Therefore, MMAX P-P 
normalization may be preferred when trying to remove/account for the issue of electrode 
location/re-location between test sessions or between investigators. Normalization to MMAX 
P-P could theoretically have removed/reduced the influence of several between site 
confounding factors that may influence EMGMVT, such as the amplitude of motor unit action 
potentials, adipose tissue thickness, skin and skin-electrode interface impedance. Although 
experiment 1 was not able to discriminate between these mechanisms by which MMAX P-P 
was effective. 
MMAX P-P qualitatively showed a similar pattern with electrode location as absolute 
voluntary sEMG, but not MMAX Area. The reason for these contrasting effects between MMAX 
P-P and Area, and thus also the greater efficacy of MMAX P-P for normalization purposes may 
reflect the differences in the nature of these measurements. MMAX P-P is a measure of 
amplitude, whereas MMAX Area is dependent on both amplitude and duration (Rodriguez-
Falces et al. 2015), thus our finding might indicate that absolute EMGMVT depends primarily 
on signal amplitude rather than duration. Previous studies have only examined spatial 
distribution of M-wave amplitude, during sub-maximal stimulation and found the amplitude 
to be both higher (Vieira et al. 2015) and lower at distal sites (Hodson-Tole et al. 2013) in 
gastrocnemius. Sub-maximal stimulation selectively activates lower threshold motor units, 
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and thus fibres, that could be concentrated in specific locations. In contrast, our findings are 
the first indication that MMAX P-P and Area vary with electrode location across the surface of 
the VL (albeit with different patterns). 
Although experiment 1 involved 6 electrodes over the surface of the VL muscle, we 
deliberately chose a large superficial muscle, and selected the measurement sites to minimise 
the possibility of cross-talk from other muscles. Specifically, the measurement sites were a 
minimum of 3.5 cm distance, and typically >4 cm, from other muscles. Winter et al (1994) 
estimated that with a 3 cm distance between electrodes, cross-talk would account for ~4% of 
the signal (Winter et al. 1994). Therefore, it is possible that there could have been some small, 
limited cross-talk within our measurements, although our understanding is that there is no 
accepted analytical procedure to assess the extent of cross-talk within an EMG signal (Farina 
et al. 2014). 
Muscle-Electrode distance 
In experiment 2, there were negative relationships between EMGMVT and MED in all 
the three muscles (r = -0.56 to -0.62), with MED explaining 31-38% of the variance even 
within this relatively lean cohort (BMI≤ 24). Previous investigators identified similar 
negative relationships between absolute voluntary sEMG amplitude and MED measure by 
ultrasound (r = 0.57) (Nordander et al. 2003) or skinfold thickness (r = 0.90 (Hemingway et 
al. 1995) and r = 0.67 (Nordander et al. 2003)). The relationship between absolute sEMG 
amplitude and MED can be explained by the high electrical resistance of body fat (Lowery et 
al. 2002; Petrofsky 2008) which acts as a low pass filter reducing the signal amplitude (Farina, 
Merletti, et al. 2002). Specifically, more subcutaneous tissue between the sEMG electrode 
and the muscle would provide more electrical resistance. Thus, tissue thickness between the 
electrode and the active muscle fibers has a pronounced influence on sEMG amplitude. 
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MMAX normalization substantially reduced, but did not consistently remove the effect 
of MED on EMG amplitude with up to 16% (MMAX P-P) or 23% (MMAX Area) of the 
variability in normalized voluntary sEMG still explained by MED. Therefore, whilst MMAX 
normalization was certainly an improvement on absolute values it was only partially effective 
at removing the confounding effects of differences in MED between participants. Therefore, 
it is possible that a measured MED is more effective at fully removing the influence of 
adipose tissue thickness, than MMAX parameters when comparing participants. In addition, 
EMGMVT corrected to MED produced lower between-participant variability (CVB 34%) than 
absolute EMGMVT (53%) or EMGMVT normalized to MMAX P-P (38%) or MMAX Area (42%) 
suggesting that MED correction may be the most effective method at reducing the between-
participant variability introduced by volume conduction and signal recording conditions. 
Consequently, when comparing individuals with substantial differences in MED, or 
comparing repeated measurements that may involve changes in MED after an intervention 
(e.g. exercise training or weight loss) it is recommended to normalize voluntary sEMG 
measurements, either to MMAX P-P or preferably MED (e.g. (Clark et al. 2010)). It is unclear 
why voluntary sEMG recordings and MMAX parameters do not change in proportion with 
MED, but it is likely to be due to the fact that voluntary sEMG is a summation pattern from 
the electrical activity of numerous muscle fibres (Raez et al. 2006) that propagates through 
the surrounding tissues in a different manner to a synchronous evoked M-wave.  
Any variability in electrode location and orientation between participants could have 
been a contributory factor to the observed between-participant variability in voluntary sEMG 
recordings. Whilst the current investigation examined MED correction in relation to between-
participant variability in voluntary sEMG, as far as we are aware it is currently unknown how 
MED correction compares to MMAX normalization for different electrode locations and future 
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work should address this question to better understand the merits of these normalization 
procedures. Moreover, it is recommended that future work more carefully examine the 
reliability and validity of voluntary sEMG amplitude measurements corrected to MED as this 
correction procedure has had relatively little attention despite the well-known confounding 
influence of adiposity (Farina & Rainoldi 1999; Nordander et al. 2003; Petrofsky 2008). 
Perspectives 
Whilst surface electromyography (sEMG) measurements are widely used in 
physiological and biomechanical assessments and research studies, the amplitude of these 
recordings are known to be influenced by both electrode position and subcutaneous adipose 
tissue thickness. The present study quantified the influence of electrode position and adipose 
tissue thickness and examined the possibility that normalization to evoked maximum M-wave 
(MMAX) parameters may remove the influence of these factors. As expected, electrode 
location and adiposity both had a pronounced influence on voluntary sEMG amplitude. 
Normalization of these measurements to MMAX peak-to-peak removed the influence of 
electrode location and reduced but did not consistently remove the influence of subcutaneous 
adiposity. Thus, normalization to MMAX peak-to-peak may help to reduce the influence of 
these potential confounding factors when comparing measurements within- or between-
participants in clinical assessments or research studies. However, to fully remove the 
influence of adipose tissue thickness may require direct measurements of this parameter 
beneath the recording electrodes.  
Following the finds and recommendations of the present chapter of this thesis, when 
neuromuscular activation was measured at the follow chapters MMAX P-P normalization was 
performed. The next chapters (4, 5 and 6) will address the main aim of the thesis: assess the 
effect of knee-joint angle on the neuromechanics of maximal and explosive contractions.
A1 A2 A3 A4 
P1 P2 P3 
p 
P4 
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CHAPTER 4 
Do changes in neuromuscular activation contribute to the knee extensor angle-
torque relationship? 
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4.1. INTRODUCTION 
The torque a muscle group can generate across a joint’s range of motion impacts 
mobility (Penninx et al. 2001; Hunter et al. 2004), (Morrison 1970; Engin & Korde 1974) and 
athletic performance (Paasuke et al. 2001; Janura et al. 2016). Indeed, the relationship 
between joint angle and torque has been carefully described for many joints and muscle 
groups, including the Q (Leedham & Dowling, 1995; Kubo et al., 2004; Arampatzis et al., 
2006; Kooistra et al., 2007). Although changes in sarcomere length are considered the 
primary factor underpinning the angle–torque relationship (Rassier et al. 1999), it has been 
suggested that both excitatory and inhibitory feedback to the motoneuron pool may vary with 
joint angle (Johansson et al. 1991), and thus changes in neuromuscular activation could also 
contribute to the angle-torque relationship (Gandevia & McKenzie 1988). However, whether 
maximal neuromuscular activation changes with joint angle and contributes to the angle-
torque relationship remains unclear (Babault et al. 2001; Newman et al. 2003; Kooistra et al. 
2007). 
Previous studies using sEMG and the ITT to investigate neuromuscular activation of 
the Q during MVCs at distinct knee-joint angles have reported conflicting findings. 
Specifically, higher Q activation has been demonstrated at both more flexed positions 
(Becker & Awiszus 2001; Kubo et al. 2004; Pincivero et al. 2004) and more extended 
positions (Hasler et al. 1994; Babault et al. 2003), whilst others have documented no 
differences in Q activation across knee-joint positions (Zabik & Dawson 1996; Newman et al. 
2003; Kooistra et al. 2007). In addition, one study even reported conflicting results between 
sEMG and ITT measures within the same study with  Q sEMG found to be highest in a flexed 
position (90°) but activation measured via ITT to be greater in an extended position (Suter & 
Herzog 1997). Similarly, differences in antagonist activation have been documented across 
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knee-joint angles in some studies (Kubo et al. 2004) but not others (Babault et al. 2003; de 
Ruiter et al. 2004). These inconsistent findings may be due to methodological deficiencies or 
discrepancies between studies. 
Comparison of surface sEMG measurements at different joint angles may be 
confounded by any changes in the electrical propagation and recording conditions as joint 
angle changes, including any shift in the tissues beneath the recording electrode, especially 
the muscle fibres as they lengthen/shorten and change orientation (Schulte et al., 2004). 
Normalizing sEMG measured during voluntary contractions to the amplitude of an MMAX at 
the same joint angle may account for many of these changes in the recording conditions 
(Gandevia 2001) and facilitate a more valid comparison between joint angles. The 
beforementioned fact strongly agree with the results of the last chapter which recommends 
the use of MMAX P-P for sEMG normalization. However, none of the previous studies 
investigating neural drive at different joint angles with sEMG has used this normalization 
approach. In addition many of these studies only measured sEMG from a limited number of 
the superficial agonist  (Suter & Herzog 1997; Newman et al. 2003; de Ruiter et al. 2004) and 
antagonist (hamstrings, H) muscles (Babault et al. 2003; Kubo et al. 2004; de Ruiter et al. 
2004), which may not provide a very thorough representation of the whole muscle group 
(Aagaard et al. 2000).  
Studies using the ITT to assess voluntary activation at different joint angles have 
invariably used the formula (voluntary activation = 1- twitch amplitude during an 
iMVC/control twitch amplitude e.g. (Suter & Herzog 1997; Becker & Awiszus 2001; Babault 
et al. 2003; Newman et al. 2003; Kubo et al. 2004; Kooistra et al. 2007). However, this 
formula assumes a linear reciprocal twitch-voluntary force relationship, to calculate 
activation (ACT), despite the fact that the twitch-voluntary force relationship has been widely 
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demonstrated not to be a linear reciprocal (Behm et al. 1996; Scaglioni et al. 2002; Kooistra 
et al. 2007; Folland & Williams 2007a). This discrepancy tends to lead to overestimated 
activation values (Kooistra et al. 2007; Folland & Williams 2007a) and could also be affected 
by joint angle.  Therefore, defining the twitch-voluntary force relationship at each joint angle 
for each participant in order to extrapolate up to the theoretical maximal torque (TMT) and 
calculate activation may be a more rigorous approach (Folland & Williams 2007a).  
Consequently, a study using rigorous sEMG and ITT measures is warranted to help 
determine if differences in neuromuscular activation contribute to the knee-joint angle-torque 
relationship. Therefore, this study aimed to compare neuromuscular activation, using 
contemporary sEMG and ITT procedures, during maximal voluntary isometric contractions 
of the Q at different knee-joint angles.  
 
4.2. METHODS 
4.2.1. Participants 
Sixteen healthy, recreationally active men (21 ± 2 years old; 1.78 ± 0.07 m; 73 ± 5 kg) 
who had no previous lower-body injuries and had not taken part in systematic lower body 
training for at least 12 months participated in the study and they also provided written 
informed consent before their participation. The study was approved by the Loughborough 
University ethical advisory committee (R15-P040) and was conducted in accordance with the 
Declaration of Helsinki. 
4.2.2. Overview  
Participants attended four laboratory sessions at a consistent time of day, each 
separated by 3–6 days, and were instructed to avoid strenuous exercise in the 48 h before 
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each session. The first two laboratory visits were familiarization sessions with identical 
procedures to the main experimental sessions (visits 3 and 4) but no analysis. All sessions 
involved unilateral isometric knee extension and flexion contractions of the right leg at four 
different knee-joint angles (25°, 50°, 80° and 106°, where 0° is knee full extension), with a 
constant hip joint angle of 65° (0° is anatomical position). The different knee-joint angles 
were tested in a counterbalanced order during the two main experimental sessions. After a 
brief warm-up, the following tasks were performed at each angle before moving to the next 
task: (i) knee extension MVCs (x2; ascending/descending angle order); (ii) evoked knee 
extensor twitch and doublet contractions (via femoral nerve stimulation) whilst voluntarily 
passive and knee extensor submaximal voluntary contractions (at 60, 75 and 90%) and MVCs 
(x2), all with superimposed doublets, to define the twitch–voluntary force relationship and 
calculate maximal activation with a variant of the ITT (ACTITT; opposite order); and (iii) 
knee flexion MVCs, for normalization of antagonist sEMG (original angle order; Table 4.1). 
The knee extension/flexion torque and sEMG of the superficial quadriceps and hamstrings 
were recorded during all contractions. The sEMG amplitude at knee extension MVT was 
expressed as absolute values RMS and also normalized (agonist was normalized to MMAX and 
antagonist to sEMG at maximal knee flexion; HEMGMAX). 
Table 4.1. Order of the isometric contractions performed during the main experimental sessions. All orders were 
counterbalanced across the two main experimental sessions.  
 Task performed at each angle  Angle Order  
1 Knee extensions iMVCs (×2) Ascending/Descending ** 
2 Knee extension evoked Twitch & Doublet (voluntarily passive), 
and submaximal (60, 70 & 90%) and iMVCs (×2) with 
superimposed doublets. 
Opposite order to 1 
3 Knee flexion iMVCs Same order as 1 
** Ascending (25°, 50°, 80°, 106°) /Descending (106°, 80°, 50°,25°). 
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4.2.3. Recording Procedures 
Torque, sEMG and video recordings.  
All contractions were performed with participants seated on a custom-made isometric 
testing chair, adjustable for knee-joint angle, and securely strapped at the waist and across the 
chest to minimize extraneous bodily movement. The different knee-joint positions were 
established with a hand-held goniometer during the first familiarization session, and the chair 
configuration was replicated thereafter. The knee-joint angles were measured by digitizing 
video images (Kinovea 0.8.15 software, https://www.kinovea.org/) recorded with a video 
camera (Panasonic HC-V110; Secaucus, NJ, USA), specifically the angle between the greater 
trochanter, knee-joint space and lateral ankle malleolus during the MVCs of the first 
laboratory visit. Torque recordings were the same as described at chapter 3.  
SEMG was recorded during the main experimental sessions using a wireless sEMG 
system (Trigno; Delsys, Inc., Boston, MA, USA). After preparation of the skin (shaving, 
abrading, and cleansing with 70% ethanol), single differential Trigno Standard sEMG sensors 
(Delsys Inc.), each with a fixed 1 cm interelectrode distance, were attached over the 
quadriceps and hamstrings using adhesive interfaces. A total of six separate sEMG sensors 
were located over the superficial quadriceps muscles, two per muscle, at the following 
percentages of thigh length (the distance from the knee-joint centre to the greater trochanter) 
above the superior border of the patellar: VM (25 and 35%), VL (50 and 60%) and RF (55 
and 65%). In addition, single EMG sensors were also placed at 45% of thigh length above the 
popliteal fossa on the biceps femoris long head (BF) and semitendinosis (ST). The sEMG 
signals were amplified and filtered at source (×300; 20–450 Hz bandwidth) before further 
amplification (overall effective gain, ×909) and were sampled at 2000 Hz using the same 
external A/D converter and computer software as the force recordings. During the offline 
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analysis, the sEMG data were time aligned with the force signal (inherent 48 ms delay of 
sEMG signal). Whole muscle group (Q and H) sEMG amplitude values were the average of 
six and two sites, respectively.  
Femoral nerve stimulation.  
Transcutaneous femoral nerve stimulation was delivered by a constant current, 
variable voltage stimulator (DS7AH; Digitimer Ltd, Welwyn Garden City, UK) via a cathode 
probe (10 mm diameter, protruding 20 mm from a 35 mm 55 mm plastic base; Electro-
Medical Supplies, Greenham, UK) positioned over the femoral nerve in the femoral triangle 
and an anode electrode (70 mm 100 mm carbon rubber electrode; Electro-Medical Supplies) 
over the greater trochanter. The anode and cathode were both coated in conductive gel, and a 
low-level current (30–50 mA) was delivered. Once an appropriate twitch response was 
elicited, according to the optimal twitch response from a small stimulus current, the cathode 
was secured with transpore tape. The MMAX and doublet were configured as 200 µs square-
wave pulses with a10 ms interval between each stimulus. 
 
4.2.4. Protocol 
Knee extensor MVCs. A warm-up of submaximal contractions was performed at the 
first angle only, at percentages of perceived maximal effort [50% (3), 75% (3) and 90% (1)]. 
Participants then completed an initial sequence of two MVCs at each knee-joint angle (in an 
ascending or descending order). Later in the protocol, participants performed two further 
MVCs at each angle, in the opposite order, with superimposed doublets to facilitate 
measurement of activation with the ITT. During the MVCs, participants were instructed to 
extend their knee and ‘push as hard as possible’ for 3–5 s with a 2':30 s recovery period 
between each MVC. Biofeedback was provided after the first MVC with a horizontal cursor 
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on the torque–time curve, displayed on a computer monitor in front of the participant, to 
indicate the greatest force produced and encourage participants to produce greater force with 
subsequent attempts. Additionally, verbal encouragement was given during all MVCs. Knee 
extension MVT was identified as the highest voluntary torque produced from all four MVCs 
at each angle (torque increments attributable to superimposed doublet stimulation were 
excluded). The absolute sEMG amplitude from each recording site was measured as the RMS, 
over a 500 ms epoch at MVT (250 ms either side, unless this coincided with a superimposed 
doublet, in which case the epoch was time shifted, forwards or backwards, to avoid the 
doublet artefact in the sEMG signal, but still incorporated MVT). For individual agonist 
muscles, the sEMG amplitude during maximal voluntary torque from the two recording sites 
over each muscle was averaged (VM, VL and RF EMGMVT), and the values from all six sites 
were averaged to calculate whole quadriceps value (QEMGMVT). The sEMG amplitude from 
the two antagonist sites (BF and ST) at knee extension MVT was also averaged to calculate 
an overall hamstrings coactivation (i.e. simultaneous activation of the antagonists; HEMGCO-
ACT). Agonist sEMG amplitude for each recording site was also normalized to site- and angle-
specific maximal M-wave peak to peak (MMAX P-P; see below) before averaging across sites 
and muscles as above. Antagonist sEMG amplitude for the BF and ST was normalized to 
HEMGMAX during knee flexion MVCs (see below). After the initial sequence of two MVCs 
at each angle and 5 min of rest, all of the following were done at each angle in the opposite 
order to the initial MVCs: current calibration and MMAX responses, as well as doublets at rest 
and superimposed on submaximal and maximal voluntary contractions (Table 4.1). This 
meant there was a minimum of 3 min between the voluntary contractions at each subsequent 
angle. 
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Stimulation calibration and MMAX responses.  
The stimulation current was calibrated with single stimuli or evoked twitch 
contractions at each angle before the measurement of supramaximal MMAX responses and the 
delivery of evoked doublets. Therefore, at each angle, twitch responses were evoked every 
~10 s, first at a low current, and increased until twitch force and the peak-to-peak amplitude 
of the M-wave plateaued. Thereafter, three further single stimuli were delivered at a current 
of 150% of the plateau level to ensure supramaximal stimulation and M-wave responses. The 
MMAX P-P was calculated as the mean of these three MMAX responses at each joint angle. 
Evoked doublets at rest, superimposed on submaximal and maximal voluntary contractions. 
After the MMAX recordings, the stimulator current was set to 100% of the plateau level (to 
minimize participant discomfort), and doublet amplitude (>25% MVT) was checked by 
delivering two doublet contractions, each involving two stimuli 10 ms apart, while the 
participant was voluntarily passive, with 10 s between each. Doublets were used for the ITT 
because they provide a larger signal-to-noise ratio, which facilitates identification of the 
superimposed torque increment, and are less sensitive to confounding potentiation (Oskouei 
et al. 2003; Folland & Williams, 2007a). Participants then performed three submaximal 
contractions (60, 75 and 90% MVT) and two MVCs, with two doublet contractions 
(separated by ~1 s) superimposed during the plateau phase of each voluntary contraction, and 
two further doublet contractions delivered after each voluntary contraction (~5 s afterwards, 
and separated by ~1 s), while participants were voluntarily passive. An interval of >30 s was 
given between voluntary contractions. Before each submaximal contraction, participants were 
instructed to achieve the required force (indicated by a horizontal target line on the screen) 
and hold the desired force as steadily as possible for ~5 s. 
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Calculation of activation using the interpolated twitch.  
For each resting or superimposed doublet torque response, values immediately before 
and at the peak of the doublet were recorded, and the difference was calculated as the doublet 
magnitude. For the superimposed doublet, torque immediately before the doublet also 
provided a measure of voluntary torque at the instant the doublet was delivered. The 
magnitude of the two superimposed doublets during each voluntary contraction was averaged 
and expressed as a percentage of the doublet contraction evoked at rest immediately after the 
contraction. The voluntary torque at the instant the superimposed doublets were delivered 
was also averaged. Thereafter, doublet torque was plotted against voluntary torque for the 
three submaximal and two maximal contractions of each participant at each angle. A linear 
function was found to provide a good fit to these relationships (Figure 4.1) and was used to 
extrapolate up to the TMT (i.e. x-axis intercept and the point where the superimposed doublet 
declines to zero because of ‘full activation’; Folland & Williams, 2007b). The MVT (i.e. the 
highest voluntary torque during any MVCs at that angle) was compared with the TMT in 
order to calculate the individual’s maximal activation at each angle using the following 
equation: ACTITT MVT/TMT ×100 (Folland & Williams, 2007a).  
Knee flexion maximal voluntary contractions.  
Knee flexion MVCs were performed in an identical manner to the knee extensor 
MVCs. The sEMG RMS amplitudes from the two agonist sites, BF and ST, were calculated 
over a 500 ms epoch at MVT (250 ms either side) and averaged to calculate an overall 
HEMGMAX. 
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Figure 4.1. The voluntary torque – superimposed doublet torque relationship for one participant at 80° 
knee-joint angle from the first experimental session. The solid line represents the linear regression fit 
for the data points and the dashed line represents the extrapolation to the x-axis in order to find the 
true maximum torque (TMT). 
 
4.2.5. Statistical Analysis  
Statistical analysis Between-sessions reliability of MVT and sEMG from the main 
trial sessions was assessed by calculating the within-participant coefficient of variation [CVW 
(SD/mean) × 100]. All the CVW values presented are averaged across the four joint angles 
and all participants. Torque, sEMG, TMT and ACTITT measurements at each knee-joint 
angle during both the main experimental sessions were averaged to provide criterion values 
for statistical analysis. Repeated-measures one-way ANOVA was used to analyse the 
differences between angles for MVT, absolute and normalized sEMG, ACTITT and TMT. 
Repeated-measures two-way ANOVA (muscle versus angle) was used to compare the 
changes in absolute and normalized sEMG across angles for the different muscles (i.e. the 
interaction effect). Post hoc comparisons were conducted using Bonferroni post hoc tests. 
Statistical analysis was performed using SPSS version 22 (IBM Corporation, Armonk, NY, 
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USA), and the significance level was set at P < 0.05. The standardized effect size (ES; 
Cohen’s d) are included, and an ES of <0.2 was considered trivial, ≥ 0.2 small, ≥ 0.5 
moderate and ≥ 0.8 large (Cohen, 1988). Data are reported as means ± SD. 
 
4.3. RESULTS 
4.3.1. Reliability  
Knee extension MVT had an average CVW of 4.3% (across angles and participants), 
and absolute QEMGMVT and HEMGCO-ACT had an average CVW of 12.6 and 20.2%, 
respectively. Normalized QEMGMVT and HEMGMAX showed an average CVW of 15.4 and 
24.3%, respectively; and ACTITT had a CVW of 5.2%. 
4.3.2. Maximal Isometric Voluntary Torque  
The MVT showed a distinct inverted ‘U’ relationship, as expected (Figure 4.2). MVT 
at 25° was lower than all the other positions (one-way ANOVA, P< 0.001), and MVT at 106° 
was also lower than at 50° and 80° (P≤ 0.001, ES≥ 2.97 ‘large’; Figure 4.2). 
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Figure 4.2. The knee extensor angle-torque relationship for isometric maximal voluntary torque at 
knee-joint angles of 25°, 50°, 80° and 106°. One-way ANOVA showed differences between angles 
(P<0.001). # indicate lower than 50°, 80° and 106° (P<0.001), * indicate lower than 50° and 80° (P ≤ 
0.001). Data are mean ± SD (n=16). 
 
4.3.3. Neuromuscular and Voluntary Activation  
Absolute agonist sEMG.  
Although absolute QEMGMVT indicated a difference according to knee-joint angle 
(one-way ANOVA, P = 0.005), post hoc analysis did not show any specific differences 
between angles, only a tendency for 25° to be lower than 80° (P= 0.075; ES= 0.05 ‘trivial’; 
Figure 4.3A). Within each individual agonist muscle, VMEMGMVT (one-way ANOVA, P= 
0.010) and VLEMGMVT (one-way ANOVA, P= 0.031) varied with knee angle, whereas 
RFEMGMVT was indifferent for angle (one-way ANOVA, P= 0.259). Specifically, 
VMEMGMVT 25° was lower than 80° (P= 0.038, ES= 0.49 ‘small’), and VLEMGMVT showed 
a tendency for 50° to be lower than that at 80° (P= 0.092, ES 0.2 ‘small’). Consequently, 
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there was a muscle angle interaction (P= 0.020), with greater changes for the VMEMGMVT 
across joint angles than for the VLEMGMVT or RFEMGMVT (P ≤ 0.026). 
 
Normalized agonist sEMG.  
The QEMGMVT normalized to MMAX P-P showed a main effect of angle (one-way ANOVA, 
P < 0.001), with progressively higher values at more flexed positions such that 106º was 29% 
higher than at 25° [25° and 50° < 80° and 106°, P ≤ 0.016; ES ≤ 0.8 ‘large’ (25° vs 80° and 
50° vs 106°) or ES = 0.4 ‘small’ (50° vs 80°); Figure 4.4A], and normalized QEMGMVT at 
106° was 29% higher than at 25°. Within each individual agonist muscle, both VMEMGMVT 
and VLEMGMVT changed with knee-joint angle (P < 0.001), whereas RFEMGMVT was 
indifferent to angle (one-way ANOVA, P = 0.120). Specifically, normalized VMEMGMVT at 
25° was lower than the other angles (P ≤ 0.016; ES ≤ 0.94 ‘large’) and 50° was lower than 
80° (P < 0.001, ES = 0.6 ‘moderate’); normalized VLEMGMVT showed lower values at 25° 
and 50° than at 80° and 106° [P ≤ 0.002; ES ≤ 1.05 ‘large’ (25° with 80° and 106°, and 50° 
with 106°) or ES = 0.65 ‘moderate’ (50°  with 80°)]. Subsequently, there was a muscle × 
angle interaction (P = 0.028), with greater changes in the VLEMGMVT than in the 
RFEMGMVT and VMEMGMVT [P ≤ 0.039; ES = 0.65 ‘moderate’ (VL versus VM) and ES = 
1.22 (VL versus RF)]. 
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Figure 4.3. sEMG at knee extensor maximal voluntary torque (MVT) for knee-joint angles of 25°, 
50°, 80° and 106°. (A) Absolute sEMG of the quadriceps femoris at MVT (QEMGMVT). Post hoc 
analysis found no differences between angles. (B) Absolute EMG of vastus medialis (open diamond), 
rectus femoris (open triangle) and vastus lateralis (open circle), VM and VL sEMG changed with 
knee-joint angle (P≤0.031). Average standard deviation across angle positions are represented with 
the symbols at the right side of the figure. (C) Absolute sEMG of the hamstrings at knee extension 
MVT (HEMGCO-ACT).  HEMGCO-ACT was unaffected by angle (P=0.459). Data are mean ± SD (n=16). 
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Voluntary Activation.  
A main effect of angle was found for ACTITT (ANOVA, P< 0.001), with ACTITT at 
25° and 50° being ~16% lower than at 80° and 106° (P ≤ 0.001; ES ≤ 2.08 ‘large’; Figure 4.5). 
 
Antagonist Coactivation.  
Absolute HEMGCO-ACT during knee extension showed no significant difference 
between angles (P =0.459; Figure 4.3C), but normalized coactivation (to HEMGMAX) 
revealed differences for angle (P 0.002), with 106° greater than 50° and 80° (P ≤ 0.02; ES ≤ 
0.81 ‘large’), and also a tendency to be greater than 25° (P = 0.084; ES = 0.81 ‘moderate’; 
Figure 4.4C). 
 
4.3.5. Evoked MMAX Responses  
There were clear differences in Q MMAX P-P between angles (ANOVA, P < 0.001), 
with post hoc tests showing differences between all the angles [P ≤ 0.022; ES = 0.7 
‘moderate’(25° vs 106°) or ES ≤ 0.21 ‘small’ (all other combinations); Figure 4.6A] and 
values at 25° being 17% higher than at 106°. Within the individual agonist muscles, VL and 
VM MMAX P-P was different across angles (ANOVA, P < 0.001; Figure 4.6B; 17% range for 
the VM and 26% range for the VL), whereas the RF did not show differences (ANOVA, P < 
0.378). 
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Figure 4.4. Normalized agonist and antagonist sEMG at knee extension MVT at knee-joint angles of 
25°, 50°, 80° and 106°. A, normalized QEMGMVT [to maximal M-wave peak-to-peak (MMAX P-P)] 
differed according to joint angle (P< 0.001). B, normalized sEMG (to MMAX P-P) for rectus femoris 
(open triangles), vastus medialis (open diamonds) and vastus lateralis (open circles). The VM and VL 
changed with knee-joint angle (P< 0.001). Average standard deviations across angle positions are 
represented with the symbols at the right side of the figure. C, normalized hamstring sEMG (to 
HEMGMAX) during knee extension MVT differed between angles (P= 0.002). Symbols indicate: ∗ 
lower than 80° and 106° (P= 0.011); and †higher than 50° and 80° (P= 0.020). Data are means ± SD 
(n=16). 
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Figure 4.5. Neuromuscular activation measured with the interpolated twitch technique (ACTITT) 
during isometric maximal voluntary contractions at knee-joint angles of 25°, 50°, 80° and 106°. 
ACTITT showed differences between angles (P<0.001). Symbols indicate: * higher than 25° and 50° 
(P≤0.001). Data are mean ± SD (n=16). 
Specifically, the VL was higher at 25° than at the other angles (P ≤ 0.015), and at 106° it was 
lower than at the other angles (P ≤ 0.002). For VM, 25°  was higher than the other angles [P ≤ 
0.001; ES = 0.58 ‘moderate’ (25° with 106°), ES ≤ 0.25 ‘small’ (25° with 50° and 80°)] and at 
50°  was higher than at 80° and 106° (P ≤ 0.046; or ES = 0.13 ‘trivial’). 
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Figure 4.6. The supramaximal compound muscle action potential peak-to-peak amplitude (MMAX P-P) 
at different knee-joint angles of 25°, 50°, 80° and 106°for: (A) Overall quadriceps (Q), which showed 
presented differences between angles (P<0.001); and (B) individual quadriceps muscles (VM, open 
diamond; RF open triangle; VL open circle). VM and VL showed differences between angle positions 
(P<0.01). Average standard deviation across angle positions are represented with the symbols at the 
right side of the figure. Symbols indicate: * higher than the other angles (P≤0.015), ≠ higher than 80° 
and 106° (P≤0.046), § higher than 106° (P≤0.002). Data are mean ± SD (n=16). 
 
4.4. DISCUSSION 
In the present study, we assessed neuromuscular activation of the agonist and 
antagonist muscles during maximal isometric knee extension contractions at four angles and 
found activation of both muscle groups to change with joint angle and thus likely contribute 
to the angle-torque relationship. Both normalized QEMGMVT and ACTITT indicated that 
quadriceps neuromuscular activation was lower at more extended (25° and 50°), compared to 
more flexed, knee-joint angles (80° and 106°). Normalized sEMG from the individual agonist 
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muscles showed this effect to be specific to the vasti muscles (VL and VM) as only these 
muscles, and not the RF, showed lower neural drive at the most extended positions. Finally, 
normalized hamstrings co-activation, also showed higher co-activation simultaneous to knee 
extension MVT at the most knee flexed position (106°).  
As expected we found a marked knee extensor angle-torque relationship with higher 
values at the middle angles compared to more extreme positions (Babault et al. 2003; 
Newman et al. 2003; Pincivero et al. 2004; de Ruiter et al. 2004). The differences in torque 
production (Figure 4.2) are thought to be primarily due to the muscle force-length 
relationship (Herzog et al. 1990; Rassier et al. 1999) whereby changes in joint angle and 
muscle length affect the extent of cross-bridge overlap and thus sarcomere force generation 
(Lieber et al. 1994; Rassier et al. 1999). However, the present study provides convincing 
evidence that agonist and antagonist activation also contribute to the shape of the angle-
torque relationship. These findings were based on duplicate measurement sessions, following 
two familiarisation sessions, and involved more rigorous sEMG and ITT measurements than 
previous studies, specifically agonist sEMG normalized to MMAX and ACTITT calculated with 
appropriate extrapolation for each individual and joint angle, which provides some 
confidence in the findings. 
Quadriceps activation 
We also found no differences in absolute sEMG amplitude at different joint angles. 
Previous studies reported contrary results for maximal sEMG at different knee-joint positions 
with reports of higher sEMG at more flexed positions (Becker & Awiszus 2001; Kubo et al. 
2004; Pincivero et al. 2004), more extended positions (Hasler et al. 1994; Babault et al. 2003) 
and no differences between joint angles (Zabik & Dawson 1996; Newman et al. 2003; 
Kooistra et al. 2007). However, in the current study the electrical response to the same 
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stimulus, amplitude of a compound muscle action potential (MMAX P-P), was markedly 
different according to knee angle for both vastii muscles and consequently the whole 
quadriceps (25° 17% higher than 106°). This provides strong evidence that the electrical 
signal propagation and recording conditions are influenced by knee-joint angle in a manner 
entirely independent of voluntary neural drive, and likely invalidates the comparison of 
absolute sEMG amplitude values between angles.  
In contrast normalized sEMG (absolute sEMG amplitude/MMAX P-P), that might be 
expected to remove the differences in signal propagation and recording conditions across 
angles, revealed differences in maximal voluntary neural drive between joint angles. We are 
not aware of any previous studies that have examined normalized quadriceps sEMG across 
knee-joint angles during MVCs. However, studies of other muscle groups have used 
normalized sEMG with mixed findings: higher elbow flexors activation at shortened 
positions (Kasprisin & Grabiner 2000; Linnamo et al. 2006) or no differences for joint angle 
(Doheny et al. 2008; Leedham & Dowling 1995); as well as higher plantar flexor activation at 
lengthening positions (Kluka et al. 2016) or no differences for joint angles (Papaiordanidou et 
al. 2016). 
The normalized sEMG findings of our study are reinforced by the ACTITT results, 
which also showed higher activation at the most flexed knee-joint positions. Some previous 
ITT studies have made similar findings (Suter & Herzog 1997; de Ruiter et al. 2004; Kubo et 
al. 2004) but there are also contrary reports of higher activation at the most extended knee-
joint positions (Newman et al. 2003; Kooistra et al. 2007) and no differences across the 
angles (Babault et al. 2003). The current study deliberately used a doublet stimulus to 
generate a high signal:noise ratio, and carefully defined the twitch-voluntary force 
relationship at each joint angle for each participant in order to extrapolate up to the 
theoretical maximal torque and calculate activation (Folland & Williams 2007a). The fact 
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that both independent measures of activation in this study (normalized QEMG and ITT) 
found lower activation at the more extended knee-joint angles provides some confidence that 
these effects are genuine, and that quadriceps activation is inhibited at more extended 
positions. These findings might have implications for the adaptation to RT, specifically 
neural adaptations and thus also functional changes, could be angle specific with greater 
scope for neural changes at extended knee-joint positions due to the initial failure in 
activation at these positions.  
The anterior displacement of the tibia during forceful knee extension contractions at 
extended knee-joint angles (Hirokawa et al. 1992) has been suggested to explain lower 
agonist activation at these positions (Suter & Herzog 1997). During knee extension 
contractions between 0- ~60° anterior tibial displacement (and rotation) occurs and applies 
stress to the anterior cruciate ligament (ACL) as the primary passive restraint to this 
movement (Howell 1990; Hirokawa et al. 1992). The sensory mechanoreceptors in the ACL 
could activate reflex pathways, such as Ia and Ib interneurons (Johansson et al. 1991), and so 
alter the activation of the muscles arround the knee. This suggestion is supported by 
Solomonow et al. (1987), that showed ACL stress generates a moderate inhibition of the Q. 
Whereas during knee extension contractions at more flexed positions there is a posterior 
displacement of the tibia, resulting in unloading of the ACL (Hirokawa et al. 1992) and 
consequently no inhibitory feedback would be expected.  
The capability for neuromuscular activation at different joint angles could also be 
influenced by changes in the motoneuron pool of the Q. It has been hypothesised that longer 
muscle spindle lengths leads to higher input from Ia afferents providing excitation of the Q 
motoneuron pool resulting in an increase in neuromuscular activation (Becker & Awiszus 
2001; Kubo et al. 2004). However, evidence also suggests that differences in neuromuscular 
activation and/or voluntary activation across joint angles could suffer influence from spinal 
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and supra-spinal level. A plantar-flexor study (Papaiordanidou et al. 2016) found differences 
in voluntary activation (ITT) during iMVC across different ankle joints but with no 
differences in spinal excitability measure by H-reflex, however when H-reflex was 
normalized by MMAX, H-reflex presented a lower activation during most lengthening 
positions. The same study also investigated the effect of different knee-joint angle on the 
plantar flexor neural mechanisms (V-wave and H-reflex) and a knee-joint angle effect in the 
plantar flexors was found for neuromuscular activation (ITT) and V-wave normalized by 
MMAX. Therefore, it was suggested by the authors that interferences from spinal and supra-
spinal level are might be responsible for that changes.  
Co-activation of the hamstrings 
The current study measured antagonist activation from both hamstring muscles (BF 
and ST) and found greater normalized activation at the most knee-flexed position. The 
majority of previous studies did not find activation during knee extensor MVCs to vary with 
joint angle (Babault et al. 2003; Newman et al. 2003; de Ruiter et al. 2004) but two studies 
corroborate our findings (Baratta et al. 1988; Kubo et al. 2004). The contrasting evidence 
may be in part because previous findings were based on purely BF sEMG measurements 
(Babault et al. 2003; Newman et al. 2003; de Ruiter et al. 2004; Kubo et al. 2004) which may 
underestimate whole hamstrings activation (Aagaard et al. 2000) or were not normalized to 
the maximum sEMG during knee flexion (Newman et al. 2003). The increased activation we 
have observed at the most knee flexed position is not readily explained by knee-joint 
mechanics, because tibia displacement  during knee extension at the most knee flexed 
position is posterior (Hirokawa et al. 1992) there is no obvious need for hamstrings activation 
to stabilise the knee. The normalization procedure used for the antagonist activation in the 
present study (to HEMGMAX during knee flexion MVCs) was not as rigorous as the agonist 
normalization (to MMAX i.e. a maximal involuntary response) since we are not aware of a 
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method for evoking hamstrings MMAX. Consequently, given the differences in quadriceps 
maximal activation with knee-joint angle we have demonstrated it is conceivable that 
hamstring maximal activation also varies with knee-joint angle, in which case HEMGMAX 
may not represent a consistent level of neural drive at different joint angles and thus may not 
be an ideal reference for normalization across joint angles. 
In conclusion, both agonist and antagonist activation differed with knee joint angle 
during maximal isometric knee extensions and thus both contribute at least partially to the 
angle-torque relationship. Agonist activation, assessed with both normalised EMG and 
ACTITT, was reduced in the more extended positions, whereas antagonist activation was 
greatest in the most flexed position.  
Although it was demonstrated changes in maximal strength across different angle 
positions with agonist and antagonist neuromuscular activation contributing to these changes, 
little is known about explosive torque and its physiological determinants. Thus, the next 
chapter will address this matter. 
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Changes in explosive torque and the underpinning neural and contractile 
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5.1 INTRODUCTION 
 
Previous chapter demonstrated how maximum strength changes across different knee-
joint angles, with higher torque at middle angles but little is known about the changes in 
explosive strength across knee-joint angles. Explosive strength can be defined as the ability to 
increase contractile torque as quickly as possible from a low/resting level (Folland et al. 2014; 
Balshaw et al. 2016). Generating torque quickly is intuitively and empirically important for 
explosive athletic performance (Paasuke et al. 2001; Tillin et al. 2013) but also appears to be 
critical to recovering from a loss of balance and thus preventing a fall (Izquierdo et al. 1999; 
Pijnappels et al. 2008). Whilst maximum strength is known to be angle-dependent (Suter & 
Herzog 1997; Becker & Awiszus 2001; Newman et al. 2003), relatively little is known about 
the effect of joint angle on explosive strength and the underpinning neural and intrinsic 
contractile properties. 
Although absolute explosive torque appears to show a similar torque-angle 
relationship to MVT (Rousanoglou et al. 2010) it is somewhat unclear if joint angle effects 
ET during either the early (initial 75 ms) or  late (>75 ms) phases of explosive contraction.  
For instance, absolute ET has been reported to be angle-dependent throughout EC 
(Rousanoglou et al. 2010), and reported to be angle-independent during the early (de Ruiter et 
al. 2004) and  late phases (Tillin et al. 2012). Furthermore, ET is often expressed relative to 
MVT, which reveals the ability to explosively express the available torque (i.e. MVT). 
Previous studies have documented relative early phase ET to be similar (de Ruiter et al. 2004; 
Tillin et al. 2012) and to be higher at extended vs. flexed between knee-joint angles 
(Rousanoglou et al. 2010). The different results between previous studies may be due to the 
limited number of joint angles (2 angles, Tillin et al. 2012; 3 angles, de Ruiter et al. 2004) or 
ET being measured only from the first 40 ms of EC (de Ruiter et al. 2004). Overall these 
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inconsistent findings in the existing research literature make it difficult to discern the effect of 
joint angle on absolute and relative ET.  
ET appears to be  heavily influenced by neuromuscular activation (de Ruiter et al. 
2004; Klass et al. 2008; Folland et al. 2014). In Chapter 4 it was found that maximum Q 
activation (i.e. at MVT), was lower at an extended vs. flexed knee-joint angles, but it is 
unclear if this is also the case during explosive contractions. Whilst one study reported higher 
activation during explosive contractions  at a flexed vs. extended position, this study 
compared only two joint angles (Tillin et al. 2012). Hence, a more thorough investigation of 
multiple joint angles is required, such as the use of MMAX normalization as suggested at 
chapter 3. 
The intrinsic contractile properties of the muscle, specifically the evoked torque 
during twitch and octet contractions, are also known to influence ET (Andersen & Agaard 
2006; Folland et al., 2014). It is important to highlight that octet torque drives the muscle at 
its maximal capacity for explosive torque production (de Haan 1998). The influence of joint 
angle on these contractile determinants of explosive strength has produced contrasting 
findings. For example the contractile ability to rapidly express the available torque (i.e. octet 
torque in proportion of MVT) has been reported to be angle dependent (i.e. higher at 
extended positions; Tillin et al. 2012) and independent (de Ruiter et al. 2004). Thus, little is 
known regarding how intrinsic contractile properties change across knee-joint angles. 
Therefore, the purpose of this study was to conduct a thorough comparison of 
explosive torque production at five different knee-joint angles, with assessment of the 
underpinning physiological mechanisms, neural activation (via electromyography) and 
intrinsic contractile properties, that might account for any differences between angles. It was 
first hypothesized that absolute ET will vary in a similar pattern as MVT but normalized ET 
(%MVT) will not show differences across knee-joint angles. The second hypothesis was that 
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neuromuscular activation will be higher at more flexed positions and muscle contractile 
properties will be higher at more extended positions.  
 
5.2 METHODS 
 
5.2.1. Participants 
Twenty-eight, recreationally active males (age: 23 ± 3 years; height: 1.78 ± 0.07 m; 
body mass: 74 ± 7 kg) who were asymptomatic and had no history of major traumatic lower-
body injuries or participation in lower body strength/power training for ≥12 months 
participated in this study. The study was approved by the Loughborough University ethics 
committee. Participants provided written informed consent prior to their participation 
according to the principles of The Declaration of Helsinki.  
 
5.2.2. Overview 
Participants attended three laboratory sessions (one familiarisation and two 
measurement sessions), each separated by 3-7 days, at a consistent time of the day and were 
instructed to avoid strenuous exercise in the 48 h prior to each session and any exercise in the 
previous 24 h. The first laboratory session was used to familiarise participants with voluntary 
and evoked unilateral isometric knee extension contractions of the dominant leg and involved 
identical procedures as the main sessions. Both measurement sessions involved a series of 
isometric knee extension contractions performed at five different knee-joint angles [35°, 50°, 
65°, 80° and 95° (0° is knee full extension), in a counterbalanced order (ascending or 
descending order in each session) and with a constant hip-joint angle of 65° (0° is anatomical 
position)]. It was decided to use more angles than previous chapter in order to provide a clear 
picture of explosive strength changes across a bigger range knee-joint angles. Specifically: 
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maximum voluntary contractions (MVCs); ECs; evoked twitch, and octet contractions (8 
pulses at 300 Hz, performed only in the final test session). Torque and superficial Q sEMG 
(mean of VL, VM and RF), a measure of neuromuscular activation, were recorded during all 
tasks during both measurement sessions. Additionally, the Voluntary T50 / Octet T50 was used 
as an additional measure of neural efficacy during the first 50 ms of explosive contractions. 
 
5.2.3. Recording Procedures 
Torque, surface sEMG and video recording 
All tasks were performed with participants seated and strapped to an adjustable rigid 
custom-made isometric testing chair at the chest and across the waist to minimise extraneous 
movement. In order to measure the knee-joint angles (35°, 50°, 65°, 80° and 95°) sagittal 
plane video images of the leg were recorded during familiarisation using a video camera 
placed lateral to the participant (Panasonic HC-V110, Secaucus, New Jersey, US) during 
MVCs. The video recording was used to determine knee-joint angle, i.e. the angle between 
visible markers placed on the greater trochanter, lateral knee-joint space and lateral malleolus. 
Video images were digitised using freely available public domain analysis software (Kinovea 
0.8.15 software). Torque and sEMG recordings were the same as described at chapter 3. 
 
5.2.4. Protocol 
Maximal voluntary contractions 
Following a series of sub-maximum warm-up contractions at the first measured joint 
angle [50% (x2), 75% (x2), and 90% (x1) of perceived maximum effort], participants 
completed two MVCs at each of the five knee-joint angles. Participants were instructed to 
extend their knee and “push as hard as possible” for ~4 s during MVCs with a ≥30 s recovery 
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period between each MVC. Biofeedback of the torque-time curve was displayed on a 
computer monitor in front of the participant during MVCs and a horizontal cursor was placed 
at the peak of the torque-time curve following the first MVC to encourage participants to 
exceed their best score. Intense verbal encouragement was also offered during all MVCs. 
During off-line analysis MVT was identified as the instantaneous highest torque during both 
MVCs, and sEMG amplitude of each individual sEMG sensor at MVT (EMGMVT) was 
measured as the RMS during a 500 ms time window (250 ms either side of MVT). EMGMVT 
was subsequently normalized to maximal M-wave peak-to-peak amplitude (MMAX P-P; see 
below) recorded from the corresponding sEMG sensor during maximum twitch contractions 
at the same angle (based on Chapter 3 findings). The values from all 6 sEMG sites were 
averaged to calculate whole quadriceps value (QEMGMVT). 
Explosive Voluntary Contractions 
After completing MVCs at all angles participants performed 6-8 ECs (each ~20 s 
apart) at each knee-joint angle. Prior to each contraction, participants were instructed to 
perform the contraction as “fast and hard” as possible without producing prior tension or 
countermovement. Baseline torque displayed on a sensitive scale was used to verify that pre-
tension or countermovement did not occur before contraction onset and if either of these 
criteria were violated the contraction was excluded. Torque and sEMG onsets for ECs and 
evoked contractions (both twitch and octet; see below) were identified manually by visual 
identification by a trained investigator using a systematic approach that showed to be more 
valid than automatic approaches (Tillin et al. 2013). During offline analysis, torque and 
sEMG signals were initially viewed on an x-axis scale of 300 ms prior to the contraction and 
y-axis scales of 0.7 Nm (torque) or 0.05 mV (EMG) before zooming in to determine the 
instant of the last peak or trough before the signal deflected away from the envelope of the 
baseline noise. For each knee-joint angle and measurement session the two ECs with the 
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highest torque at 100 ms and peak force >70% MVT were selected for further analysis. 
Explosive torque was measured at 50, 75, 100, and 150 ms from torque onset (T50, T75, T100 
and T150 respectively) for each contraction and then a mean was calculated for the two 
contractions at each angle during each session, before averaging across measurement sessions. 
These time points (T50, T75, T100 and T150) during explosive contractions were selected as they 
typically represent consistent torque increments during the rising torque-time trace (i.e. ~20, 
40, 60 and 80% MVT). Absolute explosive torque also was expressed relative to MVT at the 
same time points in order to assess the capacity to use the available torque at each joint angle. 
The sEMG amplitude of each individual sensor during explosive contractions was measured 
across epochs of 0-50 (QEMG0-50), 0-100 (QEMG0-100) and 0-150 ms (QEMG0-150) from 
sEMG onset and normalized to MMAX P-P from the corresponding sensor measured during 
twitch contractions at the same knee-joint angle. 
 
Evoked Twitch and Octet contractions 
After the ECs (i.e. at all 5 angles) and a 2 min rest, transcutaneous femoral nerve 
stimulation commenced and performed at a rest state. An anode (70 x 100 mm carbon rubber 
electrode; Electro-Medical Supplies, Greenham, UK) was placed and secured over the greater 
trochanter and a cathode (10 mm diameter, protruding 20 mm from a 35 x 55 mm plastic base; 
Electro-Medical Supplies, Greenham, UK) was positioned over the femoral nerve in the 
femoral triangle, both coated in conductive gel. Electrical stimulation was then delivered with 
a constant-current variable-voltage stimulator (DS7AH, Digitimer Ltd., Welwyn Garden City, 
UK). The cathode was repositioned and a low-level current (40-60 mA) was delivered until 
the largest twitch torque response was identified. The cathode was secured with transpore 
tape and stimulation intensity was gradually increased until torque and the peak-to-peak 
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amplitude of the M-wave plateaued. Thereafter three further stimuli, with 10 s in between 
each stimuli, were delivered with a current of 150% of the plateau level to ensure 
supramaximal M-wave (MMAX) peak-to-peak amplitude responses. Twitch peak torque 
(Twitch PT), Twitch torque at 50 ms (Twitch T50), and MMAX peak-to-peak amplitude (MMAX 
P-P) were averaged across the three supramaximal evoked contractions at each joint angle. 
Octet contractions were performed during the second (final) measurement session 
only, after all other procedures had been completed at all joint angles. Octets were first 
evoked at progressive currents (~15 s apart) until a plateau in the amplitude of peak torque 
and peak rate of torque development were achieved (only at the first angle tested). Then, two 
discrete pulse trains (≥15 s apart) were delivered with a higher current (≥ 20% above the 
plateau current to ensure supra-maximal stimulation) to evoke maximum octet contractions. 
Octets were performed in a counter-balanced order (i.e. half of the participants performed the 
octets in the order most flexed to most extended and the other half in the opposite order). 
Octet peak torque (Octet PT) and Octet torque at 50 ms (Octet T50) were measured as the 
mean across the two maximum octet contractions at each angle. The ratio of Voluntary T50 / 
Octet T50 at each joint angle was used as an additional measure of volitional neural efficacy 
during the ECs. Absolute twitch and octet torque variables were also expressed relative to 
MVT. Due to the discomfort caused by octet stimulation two participants were unable to 
tolerate this measurement reducing the sample size to 26 participants for octet torque 
measurements.  
 
5.2.5. Data analysis and Statistics 
Data are reported as mean ± standard deviation of the mean (SD) and all variables 
(except octet measures) were averaged between the two measurement sessions before any 
statistical analysis was conducted. Between-session reliability of MVT, ET, MMAX P-P 
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(whole Q), QEMG (at MVT and during ECs) and twitch torque variables from the main trial 
sessions were assessed by calculating within-participant coefficient of variation (CVW; 
(SD/mean) x 100). CVW values presented are averaged across the five knee-joint angles. A 
one-way repeated measures general linear model ANOVA was used to determine if there 
were differences between knee-joint angles for each variable. When the ANOVA revealed 
differences between the five angles, Bonferroni post-hoc test with corrections was used to 
perform pairwise comparisons between angles. In order to identify the optimal angle for 
torque production during MVC and EVC (at all time points) an individual torque-angle 
relationship was fitted in a second order polynomial function and compared if it was different 
across angles and contractions. Statistical analysis was performed using SPSS version 23 
(IBM Corporation, Armonk, New York, USA), and the significance level was set at P < 0.05. 
 
5.3 RESULTS 
 
5.3.1. Reliability 
MVT had a between-session CVW of 5.4% (collapsed across all five angles) followed 
by T75, T150 and T100 (CVW of 7.6%, 7.8% and 10.6% respectively) and finally T50 with the 
highest CVW (24.4%). Evoked Twitch T50 (8.5%) and Twitch PT (9.0%) showed a similar 
CVW and MMAX P-P had a CVW of 7.5%. Normalized sEMG variables displayed a CVW of 
14.6% for QEMGMVT, 19.8% for QEMG0-50, 16% for QEMG0-100 and 14.2% for QEMG0-150. 
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Figure 5.1. Knee extensor maximum voluntary torque (MVT)- and QEMGMVT-angle relationships 
during maximum isometric contractions performed at knee-joint angles of 35°, 50°, 65°, 80° and 95°. 
Both relationships, MVT-angle (A) and QEMGMVT-angle (B), showed a main effect of angle (One-
way ANOVA P<0.001) with post-hoc differences denoted by: * higher than the other angles, § lower 
than the other angles, † lower than 50° and 80°, ≠ higher than 35°, 50° and 65°, ‡ higher than 65. Data 
are mean ± SD (n=28). 
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5.3.2. Voluntary Torque 
Absolute Torque 
As expected, the MVT-angle relationship displayed a distinct ‘inverted-U’ 
relationship (Figure 5.1A), and explosive torque at all time points showed a similar 
pattern/relationship with joint angle (one-way ANOVA, P< 0.001; Table 5.1). Post-hoc 
analysis revealed that for MVT, T75, T100 and T150 there was higher torque at 65° than all 
other angles (P< 0.001); lower torque at 35° than all other positions (P< 0.001); and torque at 
50° and 80° was higher than 95° (P≤ 0.040; Figure 5.2). Differences in torque after 50 ms of 
explosive contraction were slightly less pronounced, with 35° displaying 35% up to 49% 
lower values than the other positions (P< 0.001) and 95° being 22% lower than 65° and 14% 
lower than 80° (P≤ 0.003; Figure 5.2). The quadratic fit of the angle-torque relationship did 
not show difference on optimal angle to produce maximal torque between different 
contractions (MVC vs. EVC) and time points. 
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Figure 5.2. The knee extensor absolute explosive torque-angle relationship measured at four time 
points (50, 75, 100 & 150 ms) after torque onset during explosive voluntary contractions at knee-joint 
angles of 35°, 50°, 65°, 80° and 95°. One-way ANOVA showed an effect of angle for all time points 
(P< 0.001), with post-hoc differences denoted by: * lower than the other angles; § higher than 95°; ≠ 
higher than the other angles (in relation to all bracketed time points). Data are mean ± SD (n=28). 
 
Relative Torque 
ET expressed as a percentage of MVT presented a main effect of angle during the late 
phase of contraction (T100 and T150; one-way ANOVA, P≤ 0.035; Figure 5.3), but there was 
no effect of angle during the early phase of contraction (T50 and T75; one-way ANOVA, P≥ 
0.058). Subsequent post-hoc tests for the late phase of contraction showed relatively modest 
differences in relative ET: T100 at 65° was lower than at 80° (5.8%) and 95° (10.6%; P≤ 
0.019); T150 was lower at 65° than all the other angles (5.0-9.3%; P≤ 0.041; Figure 5.3). 
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Figure 5.3. The knee extensor relative explosive torque (to maximum voluntary torque [MVT])-angle 
relationship measured at four time points (50, 75, 100 & 150 ms) after torque onset during explosive 
voluntary contractions at knee-joint angles of 35°, 50°, 65°, 80° and 95°. One-way ANOVA showed 
an effect of angle for T100 and T150 only (P≤ 0.025) with post-hoc differences denoted by: * lower than 
80° and 95°; § lower than the other angles. Data are mean ± SD (n=28). 
 
5.3.3. Neuromuscular Activation 
Normalized Neuromuscular Activation 
Normalized QEMGMVT (%MMAX P-P) presented a main effect for angle (one-way 
ANOVA, P= 0.001) and post-hoc tests revealed: lower activation at the most extended 
position (35°; -7 up to -19%) compared to more flexed angles (65°, 80°, 95° P≤ 0.001) but 
not for 50° (P= 0.172); 50° (-16%) and 65° (-13%) were  lower than 80°, respectively (P≤ 
0.028; Figure 5.1B). During EC, normalized QEMG0-100 and QEMG0-150 displayed a main 
effect for angle (one-way ANOVA, both P< 0.001), but normalized QEMG0-50 showed no 
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main effect of angle (EMG0-50 one-way ANOVA, P= 0.064). Normalized QEMG0-100 was 
lower at more extended vs. flexed knee-joint angles, with 50° and 65° < 95° (P≤ 0.022) while 
only 65° < 80° (P= 0.040). Similarly, normalized QEMG0-150 was also lower at more 
extended than flexed knee positions with 35°, 50° and 65° < 95° (P≤ 0.004), and 50° and 65° 
< 80° (P≤ 0.013; Figure 5.4A). 
When voluntary explosive T50 was expressed relative to Octet T50 there was an effect 
of joint angle (one-way ANOVA, P≤ 0.001; Figure 5.4B) with post-hoc differences 
demonstrating: 35° < 80° and 95° (P≤ 0.013); and 50° < 80° (P= 0.018). 
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Figure 5.4. (A) QEMG-angle relationships during explosive voluntary contraction (EC) and (B) T50 
relative to octet T50 at knee-joint angles of 35°, 50°, 65°, 80° and 95°. One-way ANOVA showed 
differences between angles for QEMG0-100 and QEMG0-150 (P ≤ 0.013). One-way ANOVA showed 
differences between angles for voluntary explosive contraction at T50 relative to octet T50 (P< 0.001). 
Symbols should be considered at the top of the error bars and indicate: ¥ lower than 80° and 95°, * 
higher than the others, ≠ higher than 50°. Data are mean ± SD (n=28 for EMG; n=26 for voluntary 
T50/octet T50 ratio). 
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5.3.4. Evoked Responses and Intrinsic Contractile Properties  
Absolute involuntary torque 
Absolute torque during evoked contractions (Twitch T50, Twitch PT, Octet T50 and 
Octet PT) showed a main effect for angle (one-way ANOVA; Table 5.1). For Twitch T50, 
Twitch PT and Octet PT all angles were different from each other (P≤ 0.048; Table 5.1) with 
the shape of the torque-angle relationship similar to MVT (i.e. an inverted ‘U’). Differences 
between angles for Octet T50 were found for almost all angles (all P<0.001), the exception 
was 35° and 95° which were similar (P= 0.735; Table 5.1).  
Relative involuntary torque 
When evoked torques were expressed relative to MVT a main effect of angle was 
detected (one-way ANOVA P< 0.001; Figure 5.5) and post-hoc tests showed all angles were 
different from each other for all evoked variables (P< 0.001). However, relative twitch 
torques (T50 & peak) increased with knee-joint angle (i.e. up to 34% greater at more flexed 
positions; Figure 5.5A), whereas relative octet torques (T50 & peak) decreased with knee-joint 
angle (i.e. up to 16% lower at more flexed positions; Figure 5.5B). 
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Figure 5.5. Evoked knee extensor relative torque (relative to MVT)-angle relationship for involuntary 
(A) octet and (B) twitch contractions at knee-joint angles of 35°, 50°, 65°, 80° and 95°.  There was a 
main effect of angle for Twitch and Octet T50 (torque at 50 ms after onset) and also twitch and Octet 
PT (peak torque; P< 0.001). Symbols indicate: ≠ differences between all knee-joint angles, § higher 
than 65°, 80° and 95°, ‡ higher than 65° and 80°, † higher than 80°. Data are mean ± SD (n=28 for 
Twitch torque; n=26 for octet torque). 
 
MMAX peak-to-peak 
MMAX P-P presented a main effect of angle (one-way ANOVA; Table 5.1) with the 
highest values at the most extended position and all angles were different from each other and 
progressively (lower) for increasingly flexed positions (Bonferroni post-hoc, P≤ 0.001).  
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Table 5.1. Absolute intrinsic contractile properties and supramaximal compound muscle action potential peak-to-peak amplitude (MMAX P-P) assessed 
by evoked contractions at knee-joint angles of 35°, 50°, 65°, 80° and 95° (where 0° = full knee extension). 
 Knee-Joint Angle  
 35° 50° 65° 80° 95° One-way ANOVA (P value) 
Evoked Torque (Nm)       
Twitch T50 ¥ 24 ± 7 41 ± 10 52 ± 13 48 ± 11 46 ± 10 < 0.001 
Twitch PT ¥ 30 ± 8 48 ± 10 59 ± 13 56 ± 13 53 ± 12 < 0.001 
Octet T50 ∞ 81 ± 15 120 ± 20 128 ± 23 100 ± 18 86 ± 16 < 0.001 
Octet PT ‡ 129 ± 21 188 ± 30 199 ± 30 164 ± 34 146 ± 29 < 0.001 
Evoked M-wave (mV)       
MMAX P-P ¥ 4.0 ± 1.3 3.8 ± 1.3 3.6 ± 1.2 3.5 ± 1.1 3.3 ± 1.1 < 0.001 
Data are mean ± SD (n=28 for twitch torque and m-wave; n=26 for octet torque). When one-way ANOVAs detected a main effect for angle, post-hoc 
test (Bonferroni with correction) was used to determine the differences across angles. Symbols indicate: ¥ differences between all knee-joint angles, 
∞ differences between all knee-joint angles except for 35° and 95° which were similar, ‡ differences between all knee-joint angles except for 50° and 
80° which were similar. 
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5.4 DISCUSSION 
 
The present study compared voluntary torque production and neuromuscular 
activation during explosive and maximum contractions, as well as the evoked contractile 
properties relevant to explosive voluntary torque, across knee-joint angles. As expected MVT 
was highly angle dependent (Suter & Herzog 1997; Becker & Awiszus 2001; Newman et al. 
2003) and absolute ET largely followed the same torque-angle relationship as MVT. 
Consequently, the ability to explosively express the available torque, i.e. ET relative to MVT, 
also showed no effect of joint angle during the early phase of contraction (≤ 75 ms) and only 
subtle differences (<11%) during the later phase of contraction (>75 ms). The similar relative 
ET across joint angles during the early phase and later of contraction was respectively likely 
due to: (a) the relatively weak influence of twitch torque and no differences in neuromuscular 
activation during the early phase of contraction; (b) the opposing influences of joint angle on 
normalized neuromuscular activation (increasing as knee flex) and octet torque (decreasing as 
knee flex).  
As expected, absolute ET at all time points during the rising phase of contraction was 
angle-dependent in a similar manner to MVT, with the highest values at 65° and lower values 
at more flexed and extended knee-joint positions (Figure 5.2). Similar to the current 
experiment, Tillin et al. (2012) detected higher ET at 79° than 25° of knee flexion during the 
late phase EC. However, in contrast to our results during early phase of the EC no differences 
in absolute ET were reported (de Ruiter et al. 2004; Tillin et al. 2012). Divergence among the 
previous reports and our results may be explained by measurements across a limited number 
of joint angles that likely provide an incomplete picture of the explosive torque-angle 
relationship (2 angles, Tillin et al. 2012; 3 angles, de Ruiter et al. 2004) or ET measurements 
from only a limited period of time during the early phase of EC (i.e. the first 40 ms of EC, de 
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Ruiter et al. 2004). Considering the changes in cross-bridge overlap with muscle length and 
thus joint angle (i.e. optimal overlap at a mid-range length) (Lieber et al. 1994; Rassier et al. 
1999), it is to be expected that a mid-range joint angle would be optimum for both maximum 
and explosive torque production as we have found (Becker & Awiszus 2001; Newman et al. 
2003; Babault et al. 2003; Pincivero et al. 2004; de Ruiter et al. 2004; Kubo et al. 2004; 
Lanza et al. 2017). 
The ability to express the available torque generating capacity explosively (i.e. 
relative ET) during the early phase of contraction was independent of knee-joint angle, 
although there were subtle differences in late phase relative explosive torque (100 and 150 ms) 
with surprisingly the middle angle (65°) being up to 11% lower than other angles. Hence, 
overall there was a relatively consistent ability to explosively express the available torque 
across knee-joint angles. In agreement with our findings, no differences across knee-joint 
angles was found for early phase relative ET (de Ruiter et al. 2004; Tillin et al. 2012) with 
only one study showing higher relative explosive strength at more extended knee-joint 
positions (Rousanoglou et al. 2010). During the later phase of EC previous literature detected 
higher relative ET at more extended knee-joint positions (Rousanoglou et al. 2010; Tillin et al. 
2012) a result that was in contrast to our findings. The subtly lower relative ET at the later 
phase of the EC at 65° reported in the current study may be explained by the lager values of 
MVT at the same angle (Figure 5.1A). Physiologically, one may propose that difference in 
torque between times may also be effected by the stiffness of the MTU. In fact, a recent study 
showed that MTU relative stiffness explain only up to 14% of the variance at the early phase 
of the EC (Massey et al. 2017). Given the differences in relative torque between times at the 
present study only occur at the latter phases of the EC at the middle angle (where less tendon 
slack will be present compared to more extended positions) it is unlikely the differences were 
due to MTU stiffness. Given other studies presented higher MVT at more flexed positions 
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(Rousanoglou et al. 2010; Tillin et al. 2012) this might explain the difference between our 
results and previous reports.  
Neuromuscular activation assessed with normalized QEMG was higher at flexed than 
extended positions during MVT (QEMGMVT up to +18%) and also during the first 100 and 
150 (QEMG0-100 +11%; QEMG0-150, +16%), but not the first 50 ms (QEMG0-50), of explosive 
contractions. However, it is notable that QEMG0-50 was the least reliable sEMG measure in 
this study (CV 19.8%), likely due to the short time period of this measurement. Furthermore, 
neural efficacy (Voluntary/Octet T50 ratio) an additional indicator of volitional activation 
during the first 50 ms of EC was higher at more flexed positions (up to 34%) in a similar 
manner to the other sEMG measures. Therefore, it seems likely that neuromuscular activation 
is effected by joint angle throughout explosive contraction as well as at MVT, being greater 
at more flexed positions.  
The anterior displacement of the tibia has been suggested as an explanation for the 
changes in normalized neuromuscular activation across joint angles during MVC (Suter & 
Herzog 1997; Chapter 4), and maybe also explain the explosive sEMG results of the current 
study. Specifically, anterior displacement of the tibia at more extended positions (Hirokawa 
et al. 1992) could stress ACL and so limit the neuromuscular activation of the muscles around 
the knee-joint. With the stress on the ACL at more extended knee positions reflex pathways 
(i.e. Ia and Ib interneurons) will be activated and consequently limit neuromuscular activation 
(Johansson et al. 1991). Another explanation also was suggested to possibly influence 
neuromuscular activation across joint angles: sensibility of motoneuron pool of the Q during 
different muscle lengths. It has been hypothesised that longer muscle spindle lengths lead to 
higher input from Ia afferents providing excitation of the Q motoneuron pool resulting in an 
increase in neuromuscular activation (Becker & Awiszus 2001; Kubo et al. 2004). Recently, 
also was demonstrated that during knee extension with knee at more flexed (100º) compared 
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at more intermediated position (75º) presents a lower motor evoked potential normalized by 
MMAX P-P and longer cortical silent period of the VL (Doguet et al. 2017). The results from 
Doguet et al. (2017) indicates influence of supraspinal and/or spinal process across different 
muscle lengths with higher inhibition at more flexed angles compared to middle angles and 
so partially explain the changes in neuromuscular activation of the present study. 
A novel finding of the current study was that normalized octet torque (T50 and PT, 
relative to MVT) showed an opposite pattern to twitch torque (T50 and PT, relative to MVT) 
with the latter presenting higher torque at more flexed positions (Figure 5.4). In opposition to 
this finding, a previous in vivo experiment reported both Octet PT (relative to MVT) and 
twitch torque (40 ms from torque onset) to have higher torque at more extended knee 
positions (de Ruiter et al. 2004). Animal studies have documented higher twitch torque in a 
lengthened position (Roszek et al. 1994; Rassier et al. 1998; Rassier & MacIntosh 2002) that 
has been attributed to increased Ca2+ sensitivity, which would increase the number of cross-
bridges, and so produce higher torque (Rassier & MacIntosh 2002). Whilst this explanation 
may help to understand the twitch contraction changes that were observed across joint angles, 
it remains unclear why octet torque had an opposite pattern of torque production across knee-
joint angles compared to twitch torque. A possible explanation would be the fact that a 
voluntary measurement (MVT) was used as a reference to normalize an involuntary 
measurement (octet torque) and maybe not the ideal normalization. During an MVC many 
factors will be involved in order to get the ‘real’ maximum from the participant (e.g. 
motivation) and an involuntary measurement does not present this type of limitation. 
Relative ET during the early and later phase of EC may be explained by different 
mechanisms. Given both normalized QEMG and Twitch T50 explain part of the variance in 
normalized ET (early phase of EC) with the first being the greatest factor (Buckthorpe et al. 
2014) the increases in Twitch T50 may have not been enough to produce changes in relative 
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ET across knee-joint angles. However, relative ET during the later phase of EC has 
previously been reported to be determined by normalized sEMG and by Octet torque (Folland 
et al. 2014). Thus, the difference across angles for the later phase of the EC in the present 
study may be explained by the opposite trend between neuromuscular activation and octet 
torque. 
The findings of this study have practical applications for training prescription. For 
instance, neuromuscular activation is lower during explosive contraction of the knee 
extensors at more extended compared to more flexed positions as previously demonstrated 
for maximum voluntary contractions of the same muscle group (Chapter 4). These consistent 
findings across different types of isometric contraction may indicate greater scope to increase 
neural activation in open kinetic chain conditions when RT is performed at more extended 
positions, which could lead to greater functional adaptations.  
To conclude, in general the absolute explosive torque-angle relationship exhibited the 
highest torques at mid-range knee-joint angles (65° from full extension) in a similar manner 
to MVT, whilst the ability to explosively express the available torque (i.e. relative to MVT) 
revealed only subtle differences across joint angles during the later phase of contraction. 
Neuromuscular activation increased from extended to flexed positions during both maximum 
and throughout the explosive contractions (~6% to ~34%), except for the early phase. The 
explosive contractile properties showed opposing effects of joint angle; relative Twitch T50 
decreasing (34%) and relative Octet T50 increasing (16%) from extended to flexed positions. 
These opposing effects of joint angle on the intrinsic contractile properties plus the subtle 
changes in neuromuscular activation likely explain the similar relative explosive voluntary 
torque across joint angles. 
Translating the presented findings to real life situations, for instance, may be a step 
ahead to better understand the underlining physiological mechanism during isometric 
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contractions and may contribute to understand specially situations where dynamic contraction 
cannot be performed (i.e. rehabilitation situations when the individual need to perform 
isometric contractions). The presented work provided further information about 
neuromuscular activation across joint angles during MVC (Chapter 4) and EC (Chapter 5) 
and how neuromuscular activation (both chapters) and muscle contractile properties (Chapter 
5) contribute to explain the changes on muscle function. There is a high confident in the 
presented findings, especially in regard to neuromuscular activation due to the use of MMAX 
P-P normalization investigated on Chapter 3.  
Moving forward, training using isometric contractions were performed to understand if 
joint angle specificity has a neural basis. Not many studies have explored the knee-joint and 
only one study normalized neuromuscular activation by MMAX or used appropriate static 
approach. Thus, the next chapter primarily aimed was to investigate if joint angle specificity 
has a neural basis using an appropriated normalization and statistical methods. 
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6.1. INTRODUCTION 
 
Chapters 4 and 5 provide strong evidence about the underling physiological 
mechanisms behind maximum and explosive strength. Thus, a further step forward will be to 
understand how a RT intervention may affect these abilities. Regular RT is widely 
recommended to improve muscle function (Folland & Williams 2007b) and maintain 
musculoskeletal health (Morganti et al. 1995). Isometric RT and in particular sustained high-
force contraction training (SCT, >70% maximum) at one specific joint angle may result in 
highly angle specific changes in strength with the greatest changes at the training angle 
(Thepaut-Mathieu et al. 1988; Weir et al. 1995; Noorkoiv et al. 2014).  However, the transfer 
of strength gains to other angles remains controversial (Weir et al. 1995; Kubo et al. 2006).    
Isometric SCT of the quadriceps femoris has been reported to increase maximum knee 
extensor strength: only at the joint angle used during training (Gardner 1963); at the training 
and adjacent angle (s) (Weir et al. 1994; Noorkoiv et al. 2014); and at all measured joint 
angles (Kubo et al. 2006). Among these previous interventions (Gardner 1963; Weir 2005; 
Kubo et al. 2006; Noorkoiv et al. 2014) a control group, which appears necessary to isolate 
the influence of a  RT intervention from other factors (e.g. learning to perform the test) 
(Kinser & Robins 2013), has been used by just two studies (Gardner 1963; Weir et al. 1995). 
Moreover, only one previous study used a robust statistical approach (Weir et al. 1995) 
assessing whether the changes in strength over time were specific to the RT angle (e.g. 
training angle vs other angles) and the training intervention (e.g. RT vs control group), i.e. 
two-way (group x angle) ANOVA based on change data.  Thus, the use of a control group 
and appropriate statistical procedures are necessary in order to assess joint angle specificity 
and the adaptations induced by RT. 
The adaptations to short-term RT are typically ascribed primarily to neural 
adaptations, including increased neuromuscular activation of the agonist muscle (Gabriel et al. 
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2006; Folland & Williams 2007b), and this has been proposed to be the mechanistic 
explanation for angle specific adaptations (Kitai & Sale 1989; Thepaut-Mathieu et al. 1988; 
Kubo et al. 2006; Noorkoiv et al. 2014). Similar to the disparate findings for joint angle 
specific torque changes, after RT neuromuscular activation has been assessed with sEMG and 
reported to: increase at a wide range of angles (up to 60° from and thus not specific/isolated 
to the training angle; Kubo et al. 2006); increase for some but not all measures at angles close 
to (within 20°) the training angle (Noorkoiv et al. 2014); and to remain unchanged at the 
training angle (Gardner 1963; Weir et al. 1995). Therefore, whether increases in agonist 
neuromuscular activation underpin joint angle specific strength increases after short-term 
SCT remains unclear. These disparate findings may be due to a lack of contemporary surface 
electromyography (sEMG) methods such as duplicate sensors on each superficial constituent 
muscle (Balshaw et al. 2017), joint angle specific M-wave normalization (chapter 3) and 
duplicate measurement sessions to enhance measurement reliability  
The ability to produce torque as quickly as possible from a low/resting level, known 
as explosive torque, is important for explosive athletic performance (Paasuke et al. 2001; 
Tillin et al. 2013) but also appears to be critical to recovering from a loss of balance and thus 
prevention a fall (Izquierdo et al. 1999; Pijnappels et al. 2008). Previous research has shown 
marked training/contraction specific adaptations, such that explosive-contraction training 
(ECT), but not SCT, is effective at increasing early phase explosive torque (≤100 ms after 
contraction onset; Tillin & Folland, 2014; Balshaw et al., 2016). However, it is unknown if 
the addition of some explosive-contractions to SCT may facilitate a broader range of 
adaptations with increases in both maximal and explosive strength. 
Therefore, the primary aim of this study was to examine the extent of angle specific 
changes in strength after RT (i.e. greater increases at the training angle and in comparison, to 
a control group), and whether changes in neuromuscular activation might explain any angle 
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specific strength changes. It was hypothesized that the training angle will present higher gains 
in torque than the other angles which will be explained by increase in neuromuscular 
activation. The second aim was to investigate if the addition of ECT to SCT facilitated 
improvements in early phase explosive strength, as well as the expected increases in 
maximum strength. It was hypothesized that the addition of ECT to SCT will provide gain in 
explosive torque at the early phase of the EVC.  
 
6.2. METHODS 
 
6.2.1. Participants 
Twenty-two recreationally active males with no previous major lower-body injuries or 
systematic lower body RT for at least 12 months were randomly assigned to either a RT 
group (n=13; age, 22 ± 3 years; height, 1.78 ± 0.07 m; body mass, 73 ± 7 kg) or control group 
(CON; n=9; age, 23 ± 3 years; height, 1.79 ± 0.08 m; body mass, 75 ± 8 kg) and completed 
this study. Ethical approval was granted by the Loughborough University Human Participants 
Sub-Committee and participants provided written informed consent prior to their 
participation according to the principles of The Declaration of Helsinki. 
 
6.2.2. Overview 
All training and testing of the knee extensors (unilateral contractions of the dominant 
leg) were performed with participants seated and strapped to an adjustable custom-made 
isometric testing chair at a consistent time of the day. A constant hip-joint angle of 70° (0° is 
the anatomical position) was used throughout the study. Participants first visited the 
laboratory for a familiarization session involving extensive practice of the voluntary 
contractions at the full range of angles, and experience with evoked twitch contractions. After 
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familiarization, two duplicate laboratory measurement sessions were conducted both pre and 
post the 4-week intervention period (i.e. 4 measurement sessions in total). Pre-measurement 
sessions occurred 3–7 days apart prior to the first training session and post measurement 
sessions were performed 3 days after the last training session and then 2-3 days later. Each 
measurement session involved isometric knee extension contractions (MVC and EC), and 
evoked twitch contractions at five different knee-joint angles [35°, 50°, 65°, 80° and 95° 
(where 0° is knee full extension)]. Joint angles were tested in an opposite and 
counterbalanced order (Figure 6.1) during both pre and both post measurement sessions. 
Torque and superficial quadriceps femoris EMG (VL, VM and RF), were recorded during 
maximum and explosive contractions, as well as evoked twitch contractions. Two octet 
contractions (8 pulses at 300 Hz; known to drive the muscle at its maximum ability to 
produce explosive torque for ~ 50 ms; de Ruiter et al. 2004) were also evoked at each angle 
during one pre and one post measurement session. 
The RT group completed 14 supervised training sessions in 4 weeks (x3/week for 2 
weeks and then x4/week for 2 weeks) at 65° knee-joint angle, and each session involved a 
combination of ECT and SCT. The period of time of 4 weeks was determined in order to 
focus on the neuromuscular adaptations to RT (Folland & Williams 2007b). The CON group 
were instructed to continue with their habitual physical activity and lifestyle, and only 
attended the pre- and post-measurement sessions. 
 
6.2.3. Training 
A brief warm-up of sub maximum contractions [50% (×3), 75% (×2), and 90% (1×)] 
was performed before each RT session. Within each individual training session participants 
completed ECT (three sets of ten repetitions; ~ 1 min per set) followed by SCT (three sets of 
six repetitions; ~ 3 min per set) of their dominant leg, with 2-min rest between each set. For 
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the ECT repetitions participants were instructed to perform each contraction “as fast and hard 
as possible” up to ≥80% of maximum voluntary torque (MVT) for ~1 s, and then relax for 5 s 
between repetitions. A computer monitor was used to display peak rate of torque 
development (10-ms time epoch) to provide biofeedback of explosive performance. The 
torque–time curve was also shown: with a horizontal cursor at 80% MVT to ensure 
sufficiently forceful contractions; on a sensitive scale highlighting baseline torque to observe 
and correct any pre- tension or countermovement. For SCT each contraction was an MVC 
and participants were instructed to “push as hard and fast as possible” for 3 s with 20 s rest 
between contractions. During the MVCs a computer monitor was used to display a target 
torque trace 4 s before every contraction and participants were instructed to exceed the 
horizontal target line (i.e. the maximum torque achieved until that session) and verbal 
encouragement was provided. During each training session, the highest torque value achieved 
during an MVC at any point during the intervention up until that point (i.e. measurement or 
training session), was used to prescribe torque production for both EC and MVC repetitions. 
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Figure 6.1 A schematic of the hip and knee angles during the maximum, explosive, and evoked knee 
extension contractions performed during the testing sessions and the training angle used during the 
training sessions. Arrows indicate ascending and descending order which the participant performed 
the tasks in a counterbalanced order within pre and post-test sessions. If during the first test session 
participant performed the task in a descending order for the next test session a descending order was 
performed. 
 
6.2.4. Torque, surface EMG and video recording 
Torque, EMG and video recordings were the same as Chapter 5. 
 
6.2.5. Protocol for pre and post measurement sessions  
Testing sessions consisted of a series of sub-maximum warm-up contractions (same 
as the training sessions) to prepare participants for the main tasks which were performed at 
five different knee-joint angles using their dominant leg. Each type of contraction was 
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completed at all five joint angles (in either an ascending or descending order, randomised 
between both pre and both post measurement sessions), before moving on to the next type of 
contraction: MVCs; ECs; evoked twitch contractions (see below).  
 
Maximal voluntary contractions 
Following a series of sub-maximum warm-up contractions at the first measured angle, 
participants completed two MVCs at each of the five knee-joint angles. Participants were 
instructed to extend their knee and “push as hard as possible” for ~4 s during MVCs with a 
≥30 s recovery period between each MVC and a minimum of 3 min rest between each angle. 
Biofeedback of the torque-time curve was displayed on a computer monitor in front of the 
participant during MVCs and a horizontal cursor was placed at the peak of the torque-time 
curve following the first MVC to encourage participants to exceed their best score. Intense 
verbal encouragement was also offered during all MVCs. During off-line analysis MVT at 
each angle was identified as the highest instantaneous torque during both MVCs, and EMG 
amplitude of each individual EMG sensor at MVT (EMGMVT) was measured as the RMS 
during a 500 ms time window (250 ms either side of MVT). EMGMVT was subsequently 
normalized to a joint angle specific maximal M-wave P-P amplitude (see below) recorded 
from the corresponding EMG sensor during maximum twitch contractions. 
 
Explosive Voluntary Contractions 
Explosive voluntary contractions were performed as the same as Chapter 5.  
 
Evoked Twitch and Octet contractions 
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After the ECs and a 2-min rest, transcutaneous femoral nerve stimulation commenced. 
An anode (70 x 100 mm carbon rubber electrode; Electro-Medical Supplies, Greenham, UK) 
was placed and secured over the greater trochanter and a cathode (10 mm diameter, 
protruding 20 mm from a 35 x 55 mm plastic base; Electro-Medical Supplies, Greenham, UK) 
was positioned over the femoral nerve in the femoral triangle, both coated in conductive gel. 
Electrical stimulation was then delivered with a constant-current variable-voltage stimulator 
(DS7AH, Digitimer Ltd., Welwyn Garden City, UK). At the first angle to be tested, the 
cathode was repositioned and a low-level current (40-60 mA) was delivered until an optimum 
site was identified. The cathode was secured with transpore tape and stimulation intensity 
was gradually increased until torque and the peak-to-peak amplitude of the M-wave plateaued. 
This procedure was performed at each angle position. Thereafter, three further stimuli were 
delivered with a current of 150% of the plateau level to measure supramaximal MMAX P-P 
responses. An interval of 10 s was given between each twitch stimulus and a minimum of 5 
min between angles. Twitch peak torque (Twitch PT), Twitch torque at 50 ms (Twitch T50), 
and MMAX P-P were averaged across the three supramaximal evoked contractions. 
After all other procedures had been completed, octet contractions were performed 
during the second pre and first post measurement sessions at all joint angles. Octets were first 
evoked at progressive currents (~15 s apart) until a plateau in the amplitude of peak torque 
and peak rate of torque development were achieved; this gradual increase in stimulation 
intensity procedure was only performed at the first angle tested. Then, two discrete pulse 
trains (≥15 s apart) were delivered with a higher current (≥ 20% above the plateau current to 
ensure supra-maximal stimulation) to evoke maximum octet contractions at each angle. 
Octets were performed in a counter-balanced order (i.e. half of the participants performed the 
octets in the order most flexed to most extended and the other half in the opposite order). 
Octet peak torque (Octet PT) and Octet torque at 50 ms (Octet T50) were measured as the 
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mean across the two maximum octet contractions at each angle. The ratio of voluntary T50 / 
octet T50 was used as an additional measure of volitional neural efficacy. A total of 3 
participants (RT, n=2 and CON, n=1) were unable to tolerate the discomfort associated with 
octet stimulation and did not perform this measurement. 
 
6.2.6. Statistical Analysis 
All data were anonymized prior to analysis. Reproducibility of all measurements over 
the 4-week intervention period were assessed by calculating the within-participant coefficient 
of variation of pre and post measurements [CVW; (SD/mean) x 100] for the CON group. 
Statistical analysis was performed after mean values had been calculated across duplicate test 
sessions at pre and post.  
Within-group changes were assessed with a two-way repeated measure ANOVA time 
(2) x angle (5) for all variables and both groups. Only if a time effect or a time x angle 
interaction was detected, post-hoc comparisons were conducted using Bonferroni post-hoc 
tests with stepwise correction. In order to thoroughly investigate the interaction effect (time x 
angle), and which specific angle presented higher changes after RT than another (i.e. within 
group joint angle specificity evidence), a within-group two-way repeated measure ANOVA 
time (2) x angle (2) analysis was also performed for pairwise combinations of angles (e.g. 35° 
vs. 95° etc.) with Bonferroni stepwise correction was applied. 
Between-group changes were assessed only if the within group analyses revealed a 
time or a time x angle effect. In that case, a two-way repeated measures ANOVA group [(2) 
vs. angle (5)], was performed with absolute change data (post-pre) to identify a main effect of 
group and group x angle interaction. If a group x angle interaction was found a subsequent 
two-way repeated measure ANOVA [group (2) x angle (2)] was also performed for pairwise 
combinations of angles (i.e. between group joint angle specificity evidence). Effect size (ES) 
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was calculated as previously detailed (Cohen 1988) and classified as follows: <0.20= “trivial”; 
0.20–0.49= “small”; 0.50–0.79= “moderate” or >0.80= “large”. Statistical analysis was 
performed using SPSS version 23 (IBM Corporation, Armonk, New York, USA), the 
significance level was set at P< 0.05, and all data are reported as means ± SE unless 
otherwise stated. 
 
6.3 RESULTS 
 
6.3.1. Group Characteristics at Baseline 
The two groups had similar age, body mass, and height (F(1,20)≤ 0.112, P≤ 0.752). 
When participant data were collapsed across angles at baseline, no differences (F(1,20)≤ 0.014, 
P≥ 0.271) were identified between groups (CON vs. RT) for MVT, explosive strength (T50, 
T100 or T150), evoked twitch torque, evoked octet torque, MMAX P-P amplitude, QEMGMVT 
and QEMG during EC (absolute or normalised). 
 
6.3.2. Reliability of Torque and sEMG Measurements 
Reliability data were collapsed across all five angles. The within-participant reliability 
(CVW) of the strength measurements was as follows: MVT, 3.9%; T150, 7.8%; T100, 9.6%; and 
T50, 24.4%. Normalized EMG measurements presented a CVW of: QEMGMVT 9.8%; QEMG0-
150 14.1%, QEMG0-100 16.1% and QEMG0-50 19.8%. Finally, evoked contractions presented 
CVW values of 4.5% for Octet T50, 5.4% Octet PT, 5.0% for Twitch T50, 8.1% Twitch PT and 
13.2% for MMAX P-P. 
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Figure 6.2. Knee extensor MVT-angle relationships and normalized QEMG-angle relationships, at 
knee-joint angles of 35°, 50°, 65°, 80° and 95° Pre- and Post-resistance training (RT; A and C) and 
control (CON; B and D) interventions. At A and C, brackets indicate within-group effects of time (pre 
vs post, post-hoc Bonferoni; P<0.05) for both MVT and normalised QEMGMVT after RT. Symbols 
indicate within-group angle x time interactions; specific angles with larger increases after RT than 
other angles: * increases > 35°, 80° and 95°; # increases > 35° and 80°; § increases  > 95° (post-hoc 
pairwise two-way ANOVA of angle x time, P<0.05). Data are means ± SE (RT, n=13; CON, n=9). 
 
6.3.3. Voluntary Torque 
Maximum Voluntary Torque 
For RT within-group comparisons showed a main effect of time (two-way ANOVA, 
F(1,12)≤ 24.898, P< 0.001) and post hoc testing detected increases in MVT at the 65° training 
angle (+12%), as well as both of the more extended angles of 35° (+5%), 50° (+11%), and the 
  35 50 80 95 65   35 
50 80 95 65 
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adjacent flexed angle 80° (+7%) after the RT intervention (All, Bonferroni pre vs post P≤ 
0.015; ES≥ 0.98 “large” for 50° and 65°; ES≤ 0.37 “small” for 35° and 80°; Figure 6.2A). 
After RT there was a time x angle interaction (two-way ANOVA, F(1,12)≤ 31.611, P< 0.001) 
indicating within-group joint angle specificity, with larger increases at some angles than 
others: 50° (> 35° and 80°; P≤ 0.004; ES≥ 1.26 “large”), 65° (> 35°, 80° and 95°; P≤ 0.025; 
ES≥ 1.47 “large”) and 80° (> 95°; P≤ 0.009; ES= 0.79 “moderate”). For CON there were no 
within-group time or interaction effects (two-way ANOVA, F(1,8)≤ 0.771, P≥ 0.406; Figure 
6.2B). 
Between group comparison for MVT change data showed a main effect of group 
(two-way ANOVA, F(1,20)= 7.806, P= 0.011; i.e. overall training effect RT>CON). There was 
also a group x angle interaction (two-way ANOVA, F(4,80)= 3.277, P=0.029), indicating 
between group joint angle specificity i.e. larger improvements after RT vs CON that were 
dependent upon angle. Follow-up pairwise group x angle interactions revealed greater 
differences between the training angle and 65° and 95° (P≤ 0.010; ES≥ 0.91 “large”) for RT 
than CON, and the adjacent more extended angle (50°) and 50° and 95° (P≤ 0.007; ES= 1.72 
“large” and ES= 0.61 “moderate”) for RT than CON. 
Explosive Voluntary Torque 
Within-group comparisons after both RT or CON did not show a main effect of time 
or time x angle interaction effect for T50 or T100 (two-way ANOVA, F(1,8-12)≤ 1.869, P≥ 0.123; 
Figure 6.4). For T150 there was an increase (main effect of time) after RT, but not CON (two-
way ANOVAs: RT F(1,12)= 6.143, P= 0.029; CON F(1,12)= 0.27, P= 0.875; Figure 6.4A & B). 
Post-hoc analysis of the RT group showed that T150 increased at the training angle 65° 
(Bonferroni P= 0.019; ES= 0.38 “small”; Figure 6.4A), but not other angles.   
Between-group comparisons revealed no group or angle x group interaction effects 
for the pre-to-post changes in T150 (two-way ANOVA, F(1,20)= 2.590, P= 0.123). 
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6.3.4. Neuromuscular Activation 
Within-group comparisons of normalized QEMGMVT (%MMAX P-P) had a main effect 
of time after RT (two-way ANOVA, F(1,12)= 12.439, P= 0.004) but this was not the case for 
CON (two-way ANOVA, F(1,8)= 0.856, P= 0.382). For RT subsequent post hoc testing 
revealed normalized QEMGMVT increased at 35°, 50° and 65° (Bonferroni P≤ 0.031; ES= 
0.27 “small” for 35° or ES≥ 0.54 “moderate” for 50° and 65°; Figure 6.2D). RT group did not 
present time x angle interaction for normalized QEMGMVT (two-way ANOVA, F(1,12)= 2.117, 
P= 0.128; Figure 6.2C). Normalized QEMGMVT between-group comparisons revealed a 
group effect (two-way ANOVA, F(1,20)= 9.678, P= 0.006; i.e. overall training effect RT>CON) 
but no angle x group interaction was detected (two-way ANOVA, F(4,80)= 0.640, P= 0.587).  
Within-group comparisons for normalized QEMG during ECs (QEMG0-50, QEMG0-
100, QEMG0-150) did not show time or time x angle effects in either group RT or CON (two-
way ANOVA, F(1,8-12)≥ 0.171, P≥ 0.233).  
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Figure 6.3. Absolute change (Δ) in MVT (A) and normalized QEMGMVT (B) at knee-joint angles of 
35°, 50°, 65°, 80° and 95° between pre and post for resistance training (RT) and control (CON) 
groups after a 4-week intervention period. A main effect of group was found for ΔMVT (P= 0.011) 
and ΔQEMGMVT (P= 0.006) but a group x angle interaction was only found for ΔMVT (P= 0.029). 
Differences detected are denoted by symbol as follow: * higher than 50° and 95°; § higher than 65° 
and 95°. Data are means ± SE (RT, n=13; CON, n=9). 
MMAX 
Within-group measures of MMAX did not show a main effect for time or an interaction 
effect for either RT or CON (two-way ANOVA, F(1,8-12)≥ 0.770,  P≥ 0.681).  
  35 50 80 95 65 
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6.3.5. Intrinsic Contractile Properties  
Absolute Torque 
Within-group comparisons for RT and CON revealed no main effect of time or time x 
angle interactions for evoked measures (Twitch T50, Twitch PT, Octet T50; two-way ANOVA, 
F(1,8-12)≤ 0.105, P≥ 0.142). However, RT group, but not CON presented a main effect of time 
for Octet PT (two-way ANOVA, F(1,12)= 8.485, P= 0.014; and F(1,8)= 0.407, P= 0.544, 
respectively). Post hoc testing revealed Octet PT increased after RT at 65° and 50° 
(Bonferroni pre vs post P≤ 0.037; ES≤ 0.026 “small”; Figure 6.5A). Between-group 
comparisons of Octet PT change data showed no main effect or group x angle interaction 
effect (two-way ANOVA, F(4,72)= 1.251, P≥ 0.297). 
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Figure 6.4. Knee extensor explosive torque-angle relationships at knee-joint angles of 35°, 50°, 65°, 
80° and 95° at 50 ms (T50), 100 ms (T100) and 150 ms (T150) from torque onset for resistance training 
(RT; A) and control (CON; B) groups pre and post a 4-week intervention period. Post hoc detected 
differences between pre and post only for RT at 150 ms (P= 0.029). Symbol * indicate post- higher 
than pre-training (P= 0.019). Data are means ± SD (RT, n=13; CON, n=9). 
 
6.4 DISCUSSION 
 
The primary aim of this investigation was to examine the extent of angle specific 
changes in strength, and whether changes in neuromuscular activation might explain any 
angle specific strength changes. RT performed at a mid-range knee-joint angle (65°) 
demonstrated increases in maximal strength at four out of five angles, and the changes at 
some angles, specifically the training angle and the adjacent more extended angle (65 & 50°), 
were larger than other positions, demonstrating within-group evidence of joint angle 
specificity. For the first time this study also found between-group evidence of joint angle 
specificity with larger improvements after RT at some angles (65 & 50°) than others (95°) in 
  35 50 80 95 65   
35 50 80 95 65 
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comparison to CON. Joint angle specificity was thus confirmed using rigorous experimental 
design and analysis i.e. in comparison to a control group. Neuromuscular activation showed 
within group increases (effects of time) at the training angle and more extended positions (35, 
50 and 65°) only for RT, but no within or between group evidence of joint angle specificity 
was found. 
An interesting find of the present study was that the addition of ECT sets to SCT 
within the same training session provided sufficient stimulus to improve MVT at the training 
angle (~12%) and broadly at all angles tested (4 of 5 angles; 5% up to 11%) for the RT group. 
Joint angle specificity was demonstrated within RT (at the training and adjacent angles going 
up to 22% difference) and between groups (50° at RT > 50° and 95° at CON; 65° at RT > 65° 
and 95° at CON) showing strong evidence for joint angle specificity (within + between group 
evidence). In contrast, the only study investigating knee-joint angle specificity using MVCs, 
reported a small amount of transfer (training at short muscle length) or no transfer of 
adaptations (training at long muscle length) (Noorkoiv et al. 2014). Although authors 
reported a within joint angle specificity (time x angle interaction) after short muscle length 
training intervention, they did not report where these differences occurred. Increases in 
agonist neuromuscular activation at MVT (i.e. normalized QEMGMVT) were after RT at the 
training angle and more extended knee positions (17-18%, within group), largely the same 
positions where the strength gains also occurred in this group, with no changes in strength or 
activation after CON. RT group demonstrated to have ~10% higher neuromuscular activation 
at the training angle and more extended positions (up to 11%) compared to CON after the 
intervention period and an overall statistical significance was demonstrated between groups. 
These changes in activation would seem unlikely to have occurred at the same angles and in 
the same group as for the strength gains by chance, and therefore provide a ready explanation 
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for the increases in maximum strength at these angles. However, we found no evidence of 
joint angle specificity within or between evidence for neuromuscular activation. 
In the present study absolute explosive strength presented a modest increase after the 
RT intervention in the later phase of the explosive contraction (150 ms) at the training angle 
(~7%) demonstrating no transfer across joint angles. Also, no differences in between angles 
were detected for absolute explosive torque (150 ms within RT) indicating no joint angle 
specificity. No increases in neuromuscular activation was detected for explosive strength so 
the increases in explosive strength does not appears to have a neural basis. No changes in 
twitch torque or Octet T50 was detected after training, but Octet PT presented an ~4.3% 
increase in involuntary torque after intervention at 65° and 50° for RT group. Previously, 
octet torque (75 ms from onset) was shown to explain part of the variance at later phase of the 
explosive contraction (Folland et al. 2014); hence, the increases in Octet PT in the present 
study maybe partially explain the increases in explosive torque at the later phase of the 
explosive contraction (150 ms). 
The novelty of our results may be due to previous studies using only SCT or ECT and 
not a combination of both. For instance, studies using only SCT over a 4 week training period 
also showed increases in maximal strength after training corroborating our results but with 
greater increases in maximum strength after RT (from 20%-25%) (Benjamin K. Barry et al. 
2005; Tillin & Folland 2014; Del Balso & Cafarelli 2007) than the present study. Studies 
only using SCT also presented increases in absolute explosive strength when it was measured 
(Tillin & Folland 2014). When only ECT was used during 4 weeks, increases in maximal 
strength were also demonstrated (11%) (Tillin & Folland 2014). However, absolute explosive 
strength during all phases of the explosive contraction were increased (up to 53%) after ECT 
(Tillin & Folland 2014). Thus, maybe the combination of two different types of contractions 
with different focuses (i.e. maximum or explosive torque production) within the same 
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training session may have a negative effect and so do not produce an improvement in early 
phase (≤100 ms after contraction onset) of the EC, at least in the first 4 weeks of a RT 
intervention. The present results may be influenced not only by the short RT period used (4 
weeks), but also by the unique configuration of the training session [(i) the use of two 
different type of contraction; (ii) training performed at the middle of the knee-joint range of 
motion (65°); (iii) the order of training contractions within the sessions (i.e. explosive then 
maximum contraction sets)]. Moreover, changes in muscle strength after a short-term 
intervention are suggested to be related to increases in agonist neuromuscular activation 
(Gabriel et al. 2006; Folland & Williams 2007b) which appear to explain the maximum 
strength gains in the present study. 
Whilst studies investigating knee-joint angle specificity have detected increases in 
neuromuscular activation (Kubo et al. 2006; Noorkoiv et al. 2014) others did not find 
differences after the training intervention (Weir et al. 1994). However, similar to our findings, 
no joint angle specificity was previously demonstrated. Thus, differences in neuromuscular 
activation after training vary between studies but a lack of knee-joint angle specificity was 
consistently reported. Whilst, the aim of the study was not to investigate the precise neural 
mechanisms whereby the changes in neuromuscular activation occur, increases in 
neuromuscular activation after a RT intervention have largely been attributed to increases in 
motor unit recruitment/synchronization, increases in the firing frequency, decrease in neural 
inhibition, and/or decreases in antagonist activation (Sale 1988; Gabriel et al. 2006; Folland 
& Williams 2007b).  
The present study has limitations and strengths that are worth highlighting. One 
limitation was the we use of five joint angles covering only 60° of the knee-joint range.  The 
use of several knee-joint angles at the same testing session, with many variables, may have 
diluted the measures of maximal and explosive strength. However, in order to address the 
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beforementioned issue two pre and post sessions were performed, and voluntary 
measurements presented a small CV between sessions [3.9% to 9.6%; expect for T50 (24.4%)] 
which reinforce our results. Another possible limitation is the use of sEMG. Although sEMG 
has consistently been used as measure of descending neural drive several factors could 
confound the measurement such as extrinsic (i.e. fiber orientation) and intrinsic factors (i.e. 
electrode location, subcutaneous tissue) (De Luca 1997; Farina et al. 2014) which may 
change after the training intervention. Hence, in order to avoid the influence of subcutaneous 
tissue (which may have changed after the intervention) MMAX normalization was used as 
previously suggested (Chapter 3). Nevertheless, voluntary EMG measurement often presents 
large variability (Gondin et al. 2005; Clark et al. 2007; Place et al. 2007) which may have 
impaired the possibility to detect differences between knee-joint angles from the within- or 
between-group comparisons in the present study. 
In conclusion, after the RT maximal strength increased at 4 out of 5 knee-joint angles 
and we found novel and robust evidence (between-group analyses) of joint angle specificity 
i.e. larger improvements after RT at some angles than others in comparison to CON.  
Increases in neuromuscular activation occurred at 3 of the same joint angles as strength gains 
for the RT group, but not control, giving some support to the notion of increased activation 
underpinning angle specific strength gains. However, importantly there was no evidence of 
joint angle specific changes in activation either from within- or between group analyses. 
Finally, the combination of two different types of explosive and sustained contractions during 
each training session did not result in early phase explosive strength gains during a 4-week 
training period.  
The present results may provide important information which can be applied within 
the context of rehabilitation. For instance, based on the presents results, if an individual 
performed a training session with the characteristics described in the current study, this would 
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likely improve maximal torque across a 60º range of movement without the necessity to train 
other angles. This training would be particularly beneficial if the individual cannot perform 
dynamic contractions due to the constraints of their injury. An interesting further 
investigation would be to separate the two types of contractions within the current study in to 
two training interventions and investigate if each type of training contraction is performed 
separately (SCT vs. ECT) what effect on joint angle specificity would be occur for MVT 
and/or ET. 
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The aims of this thesis were addressed via four experimental research chapters and the 
main findings of these investigations are summarised below: 
1. First, electrode location across the surface of the VL had a pronounced effect on 
voluntary sEMG amplitude during MVCs, and this was removed by normalization 
to MMAX P-P, but not MMAX Area. Second, the moderate relationship between 
subcutaneous tissue thickness and voluntary sEMG amplitude (R2=0.31 up to 0.38) 
was reduced but not consistently removed by MMAX normalization [up to R2= 0.16 
(P-P) and R2= 0.23 (Area)]. Thus, MMAX P-P was the better normalization 
parameter that removed the influence of electrode location and substantially 
reduced but did not consistently or fully remove the influence of adiposity. 
2. Both agonist and antagonist neuromuscular activation differed with knee-joint 
angle during maximal isometric knee extensions and thus both likely contribute to 
the angle-torque relationship. Agonist activation, assessed with both normalised 
EMG and ACTITT, was reduced in the more extended positions, whereas 
antagonist co-activation was greatest in the most flexed position.  
3. In general, the absolute explosive torque-angle relationship exhibited higher 
torques at mid-range knee-joint angles in a similar manner to MVT, whilst the 
ability to explosively express the available torque (i.e. relative to MVT) revealed 
only subtle differences between joint angles. Neuromuscular activation showed 
increases from extended to flexed positions during both maximum and explosive 
contractions (at all time points; ~6% to ~34%). Evoked contractile properties 
presented opposite patterns with twitch torque increasing (~5% to ~30%) and 
octet torque decreasing (~2% to ~14%) with knee flexion.  
4. After 4 weeks of supervised isometric RT at a 65° knee-joint angle within-group 
changes in maximal strength occurred at 4 out of 5 knee-joint angles and 
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presented joint angle specificity within group evidence (greater gains at 3 angles 
than others) and between group evidence (greater gains at 2 angles than others). 
Increases in explosive strength only occurred at the later phase of the explosive 
contraction with no joint angle specificity. While increases in neuromuscular 
activation accompanied the improvements in maximum strength at similar joint-
angles, no joint-angle specificity for neuromuscular activation was identified. 
Finally, the combination of explosive and maximal contraction RT within the 
same training session appears to increase maximum strength but not explosive 
strength when a short-term RT intervention is performed. 
 
7.1 MMAX NORMALIZATION TO ACCOUNT TO SUBCUTANEOUS TISSUE 
THICKNESS AND ELECTRODE LOCATION 
 
The unique findings of Chapter 3 demonstrated that: (i) the confounding effect of 
electrode location on VL EMG amplitude can be removed by using MMAX P-P normalization; 
and (ii) MMAX P-P was the better normalization parameter that removed the influence of 
electrode location and substantially reduced the influence of adiposity. The present findings 
have implications in all fields using EMG as tool to assess neuromuscular activity. For 
instance, subjects can present differences in subcutaneous tissue layer and that is known to 
have an influence on sEMG amplitude (Nordander et al. 2003; Petrofsky 2008). Thus, the use 
of MMAX normalization can be a useful tool to remove/reduce this confounding effect and 
allow a more through comparisons between participants. Additionally, electrode location also 
has been an issue, specifically between sessions, so the use of MMAX P-P normalization would 
account for this confounder effect. Therefore, chapter 3 of this thesis demonstrated that MMAX 
P-P as a reference for normalising EMG amplitude, removes the confounding effect of 
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electrode location and considerably reduced the influence of subcutaneous adiposity when 
comparing with MMAX Area. 
It is important to provide some insight about the limitations and challenges of MMAX 
measurement and thus normalization. The separation of the stimulation artefact [which is a 
due to the potential difference between the stimulation current and the sEMG sensors (Minzly 
et al. 1993)] from the MMAX in some instances is limited which makes assessment of MMAX 
parameters problematic. During the data analysis it was noticed that the artefact was larger 
and temporally closer to MMAX at more proximal electrode sites than distal sites preventing a 
distinction separation of the two (Figure 7.1). Because of these we exclude two electrodes 
(we initially have 8) from our analysis in chapter 3 (study 1). Therefore, in order to overcome 
this limitation, the follow approaches could be used: (i) identify sites within the muscle that 
provide clear identification from the artefact and MMAX; and/or (ii) develop techniques (i.e. 
filter) that allow a separation between artefact and MMAX when they are merged. 
 
Figure 7.1. An example of a MMAX from a distal site (40% of the thigh length) being somewhat 
separated from the stimulation artefact (A), and an example of a MMAX from a proximal site (75% of 
the thigh length) where the artefact was merged with the MMAX (B). Measurements from the most 
proximal sites (as shown in B) were ultimately removed from the data set presented in Chapter 3. 
 
A 
B 
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Additionally, further explore the MED correction to account for the subcutaneous 
tissue thickness when using EMG to measure neuromuscular activation maybe necessary. It 
is unclear if MED correction would better remove the effect of subcutaneous tissue thickness 
than MMAX normalization. Thus, in order to address the before mentioned issue sEMG 
amplitude during MVCs could be measured and then (i) normalized by MMAX P-P, (ii) 
corrected by MED and also (iii) corrected and normalized by MMAX P-P. A comparison of the 
CV between and within participants would provide valuable information regarding the MED 
correction in this context (e.g. does it remove the large variance of the sEMG measurement?). 
A new technique/approach to account for this confounder (subcutaneous tissue thickness) of 
sEMG amplitude may be appropriate and would provide a more robust analysis of EMG 
signals. 
 
7.2 TORQUE-ANGLE RELATIONSHIP  
 
7.2.1 Maximum torque-angle relationship 
 
Consistent with previous research literature, chapters 4-6 showed the knee extensor 
maximal torque-angle relationship to have an inverted ‘U’ shape indicating higher torque 
values at middle knee-joint angles compared to more extended or flexed angles. These 
differences in torque production with joint angle are thought to be primarily due to the 
muscle force-length relationship given the changes in joint angle affect the extent of cross-
bridge overlap and thus sarcomere force generation (Lieber et al. 1994; Rassier et al. 1999). 
Moreover, this thesis presented convincing evidence that agonist (chapter 4-6)  and 
antagonist (chapter 4) activation also contribute to the shape of the angle-torque relationship, 
although likely in a more minor way than cross-bridge overlap. 
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7.2.2 Explosive torque-angle relationship 
 
This thesis provides for the first-time a thorough description of the explosive torque-
angle relationship during all the phases of ECs (Chapter 5). While absolute ET, in general, 
followed the same torque-angle relationship as MVT, relative ET (%MVT) did not show 
differences between knee-joint angles for the early phase and subtle lower at the middle angle 
at the later phase of the EC. When looking specifically at the early phases of the relative EC 
no differences were found across joint angles for relative ET (0-50 and 0-75 ms). While 
absolute ET might be explained by the force-length relationship (see section 7.2.1) the 
relative explosive torque-angle relationship might be explained by the changes in 
neuromuscular activation (see section 7.3) and muscle contractile properties (see section 7.4). 
A limitation observed when assessing the explosive torque-angle relationship was that 
the use of five joint angles multiply to the number of assessments performed at each joint 
angle (i.e. MVCs; ECs; evoked twitch and octet contractions) results in a large volume of 
contractions overall and may have compromise the quality of the contractions. Some of the 
participants could not achieve 80%MVT during explosive contractions which led to decrease 
in the threshold to select the explosive contractions to 70% of MVT. Although a good 
performance during EC also rely on the technique, the use of 5 angles may have also 
influenced the performance during these contractions across the session. Therefore, a 
possibility to deal with this limitation would be decrease the number of joint angles tested 
within the session. 
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7.3 NEUROMUSCULAR ACTIVATION ACROSS KNEE-JOINT ANGLES  
 
One of the novel approaches taken within this thesis was to normalize voluntary 
sEMG amplitude measurements to MMAX P-P when comparing different knee-joint angles. 
Although the neuromuscular activation has previously been demonstrated (in inconsistent 
way) to change across joint angles (Newman et al. 2003; Borges & Ferreira 2003; de Ruiter 
et al. 2004; Kooistra et al. 2007) no prior studies have taken the approach of using joint angle 
specific MMAX normalization of voluntary sEMG amplitude during MVCs and only one study 
used for EC.  
The present work consistently demonstrated (chapters 4 and 5) that absolute MMAX P-
P changes with knee-joint angles, being higher at more knee extended than flexed positions. 
The changes in MMAX across angles shows that the electrical recording conditions may 
change with knee-joint angle. If differences in recording conditions occur during evoked 
contractions it would also be expected that the same differences would exist when measuring 
sEMG amplitude during voluntary contractions. Therefore, the present work showed that 
MMAX joint-specific normalization may be appropriate to account for the differences in 
recording conditions when comparing sEMG across joint angles. 
Chapters 4 and 5 provide important new information about how neuromuscular 
activation changes across knee-joint angles. The markedly higher normalized neuromuscular 
activation at more flexed positions (up to ~31%) compare to more extended positions was 
demonstrated in chapters 4, 5 and 6 for MVCs with similar pattern during EC (chapter 5). In 
chapter 4, the neuromuscular activation measured by the ITT with the same pattern (15% 
higher activation at more flexed positions) reinforces these findings.  
We suggested at least three mechanism that might influence neuromuscular activation 
across knee-joint angles. A possible mechanism is the anterior displacement of the tibia 
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during forceful knee extension contractions at extended knee-joint angles (Hirokawa et al. 
1992). During knee extension contractions (up to ~60°) anterior tibial displacement (and 
rotation) occurs and applies stress to the ACL and so the sensory mechanoreceptors in the 
ACL could activate reflex pathways such as Ia and Ib interneurons (Johansson et al. 1991), 
which would alter the activation of the muscles arround the knee (lower at knee more 
extended positions). Another possible expalnation for the changes in neuromuscular 
activation across joint angles is by changes in the motoneuron pool of the Q. It has been 
hypothesised that longer muscle spindle lengths leads to higher input from Ia afferents 
providing excitation of the Q motoneuron pool resulting in an increase in neuromuscular 
activation (Becker & Awiszus 2001; Kubo et al. 2004). Finally, influence of supraspinal 
and/or spinal process across different muscle lengths with higher inhibition at more flexed 
angles compared to middle angles (Doguet et al. 2017) may also partially explain the changes 
in neuromuscular activation across knee-joint angles. 
 These results provide important implications for training prescription. Specifically, 
based on these results there may be a greater potential for neuromuscular activation and 
maximum/explosive strength to increase following isometric RT performed at extended 
positions than middle or flexed angles given the lower strength and activation observed in 
such positions. Additionally, in order to increase the capacity to produce explosive strength, 
given the similar relative torque-angle relationship during EC but lower normalized 
neuromuscular activation when in more extended knee-joint positions, explosive resistance 
training performed at more extended positions also may provide better chances to improve 
explosive strength. 
One limitation in chapters 5-6 is the fact that antagonist co-activation was not 
measured. Investigation of how co-activation occurs during EC across joint-angle would have 
provided more information about whether the antagonist muscles contribute to the explosive 
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torque-angle relationship. Therefore, future studies that investigate the explosive-torque angle 
relationship would benefit from the use of antagonist electromyography (i.e. sEMG) and so 
verify the influence of muscle co-activation during EC across knee-joint angles. 
The increase in neuromuscular activation during both maximum and explosive 
contractions as the knee became more flexed (chapters 4-6) is very intriguing and may be due 
to spinal and/or supra spinal influences (Doguet et al. 2017). Therefore, exploring if spinal 
and supra spinal mechanisms influence the differences in neuromuscular activation between 
knee-joint angles maybe would explain the results observed in this thesis. For instance, H-
reflex (spinal level) and transcranial magnetic stimulation (supra spinal level) could be 
measured across knee-joint angles to provide information about the excitability of the spinal 
cord and motor cortex (respectively) in order to investigate its influence on muscle activation 
during maximal contractions. 
 
7.4 MUSCLE CONTRACTILE PROPERTIES ACROSS JOINT ANGLES 
 
The absolute torque during evoked contractions (octet and twitch torque) was shown 
to change across different knee-joint angles in a similar pattern as MVT (chapter 5). When 
expressed in relative terms (%MVT) twitch torque increased as the knee became more flexed 
whilst octet torque increased as the knee became more extended (chapter 5). Given the nature 
of the study, it was not possible to provide a detailed explanation regarding the exact 
underpinning mechanisms responsible for the opposing patterns of the relative torque 
production during evoked octet and twitch torque. However, both evoked contractions appear 
to explain different phases of the ET. Previously, a study showed that both relative twitch and 
octet torque partially explain the variance during EC at the early and later phases, 
respectively (Folland et al. 2014). During the early phase of contraction Twitch T50 explained 
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about 15% of the variance of the ET while similarly, Octet T75 (T75= torque at 75 ms from 
onset) also explained 15% of the variance in ET at the later phase. Therefore, although 
relative twitch and octet torque presented unique patterns across knee-joint angles in this 
thesis, it does appear that they contribute differently to ET. 
It also seems necessary to further investigate the differences in twitch and octet torque when 
expressed relative to MVT across joint angles. Two options are proposed:  
a) In order to compare the differences in twitch and octet torque across different 
muscle lengths an experiment in vitro maybe appropriate with single muscle cell at 
different muscle length to provide information about Ca+ sensitivity and overlap of 
myosin and actin filaments; 
b) Another different approach would be to investigate how the force-frequency 
relationship is influenced by different knee-joint angles. With different frequencies 
of stimulation (lower vs higher) it would be possible to further understand with the 
factors that influence evoked contractions across joint angles. Thus, both suggestions 
would provide further insights about the differences in evoked contractions across 
joint angles and ultimately providing further understanding about how they 
contribute to torque-angle relationship. 
 
7.5 IMPLICATION OF THE TRAINING INTERVENTION 
 
The training intervention within this thesis (chapter 6) provided important findings 
regarding joint angle specificity. The main finding was that after the intervention period the 
RT group increased maximal strength and the gains were joint angle specific, according to 
both within and between-group analyses. Although neuromuscular activation also presented 
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increases after training at similar angles as maximal strength no joint angle specificity was 
detected. The training intervention provided new interesting findings demonstrating 
normalized neuromuscular activation within the RT group to be 17% higher at the training 
angle and up to 18% higher at the other more extended knee-joint angles after the training 
intervention compared to CON. In accordance with the findings of chapter 4 the knee 
extended positions that presented lower neuromuscular activation (compared to more flexed 
positions) presented increases after training which was not seen in more flexed positions. In 
general, the increases in maximal strength across knee-joint angles after the training 
intervention were explained by the increases in normalized neuromuscular activation. 
Surprisingly, muscle contractile properties did not show differences after the training 
intervention which demonstrate that other factors contribute for the increases in muscle 
function. 
The training intervention also demonstrated that the combination of maximum and 
explosive contractions within the same training session surprisingly resulted in MVT being 
generally enhanced across all knee-joint angles after the training for the RT group. However, 
no changes in explosive strength were identified during the early phase of explosive 
contractions. The present results have important implications for training prescription: 
resistance training combining maximum and explosive contractions at a mid-range of 
movement joint angle will provide a transfer of maximum strength across joint angles 
accompanied by increases in neuromuscular activation at similar joint angles but with no 
increases in the early phase of the explosive strength. 
The inclusion of ITT pre to post training intervention would provide more insights 
about joint angle specificity and changes in agonist activation with training. Therefore, in 
order to better understand agonist activation across knee-joint angles the use of ITT would be 
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important to provide extra information about neuromuscular activation after a short-term RT 
period.  
The results from the training intervention with two different type of contractions were 
also intriguing and provide some insights (i.e. inclusion of ECT does not result in explosive 
torque increases). However, it would be interesting to perform one or a series of training 
studies to carefully titrate the influence of separate and combined RT protocols (i.e. ECT vs 
SCT vs ECT & SCT vs control) to further understand the effect of the different types on 
contraction on maximum and explosive strength. 
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APPENDIX I 
 
Equipment, Recording Condition and Methodology Justification 
 
Isometric Chair 
Throughout the thesis a rigid isometric testing chair was used, and participants were 
strapped to the chair tightly at the waist and across the chest to minimise extraneous body 
movement during all tasks (Figure A1). 
 
Figure A. Picture of the settings used to secure participant on the chair. A1) Individual 
secured on the chair; A2) Force Logic strain gauge. 
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Torque recordings 
Force production was measured throughout the thesis with a calibrated S-beam strain-gauge 
(linear range from 0-1500N, Force Logic, Swallowfield, UK; Figure A2). Force was sampled 
and recorded at 2,000 Hz using an analogue-to-digital (A/D) converter (Micro 1401, CED, 
Cambridge, UK, Figure B) according to previous recommendations (Neale A. Tillin et al. 
2013; McMaster et al. 2014). It is recommended (based on the Nyquist– Shannon sampling 
theorem) a sample frequency to be a minimum of two times the highest frequency in the 
signal of interest to retain all the information (Hamill et al. 1996). Thus, a higher sample 
frequency was decided to secure all the signal of interest and a low-pass filtered at 500 Hz 
with a fourth-order zero-lag Butterworth, digital was used to analyse only the signal in the 
frequency desired. During MVCs (i.e. line with the previous highest maximum force; Figure 
C1) and ECs (i.e. line with the 80%, rate of force development and zoom baseline, Figure C2) 
a visual feedback was provided for the participants. 
 
Figure B. Picture of the analogue-to-digital (A/D) converter Micro 1401, CED, Cambridge, 
UK. 
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Figure C. Print screen from Spike 2 program with the visual feedback during (1) maximal 
voluntary contraction (MVC) and (2) explosive voluntary contractions (EC). At figure C2, 
first channel from the bottom (green line) indicates minimal force level to be achieved during 
the EC (80% of the MVC); second channel (red line) indicates the rate of force development 
achieved during the EC; and third channel (blue line) is a zoon version of the baseline to 
detect any movement before contraction. 
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Surface EMG recordings 
Following skin preparation (shaving, abrading, and cleansing with 70% ethanol) 
single differential (bipolar) wireless Trigno Standard sEMG sensors (Trigno, Delsys, Inc., 
Boston, MA; 1-cm inter-electrode distance; Figure D1) were placed at set percentages of 
thigh length (distance from knee-joint space to the greater trochanter) parallel to the 
presumed orientation of the underlying fibres (Figure D2). Trigno wireless sensors have a 
built-in system with reference sensors in the same electrode, hence, no ground electrode is 
necessary. Sensors were secured to the skin using adhesive interfaces. In both experiments, 
sEMG signals were amplified at source (x300; 20-to 450-Hz bandwidth) before further 
amplification (overall effective gain, x909) and subsequently sampled at 2,000 Hz using the 
same external (A/D) converter (Figure B) and computer software as the force recordings. 
EMG signals usually present motion artefact in the frequency below to 10-20 Hz (Clancy et 
al. 2001) and also cut off about 400-450 Hz frequencies are used to avoid higher frequency 
noise (Basmajian & De Luca 1985; De Luca et al. 2010). Thus, a bandpass filter of 20-450 
Hz was used in the present thesis. During offline analysis, the sEMG data were time aligned 
with the force signal (inherent 48-ms delay of sEMG signal). 
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Figure D. Picture of the single differential wireless Trigno Standard sEMG sensors. (1) 
Trigno Standard sEMG sensors box system; (2) SEMG sensors placed over the superficial 
quadriceps muscles. 
 
Electrical Stimulation 
Transcutaneous femoral nerve stimulation was conducted, whilst the participant was 
voluntarily passive, by placing an anode (70 x 100 mm carbon rubber electrode; Electro-
Medical Supplies, Greenham, UK; Figure E2) over the greater trochanter and a cathode (10 
mm diameter, protruding 20 mm from a 35 x 55 mm plastic base; Electro-Medical Supplies, 
Greenham, UK; Figure E2) over the femoral nerve in the femoral triangle region both were 
coated in conductive gel. In order to proper identify the femoral nerve, participant was asked 
to contract the quadriceps (i.e. performing knee extension while strapped) and the femoral 
triangle region (Figure F) was palpated in order to find the nerve. Electrical stimulation was 
delivered with a constant current variable voltage stimulator (DS7AH, Digitimer Ltd., 
Welwyn Garden City, UK; Figure E1). The cathode was sequentially repositioned until the 
optimum cathode position was identified (highest twitch response to a constant low current 
stimuli), before being secured with transpore tape. Incremental single pulse stimuli [200 μs 
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square-wave pulses (Folland & Williams 2007a)] were delivered (every 10 s, 15-20 mA 
increments) until peak twitch force and the peak-to-peak amplitude of the compound motor 
unit action potential (M-wave) plateaued for all recorded EMG sites. At least two further 
increments were delivered to ensure the plateau had been reached. Then three supra-maximal 
stimuli were delivered (10-15 s between each stimulus) at a current of 150% of the plateau 
level to measure supramaximal twitch force and MMAX P-P and Area (Folland & Williams 
2007a).  
 
 
Figure E. Picture of the (1) DS7AH Digitimer and (2) anode and cathode to perform 
electrical stimulation. 
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APPENDIX II 
 
Inform Consent Form 
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Health Screen Questionnaire 
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